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a  parameter defined in Equation 6.3 (casing wall temperature) 
B  wellbore fluid formation volume factor  
ĉr, ĉo, ĉt rock, oil, and total compressibility of the fluid saturated porous media, 
respectively, m-1Lt2, 1/Pa 
cf, cm, cs, cw  specific heat capacity of the fluid phase, fluid saturated porous medium, 
solid phase, and water phase, respectively, L2/t2T, J/(kg·K)  
C  wellbore storage coefficient, m-1L4t2, m3/Pa 
E1   En-function with n=1, and E1(x)=-Ei(-x) 
Ei   function of exponential integral 
Fo   Forchheimer number 
g  standard gravity, Lt-2, 9.8 m/s2 
gc  conversion factor defined in Hasan, Kabir, and Lin (2005)  
H   reservoir thickness, L, m 
Ĥ  enthalpy, L2/t2, J/kg 
hi   i layer thickness, L, m 
J   conversion factor defined in Hasan, Kabir, and Lin (2005) 
k   reservoir permeability, L2, m2 
kr, ks, ki  relative permeability, permeability of the damaged zone, and i layer 
permeability, respectively 
K0, K1  modified Bessel functions of the second kind of order 0 and 1, 
respectively 
L  half of the fracture interval, L, m 
LR  relaxation factor defined in Hasan, Kabir, and Lin (2005) 
p   pressure, mL-1t-2, Pa 
ps   pressure at the edge of the damaged zone, m/Lt
2, Pa 
q  downhole production rate, L3t-1, m3/s 
qi   ILPR, L
3/t, m3/s 
qsf  volumetric after-flow rate, L
3t-1, m3/s 
r   radius, L, m 
ri, rs, rw, re, rsf radius of investigation, damaged zone radius, production wellbore 
radius, outer closed boundary radius, and sandface radius, respectively, 
L, m 
Swr   saturation of the residual water 
t   time, t, s 
tp, tpss end of production time and start of pseudo-steady state fluid period, 
respectively, t, s 
T   temperature, T, K  
Ti, Ts, Tsf initial reservoir temperature, the temperature at the edge of the damaged 
zone, and sandface temperature, respectively, T, K 
Tf, Tp, Tei, Tinflow wellbore fluid temperature, producing fluid temperature before the shut-
in, casing wall temperature illustrated in Figure 6.9, inflow fluid 
temperature for each fracture, respectively, T, K 
u   average linear (Darcy) velocity, L/t, m/s 
U   specific internal energy, L2/t2, J/kg 
U’   Heaviside’s unit function 
v   actual local (superficial) velocity, L/t, m/s 
x   distance in flow direction, L, m 




   thermal expansion coefficient of the fluid, 1/T, 1/K 
ND   non-Darcy flow coefficient, 1/L2, 1/m2 
   pressure diffusivity coefficient, L2/t2, m2/s2
a   AE coefficient of the fluid, Lt2T/m, K/Pa 
   well inclination from horizontal 
   average porosity in the porous medium 
’   a lumped parameter defined in Equation 6.2 
   Euler’s constant 
  thermal conductivity, MLt-3T-1, W/(m∙K) 
f, m, s, w  thermal conductivity of the fluid phase, fluid saturated porous medium, 
solid phase, and water phase, respectively, MLt-3T-1, W/(m∙K) 
   fluid viscosity, mL-1t-1, Pa·s 
JT   JT coefficient of the fluid, Lt2T/m, K/Pa 
  density, mL-3, kg/m3 
f, s, w  density of the fluid phase, solid phase, and water phase, respectively, 
mL-3, kg/m3 






Recent developments in downhole temperature measurements open new alternatives 
contributing to reservoir characterization. In this dissertation, novel forward and inverse 
models to analyze production- and injection-induced temperature signals are developed for 
conventional and unconventional reservoir applications. Important limitations of the proposed 
models are addressed by accounting for fluid property variations and complex production 
strategies.  
Forward modeling approaches involve making relevant assumptions that allow rigorous 
analytical solutions to be constructed using Laplace transform, Method of Characteristics, and 
control volume analysis. Our results of the analytical models are benchmarked with those from 
commercial numerical simulation software. Multiple possible scenarios of conventional 
reservoirs are addressed including single-layer reservoir, multi-layer reservoir, near-wellbore 
damaged zone, and non-Darcy flow effect. To treat temperature signals associated with 
complex production history, we introduce methods with underlying theories of superposition 
principle and production rate normalization borrowed from pressure transient analysis while 
developing a new analytical approach when these theories are not applicable. Besides the 
transient flow period, boundary dominated flow is incorporated to extend the application of the 
proposed temperature transient analysis. We further extend the temperature transient analysis 
to fracture diagnostics during production and flow-back periods for unconventional reservoirs 
and CO2 leakage detection and characterization from storage zones.  
From the analysis results, we identify major mechanisms for thermal signals associated 
with production/injection of fluids from/into the subsurface: Joule-Thomson (JT) effect, 
adiabatic expansion/compression, heat conduction, and advection. We determine the 
significance of these mechanisms depending on the application of interest and the dominating 
flow regime (transient versus boundary dominated). For conventional reservoir production 
cases with high drawdown and strong temperature signals, the developed fluid property 
correction method improves the accuracy of the forward models. The interpretation and 
inversion processes are mainly conducted on semi-log plots with temporal temperature signals. 
For conventional reservoirs, the inverse modeling estimates permeability, porosity, damaged 
zone permeability and radius, non-Darcy flow coefficient, drainage area, and reservoir shape. 
Other outputs from the inversion procedures include leakage rate and transmissibility for CO2 
leakage, and inflow fluid temperature, surrounding temperature field, and after-flow velocity 





Chapter 1. Introduction   
1.1 Background and Research Motivations 
Reservoir characterization plays the fundamental role of successful reservoir 
engineering. A better understanding of the reservoir and estimating of the reservoir properties 
help to manage and optimize its lifetime performance. To minimize the associated uncertainties 
with estimated properties, various data sources are individually/jointly analyzed. Common 
techniques to characterize the reservoir include wireline formation testing, log-derived 
reservoir properties estimates, core analysis, and well testing. Conventional well testing focus 
on exploiting and interpreting the pressure transient data to identify the reservoir models, and 
estimate the reservoir properties. The progress on the downhole monitoring systems, which 
provide continuous and accurate downhole pressure measurements, enlarged the scope of the 
conventional well testing to incorporate and improve the quality of multi-rate, and permanent 
monitoring pressure transient analysis (PTA).   
Temperature measurements are more common in downhole monitoring systems, with 
longer coverage and higher accuracy compared to the pressure measurements. Until recently, 
the applications of the temperature measurements in the industry were restricted to calibrate 
the downhole monitoring system and to compare with geothermal temperature profile to 
qualitatively identify the potentials of wellbore leakage and downhole activities (Prensky 1999). 
Reservoir modeling was often performed with isothermal conditions due to the small 
temperature changes associated with fluid flow, and slow-moving thermal front in multi-phase 
flow conditions. With the improvements in the temperature monitoring techniques, even small 
temperature changes associated with the fluid flow can be identified and analyzed to obtain 
useful reservoir information, similar to those in PTA.  
Another advantage of the temperature measurements is its independence from pressure 
and other production parameters, which currently are the major reservoir characterization 
techniques. This independence can be very useful in certain conditions. For example, 
multilayer characterization from PTA remains a challenge due to the pressure dependency of 
the multiple layers. Given their depositional environment, many reservoirs are composed of 
multiple layers with different properties. Despite the cases of the multiple tubing completion 
with zonal separation, production wells in such reservoirs may penetrate and perforate multiple 
layers. Pressure behavior, which is an average response to the fluid behavior in the system, 
seldom reveals more than the average properties of the entire system. To obtain individual layer 
properties, pressure transient test for multilayer reservoirs remains a challenge due to time-
consuming and complex steps to acquire multiple sets of pressure and production rate data. 
This is not an issue for the temperature measurements. With one production rate, the inflow 
temperatures for each layer are different and can be analyzed to obtain the reservoir properties 
for that layer. A similar situation occurs in characterizing multi-stage hydraulic fracturing well 
production performance. By analyzing the temperature data at each perforation, we can 
estimate the inflow performance for each stage. 
As an evolving reservoir characterization technique, temperature transient analysis 
(TTA) can also lend the concept from existing approaches (e.g. reservoir limit testing, decline 
curve analysis, rate transient analysis) for more applications. Investigating boundary dominated 
flow (BDF) in reservoir limit testing estimates the reservoir boundary and original oil/gas in 
place through rate decline analysis. This flow regime is critical since most of the hydrocarbon 
is recovered during this period compared to the preceding transient period. To extend the 
applications of PTA to field data with complex production history, several approaches are 




proposed TTA can explore more applications and extend the scope by lending the underlying 
theories behind these approaches. 
Other potential applications for the temperature measurements include the shale 
reservoir characterization and leakage detection in CO2 storage project. The limitations to apply 
conventional PTA on shale reservoir are due to the extremely low permeability, shortened 
radius of investigation, and longer testing period in shale reservoir. Contrary to the pressure 
propagation wave, the temperature propagates based on multiple physical processes. 
Conductive heat transfer, the propagating speed of which is not a function of the testing 
medium permeability, in low permeability reservoir are more significant than other factors 
affecting the temperature measurements in shale reservoir. Therefore, it is particularly 
encouraging to apply TTA to characterize shale reservoirs. The temperature variations caused 
by fluid flow is a function of the thermal properties of the flowing fluids. In multi-phase flow 
scenario, this functionality is very promising to identify the saturation front and leakage fluid 
type by temperature measurements.  
These limitations with the current PTA to interpret unconventional reservoir, and the 
potential to apply temperature measurements as a testing technique to characterize reservoir 
properties, motivated this research.  Other applications of this research can be expanded to 
investigate the leakage rate and pathway properties for CO2 storage zone, multi-layer reservoir, 
and hydraulic fracturing evaluation. 
1.2 Problem Statement 
This research aims to investigate the potential to develop TTA techniques in order to 
obtain reservoir properties. In details, the following problems will be addressed in this research: 
1. To develop forward models for profiling the temperature distribution in 
conventional reservoirs. The methodology to develop this forward model can be 
analytical, semi-analytical, and numerical. The preferred forward model is 
analytical, while semi-analytical and numerical models will be the alternatives 
when analytical modeling is not feasible. To validate these models, other available 
models and field data need to be presented to compare with the developed models. 
2. To develop forward models predicting the temperature distribution during 
production and characterizing the hydraulic fractures and reservoir in the flow-back 
periods. These models will be based on the forward model for the conventional 
reservoir, where similar validation methods are applied to examine these forward 
models.  
3. To apply the forward models to the scenarios of interest (near wellbore properties, 
multi-layer reservoir, and leakage detection in CO2 storage projects). Sensitivity 
analysis are required to investigate the relationship between the temperature signals 
and reservoir/leakage properties, and the potentials to apply inverse modeling to 
extract the reservoir/leakage properties from the temperature signals. 
4. To develop inverse models to extract the reservoir properties from the temperature 
signals. The degrees of uncertainty in the scenarios of interest determine the 
methodology for the selected forward models. 
1.3 Governing Equations 
To understand the physics behind the temperature signal induced by fluid flow in a porous 
medium, the governing equation for heat transfer need to be developed for the porous medium 
in the first place. The derivation of the governing equations for heat transfer in a porous 




three conservation laws, the heat transfer governing equation (energy balance equation) for 
single-phase flow in a porous medium is constructed. Thereafter, the governing equation for 
multi-phase flow in a porous medium is implemented by applying the volumetric averaging 
technique to complete this derivation. 
1.3.1 Conservation Laws 
The three conservation laws to derive the energy balance equation are the continuity 
equation (conservation of mass), the equation of motion (conservation of momentum), and the 
conservation of energy. 
The continuity equation (conservation of mass) is to conserve the mass in the system. 
The accumulation of mass is identical to the rate differences between the mass entering and 
leaving the system. Considering those rates in a control volume, the differential form of the 









The velocity should be a vector in a system with multiple dimensions. The direction of 
fluid flow in this research is in one dimension, therefore the velocity vector is simplified to a 
velocity scalar. 
The equation of motion (conservation of momentum) is to conserve the momentums 
and the forces in the system. Based on the equation of motion, the incremental rate of 
momentum results from the rate differences between momentum entering and leaving the 
system, and with the external forces acting on the system. In the same control volume, the 









         
(1.2) 
Again, the shear stress tensor is simplified to a scalar in the one-dimensional system. 
The conservation of energy is another form of the first law of thermodynamics, which 
defines the changes in the internal energy of a closed system. The internal energy is affected 
by the thermal energy variation in the system and the work done on the system. The increasing 
rates of the kinetic and internal energy are divided into four categories, namely: (1) kinetic and 
internal energy addition from convective transport; (2) heat addition from molecular transport 
(conduction); (3) work done on system by molecular mechanisms (i.e., by stresses); and (4) 
work done on system by external and body forces (e.g., by gravity). In a control volume, the 
differential form of the conservation of energy becomes: 
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(1.3) 
1.3.2 Single-Phase Energy Balance Equation 
We will derive the energy balance equation for the fluid phase from the three 
conservation laws in this section. Thereafter, certain modifications are made to obtain the 
energy balance equation for the solid phase. Two assumptions need to be made to apply the 
three conservation laws, which are no chemical reaction, and homogeneous porous media. 
Multiplying the equation of motion (1.2) by the actual local velocity gives:  
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  , equation 1.5 becomes: 
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 on the left-hand side (LFS) of equation 1.7 
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 on the right-hand 
side (RHS) of equation 1.7: 
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(1.8) 
Equation 1.8 is the energy balance equation for the fluid phase derived from the 
conservation of energy, the equation of motion and continuity.  
The solid phase energy balance equation is modified from equation 1.8 with two 
simplifications. The first simplification is to neglect the thermal expansion for the solid phase. 
The magnitudes of the thermal expansions for solid, liquid, and gas phase are in the order of 
10-5, 10-3, 10-1 degC-1, respectively. The thermal expansion for the solid phase is negligible 
compared to the other two phases. The second simplification is based on the zero velocity for 
the solid phase. Applying these two simplifications, equation 1.8 becomes equation 1.9, which 










Two assumptions need to be made to apply these two equations to develop the energy 
balance equation for single-phase flow. The first assumption is that the solid and fluid phases 
are in local thermal equilibrium and with the same temperature. This assumption is valid 
considering the very small Reynold number in Darcy flow. And the second simplification is no 
heat generation or dissipation in the system. 
The theory and procedures to derive the energy balance equation for single-phase flow 
in a porous medium are to combine equations 1.8 (fluid phase) and 1.9 (solid phase) to construct 
a representative governing equation. The average porosity in the porous medium is defined as 
Considering the whole system, the solid phase (grains) is occupying 1-of the total volume, 
and the fluid phase is occupying of the total volume. By merging equations 1.8 and 1.9, a 
volumetric average of the energy balance equations for fluid and solid phases are required. 
Volumetric averaging requires that equation 1.9 is multiplied by 1-and equation 1.8 is 
multiplied by . The sum of the resulting equations gives equation 1.10, which is the energy 
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(1.10) 
The average linear (Darcy) velocity u is defined as the flow rate per unit cross-sectional 
area of the porous medium. Therefore, the average linear velocity can be obtained from Darcy’s 
law or from the volumetric injection rate. The average linear velocity can be represented by 
multiplying the actual local velocity v with the percentage of the fluid phase on the cross-
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(1.11) 
The viscous dissipation term (
f fu  ) can be written as fu p  in Darcy’s flow (Nield 
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1.3.3 Multi-Phases Energy Balance Equation 
The theory and procedures to derive the energy balance equation for two-phase flow in 
a porous medium are similar to the one for single-phase flow. We need to combine one more 
equation 1.8 (fluid phase) to represent another fluid phase. Subscript 1 indicates the first fluid 
phase, and subscript 2 indicates the second fluid phase. Therefore, the saturation of the first 
fluid phase is S1, and the saturation of the second fluid phase is therefore S2. Considering the 
whole system, the solid phase (grains), first fluid phase, and the second fluid phase are 
occupying 1-S1and S2of the total volume, respectively. The same volumetric average of 
the energy balance equations for fluid and solid phases are required that equation 1.9 is 
multiplied by 1-and equation 1.8 is multiplied by S1 and S2. The sum of the resulting 
equations gives equation 1.14, which is the energy balance equation of two-phase flow in a 
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(1.14) 
The average linear velocities of two fluid phases can be calculated by multiplying the 
actual local velocity v1 and v2 with the percentage of the two fluid phases on the cross-sectional 
area, which are S1 and (1-S1)respectively. Applying 1 1 1 2 2 2;v S u v S u   , equation 1.14 
becomes: 
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(1.15) 
Applying the viscous dissipation representation for two fluid phases, equation 1.15 
becomes: 
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(1.16) 
Further rearrangements and manipulations of equation 1.16 give: 
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(1.17) 
where J is the JT coefficient of the fluid, and the tilde accent represents the effective 
average of the corresponding parameter based on the two-phase fluid.  
To verify the derived governing equations, the results are compared and validated with 
several equations in the literature. Equations 1.12, 1.13, and 1.17 are identical with equation 
2.33, 2.43. 2.63 in Duru (2011), respectively. Applying the assumption incompressible flow 
and the fractional flow definition, equation 1.17 can be converted to equation A6 in LaForce, 
Ennis-King, and Paterson (2014). Implementing another assumption of no heat conduction, 




1.4. Modeling Approaches  
With the developed governing equation, we can develop forward models by solving 
the equation under appropriate initial and boundary conditions and analyze heat transfer in the 
reservoir. Two main types of methods to construct the forward models are analytical and 
numerical. The semi-analytical model can be useful in certain problems where part of the 
model can be solved analytically, and the rest is solved numerically. In this section, we will 
introduce these two methods and mathematical tools to apply these methods. 
1.4.1 Analytical Model 
The analytical model is the traditional way to solve the governing equation. Analytical 
models can obtain the temperature distribution without the need for time and space 
discretization and computationally expensive iterative approaches. More importantly, 
analytical models can explicitly relate the temperature variation to reservoir properties which 
will be extremely useful for the development of temperature-based reservoir characterization 
methods. Such approaches are analogous to conventional PTA which is based on analytical 
solutions obtained for the pressure diffusivity equation. Also, temperature inversion using 
analytical solutions is stable and easy to compute.  
The governing equation (equation 1.17) is a non-linear second-order partial differential 
equation (PDE). To solve it analytically, mathematical techniques need to be applied. Laplace 
transform can be used to develop the analytical solution for the conventional reservoir, which 
is a very useful tool that can simplify PDE to ordinary differential equation (ODE). Fourier 
transform is another widely used mathematical tool to solve PDEs. Similar to Laplace 
transform, Fourier transform solve PDEs by reducing its dimensions. By applying Laplace and 
Fourier transform together, we can transform a two-dimensional PDE into ODE, and solve it. 
These mathematical tools are essential to obtain the analytical solutions for heat transfer in 
hydraulic fracturing. 
1.4.2 Numerical Simulation 
Numerical simulation has been evolved with the development of computational speed 
to solve complex physical problems in recent years. This method solves the governing 
equations for heat and mass flow in porous media by finding the numerical approximation in 
time and space discretization of the whole system. Such discretization can be very fine to 
improve the accuracy of the simulation on time and space, which is valuable especially for non-
linear fluid properties, the complex set of boundary conditions, and heterogeneous reservoir. 
More importantly, the numerical simulation can obtain the temperature distribution without the 
need for certain assumptions to simplify the problem. Rigid and precise solutions can be 
obtained from the numerical simulation, which can be used to complement and validate 
analytical solutions.  
In this research, we investigate the temperature signals in the reservoir to characterize 
it. Thermal reservoir simulations are used to solve the governing equations and predict the 
temperature signals. We use the thermal model in CMG-GEM (2015), CMG-STARS (2015), 
KAPPA-RUBIS (2015) to perform thermal reservoir simulations, which apply finite difference 
method to numerically solve the coupled heat and flow equations.  
Finite element method is similar to the finite difference method on the discretization of 
the problem, which is named as a finite element. The globe solutions acquired from finite 
element method are based on the solutions from each node. Therefore, it can represent complex 




hand, the accuracy requires more computational capacities. In this research, we investigate the 
heat transfer in the wellbore using the finite element method (COMSOL 2015). 
1.5 Review of Chapters  
Below is an overview of the upcoming chapters in this dissertation:  
Chapter 2 reviews the current research state of the subjects studied, which includes the 
developments of downhole monitoring systems, and temperature forward and inverse modeling 
in conventional and unconventional reservoirs. In addition, literature review on fracture 
diagnostic and CO2 storage leakage detection and rate estimation are conducted with special 
focus on using thermal approaches. 
Chapter 3 presents the forward thermal modeling in the producing conventional 
reservoir using newly derived analytical solutions. Various reservoir types are investigated 
considering single-layer reservoir, multi-layer reservoir, near-wellbore damaged zone, and 
non-Darcy flow effect. Moreover, both transient and boundary dominated flow regimes are 
investigated to reveal different production induced thermal signals. 
Chapter 4 illustrates the reservoir characterization through detailed temperature 
inversion procedures in a producing conventional reservoir. Temperature interpretation 
techniques are provided based on semi-log and Cartesian graphical analysis using the synthetic 
temperature data obtained from production and monitoring wells. For each scenario mentioned 
in chapter 3, specific outputs are produced from the associated analytical solutions, which 
include permeability, porosity, damaged zone properties, non-Darcy flow coefficient, reservoir 
drainage area, and reservoir shape.  
Chapter 5 extends the scope of TTA by addressing two main assumptions made in 
Chapter 3: constant fluid property and production rates. Fluid property correction methods and 
four approaches to account for production rate and pressure variations are developed in this 
chapter. Applications of these approaches significantly improve the estimation accuracy 
compared with those in Chapter 4. 
Chapter 6 introduces the forward and inverse thermal modeling in unconventional 
reservoirs. Two cases are presented in this chapter: a numerical model to simulate thermal 
signals from producing multi-stage hydraulic fractured horizontal well (MFHW) and an 
analytical model to analyze flow-back temperature data. The outputs of this thermal modeling 
include inflow fluid temperature, surrounding temperature field, and after-flow velocity of each 
fracture. 
Chapter 7 discusses the applications of TTA to characterization of CO2 leakage from 
storage zones. We investigate the strength of the temperature signals for two scenarios in which 
leakage occurs either through a leaky well or a leaky fault. In addition, we investigate the 
strength of the temperature signal as a function of leakage rate and develop a control volume 
analysis to relate these two in the complex two-phase leakage conditions. This analytical 
thermal model for CO2 leakage enables quick analysis with sufficient accuracy to estimate the 
leakage rate. 







Chapter 2. Literature Review  
2.1 Developments in Downhole Monitoring Systems 
The temperature data from production logging has been recorded since 1920’s (Sclater 
and Stephenson 1929) which can be used to qualitatively identify fluid entry/leakage and 
evaluate the integrity of well completions. For reservoir characterization purposes, temperature 
measurements are not prevailing as pressure since the main approach for temperature 
monitoring is through well logging (Quintero et al. 1993). Recent developments on intelligent 
well systems open new alternatives contributing to reservoir management by acquiring 
information on the reservoir properties (Denney 2015). The monitoring systems on a typical 
intelligent well include pressure and temperature permanent downhole gauges (PDG), 
Distributed Temperature Sensing (DTS) or Array Temperature Sensing (Prats and Vogiatzis) 
real-time system, multi-phase flowmeters (Bostick 2003), and Fiber Bragg Grating (FBG) real-
time system (Li et al. 2017). These evolving technologies are cost-effective, with relatively 
high resolution (as high as 0.01 degC (Muradov and Davies 2012b)), and profiling the 
temperature signals both temporally and spatially (DTS and FBG). Meanwhile, the flexibility 
of DTS and FBG allows their implementations embedded in the cement to minimize the 
wellbore thermal effects (Glasbergen et al. 2009). As a result, temperature data obtained from 
such systems can be assumed as the sandface temperature signal, which is a strong function of 
reservoir properties and production constraints. The advent of the DTS system demands the 
development of new forward and inverse models to enable interpretation of the acquired 
temperature data. 
2.2 Temperature Modeling in Conventional Reservoirs 
Numerical modeling of reservoir temperature variation has been the focus of several 
studies (Sui et al. 2008a, Sui et al. 2008b, App 2017, App 2010, App 2016, App and Yoshioka 
2013, Duru and Horne 2010a, 2011a), which revealed the potential of using the temperature 
data to derive information on the reservoir. Analytical modeling is another approach to evaluate 
the reservoir temperature. Early attempts to analytically investigate the heat transfer in 
reservoirs can be traced back to (Edwardson et al. 1962, Chekalyuk 1965, Atkinson and Ramey 
1977). Edwardson et al. (1962) developed an analytical solution to calculate the temperature 
changes in both the wellbore and the reservoir due to mud circulation during drilling operations. 
To determine the reservoir temperature, they solved the heat conduction differential equation. 
Atkinson and Ramey (1977) derived a solution to estimate the temperature distribution 
considering heat conduction and convection. Both of these studies neglected the temperature 
changes caused by the baro-thermal effects (i.e. those due to viscous dissipation and 
compressibility).  
Several recent studies focused on the development of analytical models for reservoir 
temperature variation. Ramazanov and Parshin (2006) obtained an analytical solution for the 
temperature distribution in an oil reservoir assuming steady-state pressure distribution. 
Ramazanov and Nagimov (2007) extended this solution by including the pressure transient 
response to the analytical solution. Ramazanov et al. (2010) obtained an analytical solution for 
the reservoir temperature using the Method of Characteristics. The skin-related temperature 
slope changes were investigated, and the skin was estimated from field bottom-hole 
temperature data. However, the first two solutions accounted for the baro-thermal effects by a 
pre-defined varying bottom-hole pressure instead of including a rigorous pressure response, 
and the adiabatic expansion (AE) effect in the third solution is not well represented due to the 




Muradov and Davies (2011), Muradov and Davies (2012a) presented asymptotic 
analytical solutions to calculate the reservoir temperature profile in producing horizontal wells. 
The asymptotic solutions accounted for convection, heat loss to surrounding layers, and JT 
effects and were compared with the results from numerical simulation. The AE effect was 
separately accounted for by considering initial, pressure-induced temperature changes (jumps) 
into the temperature profile. Similar bottom-hole temperature jumps can occur after rate 
changes associated with the AE of the reservoir fluid (App 2009, App 2010). Nevertheless, the 
AE effect is generally not only an early-time effect in the bottom-hole location. For the 
proposed forward modeling in the conventional reservoir, we will build on these findings and 
derive a transient temperature analytical solution to identify the far-field AE effect.  
App and Yoshioka (2013) presented a steady-state analytical solution and a transient 
numerical simulation to evaluate the impact of reservoir permeability on sand-face temperature. 
In a high permeability reservoir, Peclet number (the ratio of heat transfer by convection to that 
by conduction) is higher, which implies that the convection dominates over conduction. The 
proposed forward model in section 3.1 builds on these findings and develops a transient 
analytical solution to model the temperature profiles in the conventional reservoir. 
Onur and Çinar (2016) presented semi-log and log-log interpretation methods to 
analyze the temperature transient data from drawdown and buildup tests. Their methods 
account for JT, AE effects, and damaged zone. However, the propagation speeds of JT and AE 
effects seem to be the same with PTA, which are in contradiction with the previous studies. 
Other analytical solutions for reservoir temperature profile had been developed for 
multi-phase systems. Meyer (1989) presented an analytical model of reservoir temperature 
profile considering a vertical fracture propagating in the reservoir. Sumnu-Dindoruk and 
Dindoruk (2008) solved the non-isothermal two-phase flow equation using fractional flow 
modeling approach. The solution involved a thermal shock obtained by plotting a tangent line 
on the fractional-flow curves similar to the solution construction for the isothermal Buckley-
Leverett problem (Buckley and Leverett 1942). LaForce, Ennis-King, and Paterson (2014) 
extended the model in Sumnu-Dindoruk and Dindoruk (2008) to account for the heat loss from 
the reservoir. The JT and AE effects were ignored in all the above two-phase analytical models. 
Mathias et al. (2010) derived an analytical solution for a two-phase system involving the CO2 
injection in a saline aquifer considering JT effect. However, their solution is based on 
approximating the two-phase system by single-phase assuming that the non-isothermal 
behavior only occurs in the single-phase zone. Later, Mathias, McElwaine, and Gluyas (2014) 
extended the solution in Mathias et al. (2010) to account for non-Darcy flow effect in a two-
layer depleted gas reservoir.  
2.3 Multi-layer Reservoir Modeling 
Sui et al. (2012) presented a numerical model to evaluate the individual layer 
permeability and skin from transient temperature measurements of a commingled production 
well penetrating a multilayer gas reservoir. Under the condition of no layers communication, 
they found that the temperature response is sensitive to the damaged zone radius and 
permeability. Valiullin et al. (2014) applied similar models to compare the numerical results 
with field data, as well as the data obtained from deviated wells. The inversion process to 
achieve multilayer reservoir characterization required all available field data. However, the 
disagreements between field and numerically modeled data still exist. In section 3.5, we 
address this problem with an analytical solution, which significantly reduces the computational 
cost of the inversion and provides straightforward graphical interpretation techniques. In 




is more common in practice and can reveal more information compare to those without layers 
communication. 
Baro-thermal (pressure-induced non-isothermal) effect is an important cause for the 
temperature signals in the reservoir. Thus, it is important to correctly capture the pressure 
behavior before modeling the temperature signals in multilayer reservoirs. Investigations on 
pressure signals and fluid flow behaviors associated with producing multilayer reservoirs start 
from the early 1960s. Lefkovits et al. (1961) derived an analytical solution for pressure 
transient behavior in a two-layered reservoir. Bourdet (1985) extended this model to 
incorporate cross-flow, wellbore storage, and skin effect. In the 1980s, the advances of logging 
techniques provided the opportunity to acquire continuous pressure and flow rate signals 
downhole, which brought up another round of extensive studies. Ehlig-Economides and Joseph 
(1987) thoroughly reviewed the previous works and extended the two-layered to the 
multilayered system. The early time and late time behaviors of individual layer production rates 
(ILPR) were investigated and late summarized in Park (1989). We implement the above-
mentioned works on layer pressure and production rate performances to construct the 
multilayer reservoir transient temperature analytical solution. 
2.4 Near Wellbore Damage and Non-Darcy Flow Effect Modeling 
Sui et al. (2008a) presented a numerical model to evaluate the individual layer 
permeability and skin for multiple layers from transient temperature measurements. They 
found that the temperature response is sensitive to the damaged zone radius and permeability. 
App (2010) modeled non-isothermal productivity for high-pressure reservoirs and showed that 
the large pressure gradient in the near-wellbore region induces a significant Joule-Thomson 
(JT) effect that can cause substantial temperature changes in the bottom-hole location. Duru 
and Horne (2011b) used the Method of Characteristics to solve the advection part of the energy 
balance equation, obtained the characteristic velocity, and validated this velocity with the 
experimental results. This model was further extended to estimate the radius of the 
damaged/stimulated zone, and determine whether a reservoir is composite. 
In investigating the effect of the non-Darcy flow on TTA, we start with its associated 
pressure response. High fluid velocity encountered in the near wellbore region may result in 
the violation of Darcy’s law. Forchheimer (1901) modeled this scenario using Darcy’s law with 
an additional term, which is a function of the non-Darcy flow coefficient. The effect of non-
Darcy flow is most commonly encountered in producing gas wells, but also possible in oil 
wells. Su (2004) extended Forchheimer formulation from the single phase to a three-phase 
system, where the non-Darcy flow coefficients of oil were reviewed and reported by Li and 
Engler (2001). According to these two studies, the non-Darcy flow coefficients of oil ranged 
from 108 to 1012 1/m. The initiation of non-Darcy flow effect can be estimated by the magnitude 
of Reynold’s number or Forchheimer number (Salina Borello et al. 2016). Zeng and Grigg 
(2006) reported the better way to identify this criterion by evaluating Forchheimer number. 
Considering a 10% non-Darcy flow effect, the critical Forchheimer number is 0.11. In sections 
3.3 and 4.3, we consider and model the damaged zone and non-Darcy flow effect in TTA, and 
evaluate the damaged zone properties, as well as the critical Forchheimer number from the 
current temperature monitoring system. 
2.5 Variation of Fluid Properties 
Introducing corrections on the variable properties is an effective approach to account 
for the effect of the property variations on the modeling process. Vilarrasa et al. (2010) 




and apply this correction to analytical solutions to predict the interface position for the CO2 
plume. This correction is based on the volumetric average of varying properties, which is 
validated with numerical simulation results. In the petroleum industry, we often simplify the 
heterogeneous and non-uniform reservoir properties by introducing average values, e.g. 
average permeability (Tiab and Donaldson 2015). This averaging approach is based on three 
standard techniques: arithmetic, geometric, and harmonic averages for different ranges of the 
Dykstra-Parsons coefficient (Dykstra and Parsons 1950). This theory has evolved for reservoir 
property upscaling when modeling heterogeneous reservoirs. In section 5.1, we develop a 
method to account for fluid property variations in temperature and PTA considering practical 
conditions. 
2.6 Modeling Boundary Dominated Flow and Variable Rate and Pressure Conditions 
Investigating BDF has been an important aspect of PTA since the 1960’s (Slider 1966). 
One major application of BDF is to estimate the original oil/gas in place through rate decline 
analysis (Fetkovich 1980, Palacio and Blasingame 1993, Agarwal et al. 1999, Mattar and 
Anderson 2003, Mattar, Anderson, and Stotts 2006). If the BDF is in radial flow regime, most 
of the hydrocarbon is recovered during this period compared to the preceding transient period 
(Zhang, Singh, and Ayala 2016). Therefore, in this thesis, we incorporate the radial BDF into 
the evolving TTA, as an emerging reservoir characterization and production analysis technique.  
As a currently dominating method for reservoir characterization, PTA faces similar 
assumptions and has been evolved to address comparable challenges. A rigorous method to 
account for the production rate variation for PTA is introduced by Bourdet, Ayoub, and Pirard 
(1989) using the superposition principle. This superposition function is the constant rate analog 
for analysis of variable-rate production and can be used to treat finite production rate changes 
(Blasingame, McCray, and Lee 1991). For cases with infinite and small production rate 
changes, such as constant pressure production, a more practical approach is based on variable 
production rate normalization (Winestock and Colpitts 1965). This type of analysis is named 
as rate transient analysis (RTA), comparable to PTA. Traditionally, RTA is primarily applied 
when BDF is established and presents decent results to estimate the drainage area through 
reservoir limiting test (Blasingame and Lee 1986). Recently, RTA has gained popularity to 
analyze the production data from producing unconventional low-permeability oil and gas 
reservoirs (Bello and Wattenbarger 2010, Nobakht, Clarkson, and Kaviani 2012). In sections 
3.4 and 4.4, we lend the underlying theories behind the superposition principle and production 
rate normalization to TTA, addressing the variable rate challenge faced by current analytical 
TTA approaches. 
2.7 Hydraulic Fracturing Evaluation and Reservoir Characterization in Shale Reservoir 
Recent developments in horizontal well drilling and hydraulic fracturing make the 
exploration of shale reservoir technically feasible. The evaluations on the fractures are critical 
to determining the production strategies for each well. Micro-seismic monitoring can reveal 
the source locations, timing, and mechanisms of the induced seismic events to make inferences 
about the associated fracture activities (Maxwell et al. 2010). The traditional well testing 
techniques are applied to hydraulic fractured horizontal wells to investigate the flow potentials 
of the fractures. However, the results are generally an average of all the fractures performance 
instead of the individual fracture. Information on individual fractures is useful to determine 
whether the fracturing job was successful and/or whether re-fracturing is required. Therefore, 





The usage of temperature measurements to characterize the hydraulic fractures can be 
traced back to the 1970’s. Early attempts for this applications were presented by Hannah, 
Harrington, and Anderson (1977), Harrington, Hannah, and Robert (1978). However, the 
applications are based on the early flow-back temperature at the surface, and relatively 
qualitative. Recent developments in downhole temperature monitoring system show great 
potentials to further exploit temperature measurements. Field examples from the industry have 
proved this potential. Sierra et al. (2008) presented field experiences of transient DTS data 
acquired during multi-stage hydraulic fracturing in vertical, deviated, and horizontal wells. 
They compared two cases where DTS monitoring systems are implemented inside the casing 
or cemented. Huckabee (2009) summarized applications of DTS technology for hydraulic 
fracturing stimulation diagnostics and well performance evaluation in unconventional gas well 
completions. Field examples are provided with applications on vertical and horizontal well 
stimulation diagnostics. 
Triggered by these field cases, research has been conducted to investigate the 
temperature profiles during the early flow-back and production periods to characterize the 
fractures. Tabatabaei and Zhu (2012) developed a thermal model to simulate the temperature 
behavior along the horizontal wells during the hydraulic fracturing to evaluate the fracture 
properties. This model couples a near-wellbore thermal conduction model with the radial flow 
of an incompressible fluid, and a wellbore convection model. The energy balance equation is 
solved numerically with the finite-difference method. Ribeiro and Horne (2016) presented the 
modeling and analysis of temperature signal during and after the multiple hydraulic fracturing 
along horizontal wellbore. This model accounts for fracture growth and closure, wellbore 
effects, and interaction between multiple fractures. On the other hand, the temperature signals 
obtained during the production can be analyzed to characterize the reservoir. Yoshida, Zhu, 
and Hill (2014) developed numerical flow and thermal models for transverse fractures in 
horizontal wells under single-phase gas flow conditions. The reservoir thermal model, solved 
by a finite-difference method, considers viscous dissipation and temperature variation caused 
by fluid expansion, heat conduction and convection. A similar model was developed in Sun, 
Yu, and Sepehrnoori (2017). Cui, Zhu, and Jin (2015) presented fracture flow and thermal 
models to predict temperature and pressure behavior in multiple-fracture horizontal wells 
during production, in which the fracture flow model is solved semi-analytically. Shortly after 
that, they adopted the fast marching method (FMM) to simulate the same problem more 
efficiently (Cui et al. 2016).  
The current research phase of using temperature data to evaluate the hydraulic fractures 
and reservoir is developing forward numerical and semi-analytical models to predict the 
temperature profiles during fracturing and during production. However, the study on 
temperature signals from the flow-back period between fracturing and production is 
underwhelming due to the complexity of its nature. Shortly after hydraulic fracturing, the 
temperature in the fracture stimulated region is still lower than the non-fractured region. The 
JT effect under linear flow through the fracture can be masked by the heterogeneous 
surrounding temperature. Therefore, analyzing production temperature signals from flow-back 
period to evaluate fracture efficiency and quantify inflow profile can be tricky. 
The theory of estimating inflow profile from production temperature signals can be 
mainly attributed to thermal production-logging-tool (PLT), which started from 1960’s with 
the initial focus on locating production zone with phase identification from JT effect (Peacock 
1965). With the development of PLT and DTS, faster and more accurate temperature 
measurements can be recorded during production, which enables other applications including 
inflow profile and rate estimation. For conventional reservoir, these applications are achieved 
by: (1) modeling temperature profile in wellbore subject to rate variation and conduction effect 




2005, Hasan, Kabir, and Wang 2013, Kabir et al. 1996, Kabir et al. 2002, Nojabaei, Hasan, 
and Kabir 2014), and (2) energy balance in the wellbore with accurate inflow rate and fluid 
temperature from each perforation (App 2017, Gysen et al. 2010, Quintero et al. 1993, Wisian 
et al. 1998). These analyses require precise estimation of inflow temperature, which is the 
combined effect of baro-thermal (mainly JT and adiabatic expansion effects) and geothermal 
temperature for each layer. In section 6.2, we develop a method to estimate the inflow 
temperature from each of the fracture during the flow-back period of an unconventional 
reservoir.   
2.8 Inverse Modeling for Temperature Measurements  
The objective of the inversion process is to obtain the fracture and reservoir properties 
from the temperature data. One of the simple methods to achieve this goal is the stochastic 
method, which minimizes the least-square difference between the data from the field and the 
forward model. This method is reliable in the non-linear problem but could be time-consuming 
in a complicated situation. Cui, Zhu, and Jin (2015) applied a random-based manual searching 
inversion technique, which is completed by minimizing the temperature difference between 
the forward model and field data. Similar techniques were applied in Duru and Horne (2010a), 
Tan et al. (2012), Tardy et al. (2012). Shortly after that, FMM was introduced in the forward 
modeling, which significantly reduces the complexity of the inversion. Zhang and Zhu (2017) 
reported this inverse model which estimated the production rate and fracture conductivity from 
each fracture. 
Another type of inversion methods focuses on improving the convergence by 
minimizing the difference between the measured profiles with the calculated profiles from the 
forward model. Gauss-Newton or other gradient-based methods can be fast to converge but 
may cause difficulty to minimize the error facing the non-linear problem. Tabatabaei and Zhu 
(2012) compared this method with the stochastic method to invert the temperature data to 
characterize the fractures. Both methods work fine in the specific problems of their paper. 
Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm (Marquardt 1963) based inversion method was applied to 
predict the flow-rate profiles along horizontal wells (Yoshioka et al. 2009). This method 
successfully inverted pressure and temperature profiles from synthetic and filed examples, 
which matched the flowmeter-derived profiles.  
The theory of another type of more complicated inversion method characterizes the 
posterior probability density function (PDF) of the uncertain parameters by combining their 
prior PDF with the observed data, through a likelihood function. The advantages of this type 
of inversion method include more accurate results and better eliminating the noise. Duru and 
Horne (2011a) improved the data de-noising to interpret field data and synthetic data with 10% 
noise by implementing the Bayesian method. Combined with Ensemble Kalman Filter for data 
assimilation, Duru and Horne (2010b) show that temperature measurements can characterize 
the reservoir porosity more accurately compare to the conventionally used production data. 
Zhang and Jafarpour (2013) consider the Maximum A-Posteriori (MAP) estimation approach 
for joint inversion of flow and temperature data and apply the Randomized Maximum 
Likelihood (RML) method for uncertainty quantification. The results showed the temperature 
data is sensitive to the permeability variation with depth, which cannot be predicted from the 
production data.  
2.9 CO2 Storage Leakage Detection and Characterization with Temperature Signals  
Underground storage of carbon dioxide (CO2) is a promising method to mitigate 




the injected CO2 in the storage zone should be investigated. Candidate storage sites may be 
depleted oil/gas reservoirs and/or saline aquifers that have been intensely drilled or intersected 
by wells for exploration and production of underground fluids (IPCC 2005). Ten to hundred 
thousands of wells were drilled in mature sedimentary basins of North America. Defective 
wells have been estimated to be as high as 10% of the total wells in a given field (Nygaard et 
al. 2014). Such wells can provide leakage pathways for CO2 that may not self-seal, and can 
persist for long times (Evans et al. 2004). Some of these wells date back to as early as the 
second half of the nineteenth century (Nordbotten, Celia, and Bachu 2004, King and Valencia 
2014). Many of these older wells were not properly completed and/or abandoned, and in many 
cases records on well locations and abandonment strategy are nonexistent (Gass, Lehr, and 
Heiss 1977). For other wells that are cemented upon abandonment, changing temperature and 
pressure conditions during cementation can result in micro-annuli in the cement annulus 
(Thiercelin et al. 1998). For geologically stored CO2, these micro-annuli can become migration 
pathways compromising the integrity of the storage site. As a result, leaking wells are widely 
identified as the main potential leakage pathways for the injected CO2. Various monitoring 
techniques have been proposed to assure storage quality and to detect and characterize leakage 
pathways. 
The pressure monitoring methods included investigations on injection zone (IZ) 
pressure profiles (Mathias, McElwaine, and Gluyas 2014), Above-Zone (AZ) pressure signals, 
pulse pressure testing (Sun et al. 2016, Shakiba and Hosseini 2016), sustained casing pressure 
(Tao et al. 2014), and vertical interference test (Gasda et al. 2013). The leakage of CO2, brine, 
and their mixture can induce pressure changes in an AZ that is separated from the IZ by a 
sealed confining layer. Analytical and numerical models were developed to enable inverting 
the pressure perturbations in the IZ and AZ to determine the leakage characteristics (Zeidouni 
and Pooladi-Darvish 2012a, b, Sun et al. 2013, Jung, Zhou, and Birkholzer 2013, Wang and 
Small 2014, Zeidouni 2016, Zeidouni and Vilarrasa 2016, Mosaheb and Zeidouni 2017c, a, b, 
Mosaheb and Zeidouni 2018, Mosaheb, Zeidouni, and Shakiba 2018). However, pressure 
monitoring and testing procedures can be time-consuming and expensive since the pressure 
measurements are more complex and less flexible than other measurements such as 
temperature and strain. For example, temperature monitoring techniques can be implemented 
on both inside and outside of the casing for wellbore leakage detection purposes. Also, it may 
be risky to rely on pressure monitoring alone for leakage characterization because inversion of 
diffusive pressure signals is highly unstable and may introduce huge errors in leakage rate 
estimation (Zeidouni and Pooladi-Darvish 2012a, b). Introducing other measurements to 
complement the results from pressure-based models or replace it is one of the motivations of 
this study. Conclusions drawn from section 7.2 suggest that the leakage rate detection range 
by temperature and pressure monitoring can be different. Outputs of the analytical thermal 
model developed in section 7.2 provide an alternative approach to estimate the rate and 
transmissibility of leakage pathways from measured temperature anomalies. 
With the advancements of downhole temperature monitoring system introduced in 
section 2.1, it has been implemented in injection and observation wells of several pilot CO2 
storage projects (Doughty and Freifeld, 2013; Liebscher et al., 2013; Wiese, 2014; Zhang and 
Bachu, 2011). For the issue of existing well leakage characterization investigated in this study, 
Nuñez-Lopez et al. (2014) presented the temperature monitoring data using DTS and PDG 
from two observation wells in Cranfield CO2 storage project. During the four-year monitoring 
period after CO2 injection, temperature signals in the AZ were quite stable (less than 0.5 degC 
perturbations) despite several abrupt changes due to instrument drift and workover operations. 
The cooling front of the injected CO2 in the IZ traveled more than 10 times slower compared 
to the saturation front, as expected theoretically (e.g. based on LaForce et al., 2014). As a result, 




leakage detection and characterization given the time window of stable temperature signals 
(months to years) after CO2 arrival at the leakage path. 
More recent works investigated the potential for leakage detection based on AZ’s 
temperature signal (Zeidouni, Nicot, and Hovorka 2014b, Pruess 2011, Lu et al. 2012). The 
CO2 migration in a vertical fault exhibits strong cooling effects due to the expansion of gaseous 
phase CO2, and a possible phase change from liquid/supercritical to gas CO2 (Pruess 2005). 
Several other processes controlling the thermal signal includes the Joule-Thomson (JT) effect, 
heat from dissolution/vaporization of CO2/water, the temperature discrepancy between the 
injected and native fluids, geothermal gradient, and heat exchange with the surrounding rock-
fluid system (Lu et al. 2012, Mathias et al. 2010, Zhang et al. 2018). The magnitude of the JT 
effect, which has a strong contribution to those processes, is determined by the fluid properties 
(mainly JT coefficient), and the pressure gradient. Therefore, the temperature signal for 
leakage detection can identify the leaking fluid (CO2 versus brine) (Zeidouni, Nicot, and 
Hovorka 2014a), which is difficult to detect by the pressure signal. The leakage temperature 
signals from a secondary CO2 accumulation site (shallow storage reservoir, e.g. groundwater 
aquifer) to the land surface have been modeled by Pruess (2007), Pruess (2008). The cooling 
effects associated with decompression of CO2 and JT effect have minor impacts on the 
possibility of discharging CO2 to the land surface but are significant enough to be detected. 
Similarly, the leakage temperature signals from a primary CO2 storage reservoir are expected 
to be significant too and captured by the downhole temperature monitoring system. Zeng, Zhao, 
and Zhu (2012) developed a single phase heat transfer numerical model to simulate the leakage 
thermal signals which resulted in an empirical equation to relate the leakage rates to maximum 
temperature signals. In this work, we investigate the driving mechanisms that control leakage 
temperature signal for two-phase leakage system. An analytical leakage thermal model is 
constructed in section 7.2 considering both steady and transient conditions that can be used to 
estimate the wellbore leakage rate as well as the transmissibility of the wellbore leak from 
temperature data, the results of which will be compared with those obtained from the approach 
presented by Zeng, Zhao, and Zhu (2012). 
With careful site characterization, it is likely that the injection well is located far from 
potential leakage pathways. When CO2, traveling in the IZ, reaches the leakage pathway 
distant from the injection well, the fluid and matrix are already in local thermal equilibrium 
(Nield and Bejan 2013). This equilibrium is mainly due to the high heat capacity of the rock-
fluid system, which maximizes heat absorption from the injected CO2. CO2 dissolution in the 
brine may cause minor temperature increase on the CO2 front which is negligible compared to 
the leakage-induced thermal signal mainly controlled by the JT effect. The CO2 front is 
therefore ahead of the thermal signal front (Sumnu-Dindoruk and Dindoruk 2008, LaForce, 
Ennis-King, and Paterson 2014). These physical behaviors of the CO2 injection process give 
itself a perfect candidate to monitor the temperature signals for leakage.  
In general, leakage pathways, which can be cracks/fractures, are different media than 
the reservoir regarding fluid flow properties. To simulate the leakage pathways, the 
cracks/fractures can be treated as a high permeability region in a cap-rock (single-porosity 
model) (Pruess 2008, 2011, Lu et al. 2012), or more realistically, as a different pore structures 
with a distinct set of permeability and porosity (dual-porosity/dual-permeability models) to 
represent the fracture system (Rohmer and Seyedi 2010, Zhang et al. 2011, Wang et al. 2013). 
Dual-porosity/dual-permeability approaches (Hill and Thomas 1985, Blaskovich et al. 1983) 
honor the different flow characteristics of the fracture and matrix systems. The dual-
permeability approach is an extension of the dual-porosity model presented by Warren and 
Root (Warren and Root 1963) and Kazemi et al. (Kazemi et al. 1979). Fluid exchanges between 
matrix and fracture blocks are accommodated using the dual-porosity approach. The dual-




and fracture flow domains are coupled using a shape factor transfer term. Moreover, naturally 
fractured reservoirs present significant CO2 storage capacities, especially in depleted oil and 
gas reservoirs (Cicek 2003). The naturally fractured reservoirs are not only complicated but 
also hard to verify their integrity (Trivedi and Babadagli 2009). In section 7.1, we investigate 
the temperature signals from the leakage pathways using the two major types of simulation 






Chapter 3. Forward Modeling in Conventional Reservoir 
In this chapter, novel analytical solutions are derived to predict the temperature signal 
associated with the production of slightly-compressible hydrocarbon from a fully penetrating 
vertical well and applied to the production from oil and gas reservoirs. Various reservoir types 
and flow conditions are considered in the forward modeling, which include single layer 
reservoir under transient flow with homogeneous properties, near wellbore damaged zone, near 
wellbore non-Darcy effect, under BDF, and multi-layer reservoir.  
3.1 Single Layer Homogeneous Reservoir under Transient Flow 
Based on the current state of literature, new developments on analytical modeling of 
temperature transient in the reservoir is required. The analytical solution of interest should be 
applicable to calculate the temperature profile over the whole transient period and on the 
reservoir scale. We limit the scope of this study to development of analytical solutions for 
transient flow considering slightly-compressible hydrocarbons produced from vertical wells. 
Temperature profiles obtained from the analytical solutions are presented for two example 
problems and compared with the results from numerical simulation. 
3.1.1 Problem Description and Analytical Solution 
The first step to develop this forward model is to identify the governing equation for 
this problem. For a case of a fully penetrating vertical well producing at a constant rate from a 
cylindrical, homogenous, and isotropic reservoir (a schematic of this model is illustrated in 
Figure 1), Equation 2.17 becomes: 
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(3.1) 
The initial condition and the outer boundary condition represented by the reservoir 
initial temperature are given by. 
, , 0i wT T r r t    (3.2) 
, , 0iT T r t    (3.3) 
With the derived governing equation and boundary conditions, the analytical solutions 
can be derived and analyzed. To derive an analytical solution from Equation 3.1, pressure 
derivatives with respect to time and space should be first evaluated and replaced. The transient 
pressure response for slightly compressible fluid (e.g. oil) subject to constant rate production 
is used to evaluate the pressure derivatives. The gas phase can be treated as slightly 
compressible fluid as long as the pressure drawdown is within 10% of the initial reservoir 
pressure (Spivey and Lee 2013). The transient pressure solution for slightly compressible fluid 
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Figure 3. 1. Model description for single layer reservoir under transient flow. 
 
As a result, the energy balance equation and corresponding initial and boundary 
conditions in dimensionless form are: 
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Applying Laplace transform, implementing the integrating factor, and Laplace 
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The following can be implied from inspecting the above solution:  
i. The derivation process indicates that the temperature signal due to the JT effect is 
presented by the first term of Equation 3.15 only. Therefore, the second and third 
terms on the RHS of Equation 3.15 represent the temperature changes corresponding 
to the AE effect. 
ii. The first and second terms on the RHS of Equation 3.15 diminish for large radial 
distances. Thus, the temperature signal far from the wellbore is dominated by the third 
term (due to the AE effect). The third term is analogous to the pressure transient 
solution (Theis 1935), for which the radius of investigation can be determined by 
making the argument of the Ei function equal to unity (Lee 1982). Therefore, the 
radius of investigation (ri) considering AE effect is (4t)0.5. In other words, the far-
field temperature propagates with a diffusivity coefficient, kkr/(ct), which is 
identical to the diffusivity coefficient for the pressure propagation. Without the AE 
effect, ri is (rw
2+2C2t)0.5 (Ramazanov et al. 2010, Duru and Horne 2011b). 
Compared to the radius of investigation without the AE effect, the radius of 
investigation considering AE effect is much more far-reaching and identical to the 
radius of investigation for transient pressure response. 
iii. The result of the temperature profile is affected by the dimensionless time and radius. 
From Equation 3.15, a similarity variable (r2/t) is the only variable required to obtain 
the dimensionless temperature.  
This analytical solution (Equation 3.15) is similar to the solutions in Ramazanov et al. 
(2010) and Palabiyik et al. (2016), with a different approach. The temperature responses 
modeled by Equation 16 would be identical to those in Ramazanov et al. (2010) for the JT 
effect, with a different form for AE effect due to the use of steady-state pressure profiles in 
Ramazanov et al. (2010). Applying Boltzmann transformation in Palabiyik et al. (2016) allows 
obtaining the solution in terms of Ei function only. The temperature modeling using Equation 
3.15 and corresponding solution in Palabiyik et al. (2016) are very similar because the Ei 
function can be approximated by the logarithmic function shown in Equation 3.15. 
3.1.2 Results 
Here, we obtain the temperature profile from our derived analytical solutions and 
compare results to those from the numerical simulation. The temperature profiles will be 
presented for two cases. The first case is a gas reservoir presented by Oldenburg (2007), and 
the second case is an oil reservoir presented by App (2010). The results of the temperature 
profiles will be presented in the following sequence. The results of the temperature profiles 
from the analytical solutions are analyzed and compared with the results from numerical 
simulation in two cases. The numerical simulations are performed using a commercial reservoir 
simulation software (CMG-GEM 2015), where the procedure details were introduced in 
Zeidouni, Nicot, and Hovorka (2014a). 
The temperature profiles calculated by the analytical solutions are benchmarked with 
the results from numerical simulation to validate the analytical solutions. The input reservoir 
properties are presented in Table 3.1. The thermo-physical properties at the initial reservoir 
conditions obtained from Linstrom and Mallard (2008) are presented in Table 3.2, and used 
only in analytical solutions. The gas reservoir drawdown is limited to below 10% of the initial 




With the provided reservoir properties and thermo-physical properties of oil and gas, 
the temperature profiles from the analytical solutions and numerical simulations are presented 
in Figures 3.2a and 3.2b for both cases. The gas reservoir is producing for up to one year, and 
the oil reservoir is producing for up to 50 days. In both cases, the simulation results for different 
production time periods provide very close agreement, which proves that the similarity variable 
is the only variant to determine the temperature profile in the undamaged reservoir. The basic 
analytical solution shows good agreement with the numerical simulation in both cases.  
 
Table 3. 1. Selected reservoir properties for two reservoir cases. 
 Gas Reservoir Oil Reservoir 
Reservoir pressure (MPa) 5 144.8 
Porosity (-) 0.3 0.25 
Downhole production rate (m3/day) 1000 347 
Reservoir thickness (m) 50 30.48 
Permeability (mD) 10 20 
Damaged zone permeability (mD) 5 10 
Damaged zone radius (m) 1.27 1.32 
Reservoir temperature (degC) 80 150 
Residue water saturation (-) 0 0 
Rock density (kg/m3) 2600 2643 
Rock specific heat (J/kg/K) 1000 1000 
Production well radius (m) 0.0762 0.125 
Relative permeability (-) 1 1 
 
Table 3. 2. Thermo-physical properties at the initial reservoir conditions for two reservoir cases. 
 Gas Reservoir Oil Reservoir 
Specific heat (J/kg/K) 2575 3830 
Density (kg/m3) 28 751.7 
JT coefficient (K/MPa) 2.7 -0.28 
Fluid viscosity (Pa·s) 13.6 2352 
 
The modeled transient temperature signals in Figure 3.2 demonstrate the characteristics 
of JT and AE effects discussed in section 3.1.1. The AE effect induces minor temperature drop 
far from the production well, and the JT effect dominates the near wellbore region by raising 




on the semi-log graph of the temperature profiles versus the similarity variables caused by AE 
and JT effects can be used to achieve interpretation techniques similar to those for PTA. From 
Equation 3.15, we can determine the slope of the near wellbore temperature profiles (m1) is 
1.152JTq/(2Hkkr), and the slope of the far-field temperature profiles (m2) is 
2.303C1JTq/(2Hkkr), which is also enlarged in the subplot. The slope values calculated from 
these equations are compared with numerical temperature data from Figure 3.2which confirm 
the decent match (Table 3.3). The procedures to obtain reservoir properties from these slopes 
are provided in section 4.1.  
 
 
Figure 3. 2. Comparison of temperature profiles between the basic analytical solution and 
numerical simulation for (a) gas reservoir and (b) oil reservoir. The squares and circles indicate 
the results from numerical simulation and solid lines indicate the results from analytical 
solutions. The dashed lines indicate the radius of investigations for JT and AE effects. Sections 
of the temperature profiles dominated by AE effect are enlarged in the subplots. 
 
In both cases, the temperature profiles neglecting the AE effect deviate from the 
numerical simulation results at short production time and/or far from the production well, and 
show higher temperature variations at the wellbore. Furthermore, the temperature drops caused 




orders of magnitude, which is critical if a monitoring well exists far away from the production 
well. More importantly, the slope of AE effect on semi-log plot reveals another opportunity to 
obtain reservoir property, which can be also jointly analyzed with JT effect. The magnitudes 
of AE increase to more than 0.5 degC in the oil reservoir by higher production rates, which are 
high enough to be detected. In short, the AE effect in temperature transient is important and 
useful, which should not be neglected from monitoring temperature transient in the reservoirs. 
 
Table 3. 3. Slope values from the equations in comparison to those for numerical simulation 
results for the undamaged reservoir. 
 Equation Numerical Error (%) 
Gas reservoir m1 0.1558 0.1601 2.7 
Gas reservoir m2 0.01129 0.01105 2.2 
Oil reservoir m1 -0.7955 -0.7692 3.4 
Oil reservoir m2 0.05094 0.0479 6.3 
3.1.3 Discussions 
In discussing our analytical solutions and results, we focus on the significance of the 
assumptions that have been made for the derivation. The impact of heat loss to over-/under-
burden formation, which is ignored in the derivations, is presented with the temperature 
modeling.  
We consider the following assumptions in deriving our analytical solutions: constant 
production rate, infinite, insulated and confined formation, constant and uniform thermo-
physical properties, single-phase flow, and ignoring thermal conduction in all the directions. 
The assumptions of constant production rate, confined formation, and constant and uniform 
thermo-physical properties have been presumed here to ensure that the reservoir and fluid 
properties are constants, as mentioned in section 3.1.1. The infinite formation assumption 
defines the boundary condition. The fluid flow is set to be single-phase flow to avoid the 
complexity of the multi-phase flow. Other immobile fluid phases can exist in the reservoir, e.g., 
connate water. The thermal conduction in the flow direction can be ignored (LaForce, Ennis-
King, and Paterson 2014). The convective heat transfer for the high production rates in a high 
permeability reservoir is much more significant than heat conduction in the flow direction. The 
heat conduction in the non-flow direction is mainly represented by the heat loss to over-/under-
burden formations, which is discussed in the following. 
Due to the assumption of slightly compressible fluid in deriving our analytical solutions, 
the drawdown in the gas reservoir is limited to 10% of the initial reservoir pressure. The 
production rates are restricted to minimize the fluid property variation induced by the pressure 
drawdown towards the production well since higher production rates result in higher pressure 
and temperature perturbations. For the cases presented in this study, analytical solutions are 
within high accuracies in the conditions of 10% drawdown for the gas reservoir and 30% 
drawdown for the oil reservoir from the initial reservoir pressure at the production well. We 
have identified the effect of fluid property variations and addressed it by introducing 
corrections of fluid properties to this analytical solution in section 5.1. The advantage of higher 
production rates to temperature monitoring is that the time required obtaining analyzable 
temperature variations are much shortened from months to hours. In other words, higher rates 




Heat loss to surroundings can have significant impacts on the temperature response for 
long-term production/injection from/into the reservoir (LaForce, Ennis-King, and Paterson 
2014). The assumption of ignoring the heat conduction in the non-flow direction, which is 
mainly represented by the heat loss to surroundings, has been made to obtain the analytical 
solutions. This assumption is made in this study for the relatively high permeability reservoir 
cases investigated, where the convection dominates over conduction (App and Yoshioka 2013). 
Numerical studies have been performed on both cases with the heat loss to surroundings to 
justify this assumption. The mathematical description of the heat loss model is given by 
Vinsome and Westerveld (1980). The density and heat capacity of the over- and under-burden 
are set to be the same as the reservoir rock, and the conductivity of the surroundings are set to 
be 4.31 W/(m K) (LaForce, Ennis-King, and Paterson 2014). We have increased the production 
rates to 986 m3/day for oil reservoir to observe higher temperature signals, which will induce 




Figure 3. 3. Temperature profiles considering and neglecting the heat loss to surroundings for 
(a) gas and (b) oil reservoirs with higher production rates.  
 
Figure 3.3 illustrates the comparison of temperature profiles by considering and 
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The temperature results considering and neglecting the heat loss to surroundings are almost 
identical. The increasing temperatures on the bottom-hole location due to the heat loss to 
surroundings are less than 0.03% after production for one day. Therefore, the effect of heat loss 
to surroundings on temperature profiles may be safely neglected if TTA is performed in short 
periods, e.g. days. 
3.2 Single Layer Near Wellbore Damaged Reservoir under Transient Flow 
In the base of the analytical solution developed in Section 3.1, the near-wellbore 
damage effect is considered. The governing equation (Equation 3.1) remains the same and the 
model description includes a near-wellbore damaged zone indicated by the red region in Figure 
3.1. 
3.2.1 Analytical Solution Derivation 
In this section, we derive the temperature transient analytical solution in presence of a 
near-wellbore damaged zone. Outside of the damaged zone, the temperature profile can be 
represented by Equation 3.15. Inside the damaged zone, the boundary conditions are different 
from the case without the damaged zone. To honor temperature continuity, the temperature at 
the edge of the damaged zone is: 
, , 0s sT T r r t    (3.16) 
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To derive an analytical solution from Equation 3.1 with the damaged zone, pressure 
derivatives with respect to time and space should be evaluated and replaced in Equation 3.1. 
The transient pressure response for the slightly compressible fluid subject to constant rate 
production is used to evaluate the pressure derivatives outside of the damaged zone. In the 
near-wellbore region, the accumulation term in the diffusivity equation vanishes soon after the 
start of production. Therefore, the steady-state pressure response is sufficient to represent the 
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As a result, the energy balance equation and corresponding initial and boundary 
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Applying Laplace transform, implementing the integrating factor, and Laplace 
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(3.28) 
By investigating the above solution for the damaged zone, the following can be implied: 
i. Based on the derivation process, the temperature signal associated with the JT effect 
is given by the first term of Equation 3.28. The second term on the RHS of Equation 
3.28 represents the temperature changes corresponding to the AE effect. Therefore, 
the third term on the RHS of Equation 3.28 indicates the temperature continuity at the 
edge of the damaged zone. It is worthy of notice that the expression of the terms 
representing the JT and AE effects are different from Equation 3.15. The pressure 
gradient on distance in the damaged zone is independent of time, and the pressure 
gradient on time in the damaged zone is independent of distance. These 
independences remove the additional terms from the JT and AE effects. 
ii. Indicated by the Heaviside’s unit function in the third term of the solution, the skin 
effect only appears in the damaged zone and changes the rate of temperature 
variations towards the production well compared to outside of the damaged zone. 
Moreover, the time for the temperature propagation front to traverse the damaged 
zone is also represented by the Heaviside’s unit function. The speed to traverse the 
damaged zone is identical to the speed of JT radius of investigation. Therefore, the 
temperature profile in the damaged zone is dominated by the slow-moving JT effect, 
although the AE effect propagates much faster than the JT effect. 
iii. For the pressure transient equation, the radius and permeability of the damage zone 
affect the pressure by a single group referred to as the skin factor. As a result, the 
pressure cannot be inverted to calculate the radius and permeability of the damaged 
zone separately. For the temperature transient, however, the radius and permeability 
of the damaged zone affect the temperature separately. Therefore, from the 
temperature transient signal, it is possible to characterize the damaged zone more 





The analytical solution with the damaged zone is not a function of the similarity 
variable. Therefore, the temperature profiles with the damaged zone are presented versus 
reservoir radius in Figures 3.4 and versus production time in the next section. The analytical 
solutions with damaged zone provide good agreement with the numerical simulation to model 
the temperature signals. The different rates of the temperature variations (slopes) on two sides 
of the damaged zone are clearly visible on both analytical solutions and numerical simulations, 
which helps to identify the radius of the damaged zone. From Equations 3.15 and 3.28, the 
values of three slopes on far-field temperature profiles which are enlarged in the subplots (m3), 
the temperature profiles outside (m4) and inside the damaged zone (m5) are 
4.606C1JTq/(2Hkkr), 2.303JTq/(2Hkkr), and 2.303JTq/(2Hkskr), respectively. The 
similar comparisons with numerical simulations are illustrated in Table 3.4, which also indicate 
acceptable agreement. The procedures to obtain damaged zone properties from radial 




Figure 3. 4. Comparison of temperature profiles between the analytical solution and numerical 
simulation for damaged (a) gas and (b) oil reservoirs. Left dashed line indicates the radius of 




The most common temperature data are often measured at the production well in 
practice since the radial measurements of the temperature are rarely available. We analyze the 
sandface temperature profiles modeled analytically considering the presence and absence of a 
damaged zone in Figure 3.5, and provide the insights of sandface temperature profile with the 
damaged zone. Compared with the undamaged cases, the temperature variations considering 
the presence of a damaged zone are more significant in the near wellbore region. The varying 
slopes on the temperature profiles after one day of production are due to the Heaviside’s unit 
function in the analytical solution, which indicate the time for the temperature front to traverse 
the damaged zone (ts). The damaged zone radius can be determined from the traverse time by 
the radius of investigation for JT effect, which gives rs=( rw
2+2C2ts)0.5. From Equations 3.15 
and 3.28, the two slope values in Figure 3.5 before (m6) and after (m7) the traverse time are -
1.152JTq/(2Hkskr), and -1.152JTq/(2Hkkr), respectively. The procedures to obtain 




Figure 3. 5. Sandface temperature profiles considering presence and absence of damaged zone 





It is worthy of notice that the traverse times for both cases are less than ten days of 
production, which is not too long for observing temperature signals dominated by the reservoir 
properties. On the other hand, since the radius of investigation for JT effect travels much slower 
than that for pressure transient, the damaged zone temperature signals will not be masked by 
the wellbore storage or other early time effects. Therefore, these distinguishing features of 
temperature signals make itself perfect candidate to characterize the near wellbore damage.  
 
Table 3. 4. Slope values from the equations in comparison to those for numerical simulation 
results for the damaged reservoir. 
 Equation Numerical Error (%) 
Gas reservoir m3 0.02258 0.02027 11.4 
Gas reservoir m4 0.3116 0.2953 5.5 
Gas reservoir m5 0.6231 0.6646 6.7 
Oil reservoir m3 0.1019 0.09212 10.6 
Oil reservoir m4 -1.59 -1.495 6.4 
Oil reservoir m5 -3.18 -3.104 2.4 
3.3 Single Layer Reservoir with near Wellbore Non-Darcy Effect under Transient Flow 
In this section, we derive an analytical solution to account for the effect of non-Darcy 
flow in TTA. As detailed in the introduction, current analytical solutions for TTA assumes 
Darcy flow in the reservoir of slightly compressible fluid (e.g. oil). Despite the non-Darcy flow 
effect investigated in this section, other near-wellbore effects such as possible damaged zone 
are considered as a region with different permeability compared to the reservoir permeability. 
A model schematic is illustrated in Figure 3.1. 
3.3.1 Analytical Solution Derivation 
Based on this model, we derive the analytical solution for TTA considering the effect 
of non-Darcy flow effect. The governing equation (Equation 3.1) and boundary conditions 
(Equations 3.2 and 3.3) for this analytical solution are identical to the existing solutions for 
TTA. To derive an analytical solution from Equation 3.1, pressure profiles are required in 
addition to transient temperature boundary conditions. Considering the non-Darcy flow effect, 
we apply the Forchheimer equation (Forchheimer 1901) to evaluate the pressure derivative 
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The pressure derivative with respect to time is obtained from transient pressure solution 
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This derivative is appropriate for both Darcy-flow and non-Darcy flow due to the 
identical time-dependent terms in both transient pressure solutions (Yildiz 1991). As a result, 
the energy balance equation (Equation 3.1) and the initial and boundary conditions (Equations 
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The solution for the above partial differential equation (PDE) is obtained by turning the 
PDE into ordinary differential equation (ODE) using Laplace transform and then solving the 
ODE using integrating factor, presented in the Appendix. Laplace inversion of the resulting 
Laplace-domain solution gives (see details in Appendix C): 
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(3.36) 
Exploring the above solution implies the following: 
1. Equation 3.36 indicates the physical causes of transient temperature signals: JT effect, 
AE effect, and non-Darcy flow effect. The first two effects are extensively discussed in 
section 3.1, which are represented by the first three terms in Equation 3.36. Therefore, 
the last term of Equation 3.36 denotes the temperature changes corresponding to the 
non-Darcy flow effect. 
2. The value of the last term in Equation 3.36 infers the effect of non-Darcy flow on 
transient temperature signals. For the perspective of a given time step, the absolute 
value of the last term increases with reduced radius and diminishes further into the 
reservoir. This indicates that the non-Darcy flow impacts the temperature signals only 
at the near wellbore region, similar to its effect on the pressure signals. 
3. Temperature monitoring from production well is mostly applicable sources for TTA. In 
this case, the value of the last term approaches a constant value of the Forchheimer 
number (Fo) at the late time of production. As a result, the non-Darcy flow effect adds 
a fixed magnitude of the temperature data in the late time, which does not affect its 
changing rate (slope in a temporal semi-log plot). The additional heating effect on 
temperature signals associated with the non-Darcy flow effect is directly proportional 
to Fo. As suggested by Zeng and Grigg (2006), the critical Fo for 10% non-Darcy flow 
effect is 0.11. We will further investigate this criterion for TTA as well as the previous 
findings in the next section. 
We have established a method to account for fluid property variations in existing 
analytical solutions for TTA in chapter 5. Considering the non-Darcy flow effect, the sandface 
temperature signals are exaggerated and require the corrections on fluid property variations. 
For the drawdown test investigated in this section, the fluid property corrections are represented 
by Equations 5.3 and 5.9. An iterative process to account for fluid property corrections with 




3.3.2 Temperature Modeling and Verification 
In this section, we apply the analytical solution considering the non-Darcy flow effect 
developed in section 3.3.1 as well as the fluid property correction method introduced in chapter 
5 to model the transient temperature signals in non-damaged and damaged reservoirs. To verify 
this analytical solution and the effect of non-Darcy flow in TTA, these analytically modeled 
results will be compared with those from numerical simulation (CMG-GEM 2015). The 
verifications are conducted in the same oil reservoir presented by App (2010), the properties 
of which are illustrated in Table 3.1. The TTA drawdown test procedures include oil 
productions from a vertical well with the downhole production rate of 986 m3/day for 5 days. 
For the non-Darcy flow effect, we use a non-Darcy flow coefficient (ND) of 1012 1/m reported 
in Su (2004). The thermophysical properties of the reservoir fluid are estimated by the flash 
calculations from CMG-WINPROP (2015). We present the fluid properties in three conditions 
(Table 3.5): the initial reservoir condition, sandface conditions at the end of production period 
for Darcy flow only (tp,D) and considering non-Darcy flow (tp,nD). 
 




conditions at t0 
End of production 
sandface 
conditions for 
Darcy flow at tp,D 
End of production 
sandface conditions 







2202 2340 2433 5.4 
Density (kg/m3) 840 777.5 724.5 13.8 
JT coefficient 
(K/MPa) 
-0.445 -0.448 -0.458 2.9 
Fluid viscosity 
(mPa·s) 
3.686 1.93 1.633 55.7 
 
The fluid property variations in different conditions are more severe considering the 
non-Darcy flow effect. Figure 3.6 presents the temperature modeling verification analytically 
and numerically considering the non-Darcy flow effect. Two sets of temperature modeling are 
illustrated in this figure: four curves with higher temperature representing the cases considering 
the non-Darcy flow effect, and the other four curves for Darcy flow only. For both scenarios, 
the analytical solutions with the corrected fluid properties present good agreements with 
numerical simulation. If the temperature signals are modeled analytically with the fluid 
properties in t0 and tp conditions, the resulting temperature modeling error at the end of 
production is higher considering the non-Darcy flow effect (12 compared to 9 degC for Darcy 
flow only). Along with the fluid property variation values presented in Table 1, the non-Darcy 
flow effect exaggerates the fluid property variations as well as the temperature modeling errors, 
which needs to be treated with fluid property correction method. As a result, implementing the 
fluid property correction method is essential to precisely model the transient temperature 
behaviors. As suggested in chapter 5, the viscosity is the dominating property on TTA among 
others. This observation is also tenable with the existence of non-Darcy flow effect, presented 
in Table 3.5. Therefore, the fluid property correction method can be simplified by applying the 
correction only on viscosity. 
Considering the non-Darcy flow effect significantly increases the sandface temperature 
signals during production (more than 12 degC after 5 days). This temperature increments are 




heating, and reaching a relatively constant value at the late time (about 2 hours for this case), 
which has been predicted in section 3.3.1. The late time slopes in the semi-log plot of Figure 
3.6 are identical between the scenarios considering Darcy flow only and non-Darcy flow effect. 
This finding indicates that the reservoir permeability can be determined from the slope values 
with the same inversion procedures whether the test is affected by the non-Darcy flow effect 
or not.  
 
 
Figure 3. 6. Temperature profiles verifying the analytical solution considering the non-Darcy 
flow effect against numerical simulation. 
 
We can derive the slope of the late time straight line in the semi-log plot from the 
analytical solution and relate it to estimate reservoir properties. From the analytical solution, 
this slope in dimensionless form is: 












Technically, the late time sandface temperature behavior in the semi-log plot is not a 
straight line. It is approaching a straight line in late time as the last term in Equation 3.37 
diminishes and the additional temperature changes due to non-Darcy flow effect are getting 
close to a constant value. However, the dimensionless time and the Forchheimer number are 
functions of reservoir and fluid properties. To obtain accurate reservoir properties, we develop 
the inversion process to estimate the Forchheimer number, and then the reservoir permeability. 
Basically, starting with the last production time will reduce the complexity since the last term 
in Equation 3.37 is minimized. In the case presented in Figure 3.6, at the last production time 
(5 days), the slope in dimensionless form is -0.526 with a Forchheimer number of 4.66. 
Compare to the case without the non-Darcy flow effect, the error is only 5%, which can be 
neglected for practical purpose. 
With the success of modeling the temperature signals in the non-damaged reservoir, we 
include the near wellbore damage into the modeling process. As another type of near wellbore 
effect in TTA, the temperature profiles in a damaged reservoir can be modeled by the analytical 
solution derived in section 3.2. We have elaborated the impact of the non-Darcy flow effect on 
temperature modeling (the last term in Equation 3.36) in section 3.3.1, which is independent 
of JT effect, AE effect as well as the damaged zone effect. Therefore, we can implement this 
term to the solution presented in section 3.2 to model the temperature profiles in a damaged 




reservoir properties presented in section 3.2. The damaged zones for these reservoirs have the 
same permeability of 10 md (half of the reservoir permeability) and radiuses of 0.89 and 2.25 
m. 
We present the temperature modeling analytically and numerically considering the non-
Darcy flow effect in the damaged reservoir in Figure 3.7. The analytical solution derived in 
section 3.2 and additional term from Equation 3.36 can correctly model the temperature profiles 
in damaged reservoirs as the analytical and numerical results in Figure 3.7 show acceptable 
agreements. The reduced permeability in the damaged zone reinforces the JT heating effect in 
addition to those from non-Darcy flow effect. This raises a challenge to differentiate these two 
near-wellbore effects. To address this issue, Equation 3.37 is critical for estimation of the 
reservoir and damaged zone properties, especially for the damaged zone dominated early time 
temperature profiles. However, if the radius of the damaged zone is too small, the variation in 
the slope due to the changing permeability between damaged zone and reservoir may be 
masked by the non-Darcy flow effect (red line in Figure 3.7). In the case of observable slope 
changes (blue line in Figure 3.7), the time for the changes are represented by the traverse time 
(Equation 3.38): 
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Figure 3. 7. Sandface temperature profiles benchmarking from analytical solution considering 
non-Darcy flow effect with numerical simulation in the damaged reservoir. 
 
In Figure 3.7, the slopes for the damaged zone are almost identical for both cases since 
the permeability is the same, so does for the reservoir. The case with larger damaged zone has 
a longer traverse time compare to that with a smaller damaged zone (0.6 to 0.1 days). The small 
deviations on the damaged zone temperature modeling between cases are due to the different 
fluid property variations for these two cases. Better temperature modeling can be achieved by 
applying the two-time-period fluid property correction method introduced in chapter 5. 
It should be noted that to apply this analytical solution for damaged zone modeling, the 
non-Darcy flow coefficients are assumed to be identical for damaged zone and reservoir. If the 
coefficients are not identical, there will be another transition period to accommodate this 
difference after tc. We understand that this assumption may not be valid for all the cases. As a 
result, we develop different procedures to evaluate the non-Darcy flow coefficient for the 




3.3.3 Sensitivity Analysis for Non-Darcy Flow Effect 
In this section, we conduct sensitivity analyses on various reservoir and production 
parameters to examine their impacts on the temperature signals considering the non-Darcy flow 
effect. As suggested by the findings in section 3.1, Fo is the critical parameter to determine the 
magnitude of temperature signals by non-Darcy flow effect as well as the criteria to trigger this 
effect in TTA. We select two major uncertainties in Fo to perform the analyses: production rate 
and non-Darcy flow coefficient. Based on the results, the criteria for detectable non-Darcy flow 
effect in TTA is determined. 
Figures 3.8 and 3.9 present the sensitivity analyses of temperature modeling 
considering non-Darcy flow effect under various conditions of production rate and non-Darcy 
flow coefficient. The reservoir and production parameters are adopted from the case illustrated 
in section 3.3.2, with the specific parameters variations indicated by the legend of each figure. 
The ranges of production rate and non-Darcy flow coefficient in these analyses are based on 
previous studies (App 2010, Su 2004). For all the cases presented in Figures 3.8 and 3.9, the 
analytically modeled temperature profiles are verified against those from numerical 
simulations. As expected in section 3.3.1, lower production rate and non-Darcy flow coefficient 
result in smaller Fo as well as weaker non-Darcy flow effect. Compare the temperature profiles 
in Figures 3.8 and 3.9, the late time slopes in these semi-log plots are related to the production 
rates, but not with the non-Darcy flow coefficient. This finding proves that the late time slope 
value for TTA is irrelevant to the non-Darcy flow effect from another perspective.   
One goal of these sensitivity analyses is to determine the criteria to detect the non-
Darcy flow effect from TTA. We have mentioned the critical Fo of 0.11 considering 10% non-
Darcy flow effect in section 2.4. As per the discussion for the derived analytical solution, the 
maximum dimensionless temperature changes due to the non-Darcy flow effect are determined 
by the value of Fo. Therefore, to detect the non-Darcy flow effect from TTA, the additional 
dimensionless temperature changes due to the non-Darcy flow effect should exceed the critical 
Fo of 0.11:  
,
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where ∆TnD indicates the additional temperature changes due to the non-Darcy flow 
effect. Many parameters, which include permeability, thickness, fluid JT coefficient and 
viscosity depending on the nature of the reservoir, and production constraint of production rates, 
affect this criterion. The last parameter in Equation 3.39, the temperature changes due to the 
non-Darcy flow effect, is measured by the downhole temperature monitoring system. Therefore, 
another criterion is required to ensure the accuracy of the system is capable to detect the small 
temperature changes. Considering Equations 3.35 and 3.39, this criterion is: 
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(3.40) 
where Taccu indicates the accuracy of the downhole temperature monitoring system. If 
both criteria (Equations 3.39 and 3.40) are fulfilled, TTA can be used to detect the non-Darcy 
flow effect. 
We compare the temperature profiles presented in Figures 3.8 and 3.9 with those 
considering Darcy flow only presented in Figure 3.7 and in chapter 5. For all cases presented 
in Figures 3.8 and 3.9, the minimum Fo is 0.47 and the additional temperature changes due to 
the non-Darcy flow effect are higher than 1 degC, which is much higher than the accuracy of 
the current downhole temperature monitoring system. As a result, TTA can detect and evaluate 
a wide range of non-Darcy flow effect, which is a field-scale asset compared to the traditional 




monitoring system (currently 0.1 degC), this criterion can be improved to detect weaker and 
wider range of non-Darcy flow effect. 
 
 
Figure 3. 8. Sensitivity analysis of temperature modeling considering non-Darcy flow effect 
under various production rates. 
 
 
Figure 3. 9. Sensitivity analysis of temperature modeling considering non-Darcy flow effect 
under various non-Darcy flow coefficient. 
3.4 Single Layer Reservoir under Boundary Dominated Flow 
Among different flow regimes encountered during the production of a vertical well, the 
long-lasting BDF is crucial since most of the hydrocarbons of conventional reservoirs are 
recovered during this period. The production induced temperature response behaves transient 
for boundary dominated pressure response and can be analyzed for reservoir property 
estimation. In this section, we derive a novel temperature transient analytical solution to model 




3.4.1 Problem Description and Analytical Solution 
In this section, we derive an analytical solution to model the transient temperature 
signal under radial boundary dominated pressure response. The physical model for this solution 
contains a fully penetrating production well in a single layer and closed boundary reservoir, 
where the flow regime is radial before BDF prevails. Also, an observation well is located away 
from the production well. The reservoir shape is not limited to cylindrical. Temperature 
modeling results from cubic reservoirs with various ratio of length to width are presented in 
section 3.4.2. A model schematic is illustrated in Figure 3.10.  
 
 
Figure 3. 10. Model description for single layer reservoir under boundary dominated flow. 
 
The governing equation (Equation 3.1) and initial condition (Equation 3.2) to derive 
this analytical solution are similar to the existing analytical solutions for TTA. The outer 
boundary condition for TTA under BDF is: 
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(3.41) 
The initial condition is widely used in deriving TTA analytical solution, but may not 
represent the real conditions for radial BDF. When the BDF is established after the pressure 
transient period, the radial temperature profile at the beginning of BDF is not uniform at the 
initial reservoir temperature, especially at the near wellbore region. However, the temperature 
change from the initial reservoir temperature is negligible over most of the reservoir area. 
Therefore, for practical purposes, we can assume uniform temperature throughout the reservoir 
at the beginning of BDF. Equation 3.41 is the expanded version of a simple dimensionless 
equation. The physical implication of Equation 3.41 is that the temperature behavior at the 
outer no-flow boundary is dominated by the pressure depletion over time under BDF, which is 
AE effect. The validity of Equation 3.41 will be examined and illustrated in the remaining of 
this section as well as in section 3.4.2.  
To derive an analytical solution under radial BDF, pseudo-steady state pressure 
equation is required as input for Equation 3.1 instead of the pressure transient solution for the 
existing TTA analytical solutions. The pseudo-steady state pressure equation and its derivatives 
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As a result, the energy balance equation (Equation 3.1) and the corresponding initial 
and boundary conditions (Equations 3.2 and 3.41) in the dimensionless form are: 
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Laplace transform is applied here to obtain the solution for Equation 3.45, the details 
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(3.52) 
From Equation 3.52, the following can be implied: 
1. Compared to the analytical solution in section 3.1, the expression of dimensionless 
temperature is the same. Although the definitions of dimensionless time and radius 
(Equations 3.48 and 3.49) are different from Equations 3.11 and 3.12, the ratio of (rD
2/tD) 
is the same. Therefore, the first term in Equation 3.52 represents the same JT effect 
defined in existing temperature transient analytical solutions. As illustrated in section 
3.1, the propagation speed of the JT effect is much slower than the pressure transient. 
This indicates that temperature transient behavior still exists after pressure transient 
reaches the boundary. In fact, the JT effect propagates so slow that it rarely reaches the 
boundary before the depletion. We will further elaborate on this point in section 3.4.2. 
2. The second term in Equation 3.52 is associated with the temporal pressure decrease in 
pseudo-steady state pressure equation (Equations 3.42 and 3.44), which can be referred 
to as boundary dominated adiabatic expansion (BDAE). This behavior is a whole-field 
response, inducing equivalent temperature variations. BDAE is similar to the AE effect 
in existing temperature transient analytical solution, except that it is no longer an early 
time effect and becomes stronger over time. Therefore, the outer boundary temperature 
condition can be determined by the second term of Equation 3.52, which was expanded 




3. It should be noted that upon the start of BDF, tD1 is normally significant. Therefore, 
BDAE would dominate the temperature response. As a result, the cooling temperature 
signal will be eventually (and maybe quickly) established during the BDF.  
4. BDAE is proportional to C3. From Equation 3.50, C3 is a function of multiple reservoir 
and fluid properties including the reservoir drainage area. We will use this feature to 
develop the inversion process from this analytical solution, presented in chapter 4. 
During the pressure transient period (prior to the establishment of BDF), the analytical 
solutions to model the temperature transient have been derived in several studies. For the model 
description presented in Figure 3.10, we use the analytical solution developed in section 3.1 
(Equation 3.15). To model the temperature transient in the entire production life cycle, we 
combine Equations 3.15 and 3.52 to form a composite analytical solution. The identical first 
terms in Equations 3.15 and 3.52 represent the JT effect, which occurs during both pressure 
transient and BDF periods. We denote the starting time of pseudo-steady state flow as tpss and 
apply the Heaviside unit function to other terms in Equations 3.15 and 3.52. As a result, the 
composite analytical solution for the entire production period is given by: 
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(3.54) 
This solution includes the JT effect (first term in Equation 3.53), AE effect in the 
transient period (second term), and BDAE (last term). It should be noted that the different time 
periods of AE effect results in a slight discontinuity at tpss. This arises from the different 
analytical solution for AE effect before and after tpss. In practice, AE effect during the transient 
period is in the order of 0.1-0.2 degC (section 3.1.1), which can be safely neglected given the 
resolution of temperature monitoring system. Moreover, BDAE evolves stronger over time 
which quickly masks the AE effect from the pressure transient period after tpss. We will apply 
and examine this analytical solution in section 3.4.2.  
3.4.2 Sandface Temperature Modeling and Verification 
In this section, we model and verify the analytical solution against the reservoir 
temperature profiles obtained from numerical simulation. With the derived analytical solution 
(Equation 3.53), we can model the temperature transient analytically for the entire life of a 
production well. First, we will present the sandface temperature modeling results, which is the 
most common temperature measurement acquired in practice. To verify this analytical solution 
especially in pseudo-steady state pressure condition, these analytically modeled results are 
compared with those from numerical simulation (KAPPA-RUBIS 2015). The verifications are 
conducted for the base case of the same oil reservoir presented by App (2010), the properties 
of which are presented in Table 3.6. 
Figure 3.11 presents the sandface temperature modeling results based on the analytical 
solution and numerical simulation for the base case. Two plots are compared here, in which 
the semi-log plot focuses on the temperature signals dominated by the pressure transient 
behavior, while the Cartesian plot demonstrates those associated with the BDF. In both plots, 
the analytically and numerically modeled temperature profiles show good agreement.  
The semi-log plot in Figure 3.11a has been extensively discussed in section 3.1. The 




straight line in this semi-log plot, the slope and intercept of which can estimate reservoir 
permeability and porosity. As suggested by the analytical solution and confirmed by numerical 
simulation, the sandface temperature profile under BDF presents a quasi-linear cooling 
behavior in the temporal Cartesian plot (Figure 3.11b) due to the dominating BDAE, induced 
by the gradually depleting pressure over time. Based on Equation 3.53, the slope of this straight 
line is proportional to C3. As indicated in section 3.4.1, identifying C3 is a key for the inversion 
procedure introduced later.  
 
Table 3. 6. Reservoir and fluid properties for the base case and parametric analyses. 
 Base case Parametric analysis cases 
Downhole production rates 
(m3/day) 
520 154 347 739 986 
Thickness (m) 30.48 10 20 30 40 
Permeability (md) 20 5 10 100 1000 
Drainage area (m2) 282743 31416 125664 502655 785398 
Total compressibility (1/Pa) 9.9×10-10 5.9×10-10 6.9×10-10 1.5×10-10 2.5×10-10 
Fluid specific gravity 0.8 0.85 0.9 0.95 1 
Fluid specific heat (J/kg/K) 2222 2170 2120 2070 2020 
Fluid viscosity (mPa·s) 3.4 1 2 5 10 
 
  
Figure 3. 11. Sandface temperature profiles obtained analytically and numerically in (a) semi-
log plot and (b) Cartesian plot. 
 
Between the heating JT effect (Figure 3.11a) and cooling effect during BDF (Figure 
3.11b), there is a transition period indicating when the pressure transient reaches the boundary 
of drainage area (tpss). Similar to PTA, the shape of the closed boundary reservoir controls the 
start and span of this transition period (Spivey and Lee 2013). Figure 3.12 presents sandface 




the same area as the base case. In addition to the radial reservoir presented in Figure 3.11, we 
include a rectangular reservoir with the ratio of length to width of 1, 2, 5, and 10 to investigate 
the boundary shape impact on the temperature signal. For reservoirs with higher ratios, the 
transition period starts earlier and lasts longer (Figure 3.12a). However, when BDF is 
established after the transition period, the slopes of temperature cooling on the Cartesian plot 
become identical and independent of shape (Figure 3.12b). This indicates that C3 is a function 
of the drainage area of production well, regardless of the reservoir shape. In fact, the shape of 
the reservoir can be inferred from the end time of transient flow. We calculate the transient 
period ending time for circular and rectangular shaped (ratios of 5 and 10) reservoirs, which 
are indicated by vertical lines in Figure 3.12a. These lines are determined by the time for 
temperature signals to deviate from the straight line in the semi-log plot. We will apply these 
findings in the inversion process in chapter 4.  
 
  
Figure 3. 12. Numerical sandface temperature profiles under different reservoir shapes in (a) a 
semi-log plot and (b) a Cartesian plot  
3.4.3 Parametric Analysis for Reservoir, Production, and Fluid Properties 
In this section, we conduct parametric analyses on the various reservoir, production, 
and fluid parameters to examine their effects on the sandface temperature signals from the 
production well. With the focus on temperature transient induced by the pseudo-steady state 
pressure behavior, C3 is the critical parameter affecting the cooling signal in this period. 
Therefore, we select eight properties affecting C3 (Equation 3.50) to perform the analyses, the 
values of which are presented in Table 3.6. 
Figures 3.13 – 3.19 present the parametric analyses of analytically and numerically 
modeled sandface temperature profiles by varying production rate, reservoir thickness, 
permeability, drainage area, total compressibility, fluid specific gravity, specific heat, and 
viscosity, respectively. Several cases are performed over shorter production period because of 
early depletion. However, all the cases ended with BDF for pressure while being in the transient 
period for the temperature. Acceptable agreements are achieved between the analytical solution 
and numerical simulation in all 40 cases presented in the parametric analyses. Based on their 
impacts on the temperature response, these parameters can be divided into four categories: 
1. Effects visible on both (semi-log and Cartesian) plots: downhole production rates and 
reservoir thickness 




3. Effects visible on the Cartesian plot only: total compressibility and drainage area 
4. Effects non-visible on either plot: fluid specific gravity and specific heat 
 
  
Figure 3. 13. Parametric analysis of sandface temperature modeling for various production 
rates in (a) a semi-log plot and (b) a Cartesian plot  
 
  
Figure 3. 14. Parametric analysis of sandface temperature modeling for various reservoir 
thicknesses in (a) a semi-log plot and (b) a Cartesian plot 
 
Correspondingly, the temperature responses in the transient period are sensitive to the 
parameters in categories 1 and 2, while those associated with BDF are sensitive to the properties 
in categories 1 and 3. The parameters in categories 1 and 2 are investigated in previous studies, 
and their impacts on temperature signals before pressure transient reaching boundary are well 
understood in section 3.1. For the fluid specific gravity and specific heat in category 4, the 
product of fluid density and specific heat remains relatively constant for various fluid 
compositions with different API gravities (chapter 5). This leads to the insensitivity of the 






Figure 3. 15. Parametric analysis of sandface temperature modeling for various permeabilities 
in (a) a semi-log plot and (b) a Cartesian plot  
 
  
Figure 3. 16. Parametric analysis of sandface temperature modeling for various drainage areas 
in (a) a semi-log plot and (b) a Cartesian plot  
 
However, the properties in category 2, reservoir permeability and fluid viscosity, are a 
function of C3 (Equation 3.50) but do not show strong sensitivity on the temperature modeling 
results (similar slopes on Figures 3.15b and 3.19b). This is because these two parameters are 
in the first term in Equation 3.50, which is due to the pressure derivative over radius (Equation 
3.43). Compared to the second term in Equation 3.50 associated with the temporal pressure 
derivative (Equation 3.44), the first term is too small and sometimes negligible. For the base 
case, the value of the first term in Equation 3.50 is only 0.3% of the C3 value. In the cases 
presented in Figures 3.15 and 3.19, the maximum percentage of the first term is 1.2%, 
significantly smaller than the second term. Therefore, the temperature transient response during 
BDF is mainly attributed to the pressure depletion process over time. The effects of 






Figure 3. 17. Parametric analysis of sandface temperature modeling for various total 
compressibilities in (a) a semi-log plot and (b) a Cartesian plot 
 
  
Figure 3. 18. Parametric analysis of sandface temperature modeling for various fluid specific 






Figure 3. 19. Parametric analysis of sandface temperature modeling for various fluid viscosities 
in (a) a semi-log plot and (b) a Cartesian plot  
3.4.4 Temperature Modeling in Observation Wells 
In this section, we explore the potential of TTA at observation wells located away from 
the production well. During the transient period, TTA at observation wells may not be very 
useful since the temperature changes are insignificant (normally around 0.1 – 0.2 degC), which 
are mainly associated with AE effect in this period. However, after pressure transient reaches 
the no-flow boundary, pressure depletion occurs throughout the entire reservoir. Therefore, a 
stronger temperature signal is expected in observation wells under BDF. 
To investigate the temperature propagation into the reservoir, we present the radial 
temperature profiles at various production times for the base case in Figure 3.20. Similar to the 
temporal temperature profiles in previous figures, two plots are presented here for radial 
temperature modeling. Plotted on a semi-log graph, the temperature signal in the near wellbore 
region is expanded in Figure 3.20a. In both plots, the analytically and numerically modeled 
temperature profiles show good agreement.  
For the base case, the pressure transient reaches the boundary after 11 days of 
production. Therefore, all the cases presented in Figure 3.20 are in BDF period. The temporal 
cooling signals observed in the production well are the sum of JT and BDAE effects. Although 
the heating JT effect causes a temperature increase of 9-11 degC from the production well into 
the reservoir, the temperature decreases as the production continues, even in the production 
well (Figure 3.20a). This observation validates our earlier note from the analytical solution that 
BDAE outweighs the JT effect during BDF period. In the outer reservoir, BDAE is the only 
effect to cause cooling (Figure 3.20b). Using the JT effect radius of investigation derived in 
section 3.1, we can calculate the radius after one year of production as 37 m. Therefore, if the 
observation wells are located outside of this radius, their recorded temperature signals are only 
controlled by BDAE. 
To compare the sandface temperature signals obtained from the observation wells, we 
present the temporal profiles in Figure 3.21 with various monitoring locations. The observation 
wells are located 50 m to 300 m away from the production well, with 50-m spacing. Despite 
the slight difference in the early time period, the temperature profiles demonstrate an almost 
identical linear cooling effect of BDAE on the Cartesian plot (Figure 3.21b). It is a clear 
indication that the temperature changes at the outer boundary can be modeled by BDAE 




eliminated from the observation well sandface temperature signals, which is beneficial to the 
analysis of the thermal perturbation during BDF period presented in chapter 4.  
 
  
Figure 3. 20. Radial temperature profiles obtained analytically and numerically in (a) a semi-
log plot and (b) a Cartesian plot for various production times. 
 
  
Figure 3. 21. Sandface temperature profiles obtained analytically and numerically in (a) a semi-
log plot and (b) a Cartesian plot for observation wells located at different distances from the 
production well. 
3.4.5 Discussions 
In this section, two main issues of TTA under BDF will be investigated: (1) the effects 
of thermal conduction and heat loss to surroundings, and (2) build-up temperature modeling 
under BDF.  
Assumptions made to derive this analytical solution are similar to those associated with 
existing temperature transient analytical solutions, which have been extensively discussed in 
section 3.1. One major assumption that may not be valid during the derivation is neglecting 




(2015) pointed out that these effects can be substantial under some circumstances, one of which 
is a longer production period under BDF. Therefore, we perform numerical simulations to 




Figure 3. 22. Numerical temperature modeling results for the base case for 0-6 W/m/K rock 
conductivity in (a) a semi-log plot and (b) a Cartesian plot acquired from the production well. 
 
  
Figure 3. 23. Numerical temperature modeling results for the base case for various types of 
heat loss to surroundings in (a) a semi-log plot and (b) a Cartesian plot acquired from the 
production well. 
 
We start investigating the effect of thermal conduction in Figure 3.22, which presents 
four cases with rock conductivity (s) varied from 0 to 6 W/m/K. This range should cover the 
majority of reservoir rock encountered in practice. Very similar temperature modeling results 
presented in both semi-log and Cartesian plots indicate that the effect of thermal conduction is 
minor even on long-term temperature modeling under BDF. Therefore, we perform the 
inversion process on the temperature modeling results to investigate the effect of thermal 
conduction on drainage area estimations. In the most extreme case (s=6 W/m/K), the re 




observation validates our assumption to ignore the conduction term from the energy balance 
equation, which results in Equation 3.1 as the governing equation for this analytical solution. 
 
  
Figure 3. 24. Sandface numerical temperature modeling results (a) for the base case including 
a shut-in period, which is enlarged and compared with analytical solution results in (b). 
 
On the other hand, we also consider the effect of heat loss to surroundings on the 
sandface temperature signals from the production well in Figure 3.23. To investigate the effect, 
we introduce the heat loss to surroundings assuming that the source is from the boundary, lower 
layer or upper and lower layers. In Figure 3.23a (pressure transient period), the results are very 
similar. For the extended period under BDF presented in Figure 3.23b, heat loss causes reduced 
cooling effect especially for those emerging from the lower and/or upper layers, which can be 
observed in terms of slope changes. After performing the inversion procedures, the re 
estimation increases to 345 m (15% error). Although TTA accuracy is still acceptable 
considering the heat loss, one may consider applying the approach introduced in Chevarunotai, 
Hasan, and Kabir (2015) for long-term production under BDF. 
Buildup test is generally carried out on data obtained during the shut-in period due to 
their quality and ease of operation in the field. Monitoring sandface temperature signal over 
the shut-in period was extended to TTA, the analytical solution of which was derived by Onur 
and Cinar (2017a). This build-up test thermal analytical solution is based on a shut-in period 
preceded by a flowing period when the pressure transient does not reach the boundary. Here, 
we examine if this solution is applicable to the case after the BDF is established. 
Figure 3.24a presents the production well sandface temperature modeling results for 
the base case including a shut-in period of 10 days after producing for 300 days. After shut-in, 
the heating effect occurs for a couple of hours and follows with a cooling effect. If the shut-in 
period is long enough, the sandface temperature should approach the initial reservoir 
temperature. The early-time build-up temperature signal is characterized by a temperature 
increase due to adiabatic fluid compression from shutting in the well. The late-time signal is 
governed by heat conduction. Similarly, we have the same two effects controlling the shut-in 
temperature behaviors with an infinite-acting flowing period. Therefore, we can apply the 
buildup temperature analytical solution developed in Onur and Cinar (2017a) for the shut-in 
period. Although this analytical solution was not developed for the condition of BDF, its 
modeling results still agree with the numerically modeled temperature profile, as shown in 




temperature profiles are independent of whether the pressure effect reaches the boundary or 
not. These dominating factors include (1) production rate, permeability, reservoir thickness, 
fluid viscosity, and JT coefficient for the early-time build-up temperature signals, and (2) 
thermal conductivity of the reservoir for the late-time build-up temperature signals. Whether 
the drawdown period is in pressure transient or BDF period, these parameters are identical 
leading to the same build-up temperature profiles. Therefore, we can apply the same build-up 
analytical solution developed for the pressure transient period to model those under BDF. 
3.5 Multi-Layer Reservoir 
Multilayer systems are widely encountered in underground hydrocarbon reservoirs. To 
obtain accurate multilayer properties and understand the flow behavior in a multilayer system, 
many testing and analysis procedures have been evolved. In this section, we present an 
analytical solution to determine the individual layer temperature signal associated with constant 
rate production of slightly compressible fluid from a fully penetrating vertical well in a 
multilayer reservoir. The temperature signals are presented at the bottom-hole location and 
further into the reservoir for two-layered and multi-layered systems, for which each layer may 
be damaged or undamaged.  
3.5.1 Analytical Model 
In this section, we develop the analytical solutions to obtain transient temperature 
profiles for a multilayer oil reservoir produced from a vertical well. A slice of this model 
schematic is illustrated vertically in Figure 3.25. An n-layered reservoir is produced from a 
vertical well penetrating and perforated all the layers, the constraint of which is constant total 
production rates qt from all the layers. The individual layer properties (e.g. permeability, 
porosity, and damaged zone) are homogenous per each layer. The reservoir fluid is a slightly 
compressible, single-phase fluid of constant viscosity and thermal expansion coefficient 
through all the layers. This reservoir is confined by impermeable layers at the top and bottom, 
and reach infinitely in the radial direction. Cross-flow between layers can occur in adjacent 
layers to permit fluid communications between layers. 
The temperature profiles will be presented for a base case with layer properties varied 
based on it, which is the same single layer oil reservoir presented by App (2010). The results 
of the temperature profiles from the analytical solutions are analyzed and compared with the 
results from numerical simulation. The numerical simulations are performed using a 
commercial reservoir simulation software (CMG-GEM 2015). Since the fluid composition is 
not reported by App (2010), we introduce a single component fluid (Cyclohexane) for 
compositional numerical simulation, the thermo-physical properties of which closely match 
those from App (2010). An equation of state using the Peng-Robinson technique (Peng and 
Robinson 1976) is applied at an initial reservoir temperature of 150°C to predict these thermo-
physical properties of Cyclohexane over the full range of pressures and temperatures expected 
to be encountered during the simulation. Slight changes in viscosity coefficients are applied to 
the flash calculations to mimic the viscosity value from App (2010). Based on the flash test 
results, the thermo-physical properties of the reservoir fluid at the initial reservoir conditions 
include specific heat of 2202 J/kg/K, the density of 840 kg/m3, JT coefficient of -0.41 K/MPa, 
and viscosity of 3.685 cp. These fluid properties are used only in analytical solutions. Transient 
temperature signals from the well are associated with the reservoir fluid flow and heat transfer 
behaviors. Due to the negligible variations in the fluid properties caused by non-isothermal 
effect, these two processes can be decoupled when analyzing the transient temperature signals 
(Onur and Çinar 2016). The fluid flow performances of a vertical well produced from a 




Ehlig-Economides and Joseph (1987), Park (1989), as mentioned in the introduction. If the 
well is produced with constant production rate, the ILPRs are different and varying with time. 
On the other hand, the transient temperature profiles from a vertical well produced from a 
single layer oil reservoir have been developed in section 3.1. These analytical solutions 
assumed a constant production rate condition, which is not valid for each layer in a multilayer 
reservoir. To obtain an analytical solution for the multilayer reservoir, the behaviors of ILPR 
is required to be analyzed first. 
 
 
Figure 3. 25. Model description for a multi-layer reservoir. 
 
The ILPR for two-layered multilayer reservoir are simulated and compared with the 
analytical solution provided from Bourdet (1985) in Figure 3.26a. The ILPRs obtained from 
analytical solution and numerical simulation are in good agreement and are stabilized shortly 
after production (less than 0.2 days). With the variance on layer properties of permeability and 
skin factor, the ILPR for the three-layered reservoir are also approaching constants in less than 
1 day after production (Figure 3.26b). Based on these observations, Park (1989) developed the 
late time ILPR from its analytical solution for the two-layered reservoir and extended it to the 
multilayer system. These late time ILPR, which are Equation 3.55, are good representations 
for the layer production rate behaviors after initial fluctuations.  
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   (3.57) 
where  is the semi-vertical-permeability between layers (Cheng-Tai and Deans 1983). 
Subscripts i and j indicate the layer index, D indicates the dimensionless terms, and t indicates 
the summation of the term in all layers. The followings can be implied from inspecting the 
above solution. Firstly, the late time ILPRs are constant, which are a function of the layer flow 
capacity (kh), vertical permeability and skin factor in each layer. Secondly, if skin factors are 
identical for all layers, the late time ILPR of a given layer is proportional to the flow capacity 
ratio of the layer to the sum of flow capacities of all layers. Thirdly, if skin factors are different 
for each layer, the layer with smaller skin factor produces more than the flow capacity 
percentage in all the layers. This indicates that cross-flow direction is towards the lower skin 
layer, from the higher skin layer. These physical insights of ILPR will be further analyzed in 
section 3.5.2. 
With the input of late time ILPR, we can use the single layer analytical solutions to 
represent the temperature profiles in each layer. We select the analytical solutions from 
Equation 3.28 since it can be used to perform the damaged zone characterization as well. In 
section 3.5.2, we will present the temperature profiles for the multilayer reservoir, and examine 
the validity of this assumption.  
3.5.2 Solution Verification 
In this section, we obtain the temperature profile from our derived analytical solution 
and compare the results to those from numerical simulations to validate the analytical solution. 
The individual layer temperature profiles are presented for two- and three-layered systems 
based on the properties given in Table 3.7.   
 
Table 3. 7. Individual layer properties for Figures 3.26-3.31. 
 
Two-layered system Three-layered system 
Layer 1 Layer 2 Layer 1 Layer 2 Layer 3 
Downhole production rates (m3/day) 347 470 
Permeability (md) (Figures 3.26-
3.29 and 3.31) 
20 40 10 20 40 
Damaged zone permeability (md) 
(Figures 3.27, 3.28, 3.31) 
10 24 5 12 16 
Damaged zone radius (m) 
(Figures 3.27, 3.28, 3.31) 
2.08 0.98 2.08 0.98 3.08 
Skin factor (Figures 3.27, 3.28, 3.31) 3.3 1.7 3.3 1.7 5.55 
Porosity (-) (Figures 3.30 only) 0.1 0.3 0.1 0.2 0.3 
 
The temperature profiles calculated by the analytical solutions are benchmarked with 
the results from numerical simulation to validate the analytical solutions. Figures 3.27a and 




and numerical simulation for the two-layered system after producing for 1 and 50 days. The 
analytical solutions provide a decent agreement with the numerical simulation to predict the 
temperature signals for both layers. This agreement stands for the three-layered system as well, 
presented in Figure 3.28. The physical behaviors of the individual layer temperature signals 
are determined by the damaged zone properties, JT effect, and AE effect, from the near 
wellbore region further into the reservoir. The characterization methods to acquire the 
individual layer and damaged zone are very similar to those for single layer reservoir, which 
are extensively discussed in section 3.1. However, since the radial temperature distributions 
are rarely measured, the characterization techniques will be applied to the regularly deployed 




Figure 3. 27. Comparison of temperature profiles between the analytical solution and numerical 
simulation in (a) layer 1 and (b) layer 2 for the two-layered system. The squares and circles 
indicate the results from numerical simulation and solid lines indicate the results from 
analytical solutions. The dotted lines indicate the radius of investigations for JT and AE effects. 







Figure 3. 28. Comparison of temperature profiles between the analytical solution and numerical 
simulation in (a) layer 1, (b) layer 3, and (c) layer 3 for the three-layered system. 
3.5.3 Individual Layer Temperature Profiles 
The temperature profiles for an individual layer in a multilayer reservoir are a function 
of the similarity variable (r2/t) and are primarily affected by the reservoir properties of 
permeability and porosity (section 3.1). In this section, the individual layer temperature profiles 
are presented versus the similarity variable. Based on the temperature signals and analytical 
solution, the impacts of permeability and porosity variations on the temperature signals are 
investigated, and the procedures to perform individual layer property characterization are 
procured. 
First, we analyze the individual layer temperature profiles of the undamaged reservoir 
with layer permeability variations in Figures 3.29. The temperature profiles in Figures 3.29 are 
calculated by the analytical solution, the layer properties of which are based on Table 3.7. For 
both two- and three-layered systems, the magnitude of JT and AE effect on temperature signals 
are identical under different layer permeabilities. This can be explained by the expressions of 
the slopes for these two effects obtained from the analytical solution. The slope of JT effect is 
a function of kihi/qi. In section 3.5.1, we have analyzed the ILPR behavior that it is proportional 
to layer flow capacity for the undamaged reservoir. Therefore, the slope of the JT effect is 
irrelevant to layer permeability. However, the permeability affects the radius of investigation 
of JT and AE effects. With higher layer permeability, the temperature fronts propagate faster, 
which resulting further radius of investigation for JT and AE effects. 
Secondly, the individual layer temperature profiles of the undamaged reservoir with 
layer porosity variations are presented in Figures 3.30, calculated from the analytical solution 




signals for two- and three-layered systems are analogous. The porosity variation from one layer 
to another does not affect the magnitude of the JT effect, as well as the radius of investigation 
of the JT and AE effects. The layer temperatures differ only on the magnitude of the AE effect 
when experiencing porosity variation between layers. Under higher layer porosity saturated 
with oil and irreducible water, more oil can expand upon pressure release to result in higher 
temperature variation. However, the AE effect is generally an early time thermal behavior 
observed from bottom-hole. Therefore it can be easily masked by the thermal wellbore storage 
and may not be observed. If the AE effect can be monitored, the characterization of layer 




Figure 3. 29. Individual layer temperature profiles of the undamaged reservoir with layer 
permeability variations for (a) two- and (b) three-layered system. 
 
The transient temperature analytical solution for a damaged single layer reservoir is a 
function of radius and time separately, as indicated by Equation 3.56. We have demonstrated 
the temperature profiles versus radius in section 3.5.2. In this section, the individual layer 
temperature profiles are presented versus time at bottom-hole location, which are the common 
temperature measurements encountered in the field. We vary the layer permeability, damaged 




expressions of the analytical solution, the procedures to perform damaged zone 
characterization are obtained. 
The individual layer bottom-hole temperature profiles of the damaged reservoir with 
layer permeability and skin variations are presented in Figures 3.31. The temperature signals 
are calculated by the analytical solution with the damaged zone (Equation 3.28), the layer 
properties of which are based on Table 3.7. For two- and three-layered systems, bottom-hole 
temperature profiles for each layer have a slope change that separates the damaged zone 
temperature behavior in early time and the reservoir temperature behavior in late time. The 
time at the slope change is when the temperature front traverses the damaged zone, which 
indicates its potential to calculate the damaged zone radius. The traverse time ranges from 2 
hours to 2 days in Figures 3.31 and could be long enough to survive the thermal wellbore 
storage. The speed of the temperature propagation is proportional to the ILPR. Therefore, the 




Figure 3. 30. Individual layer temperature profiles of the undamaged reservoir with layer 







Figure 3. 31. Individual layer bottom-hole temperature profiles of the damaged reservoir with 
layer permeability and skin variations for (a) two- and (b) three-layered system. 
3.5.4 Discussions 
In discussing our proposed TTA technique, we first explore the effect of layers 
communication on the temperature profiles. Then, we discuss the assumptions made in the 
derivation of the analytical solution and their implications for the limitations of the 
interpretation procedures. 
Layers communication (cross-flow) plays an important role in constructing analytical 
solutions to obtain multilayer reservoir temperature profiles. Firstly, the existence of the cross-
flow stabilizes the late time ILPR. Secondly, the cross-flow brings the fluids from other layers, 
the temperature profiles of which can perform differently from this layer. In this section, we 
investigate the effect of vertical permeability on the individual layer temperature profiles. 
In the above cases, we assign 1 md as the vertical permeability between layers. In 
general, the vertical permeability is not likely to be higher than the lateral permeability (10-40 
md). Therefore, we assume the temperature profiles for a two-layered system under 0.1 (1% of 
the lateral permeability) and 40 md vertical permeability to represent low and high vertical 




both layers, the results under different permeabilities reach a good agreement, indicating that 
the magnitude of the cross-flow has a negligible effect on the temperature behaviors. On the 
other hand, from the analysis of Equation 3.55 in section 3.5.1, we discovered that the late time 
ILPR are irrelevant to vertical permeability for the undamaged reservoir, but relevant for the 
damaged reservoir. Therefore, the effect of vertical permeability on layer temperature profiles 
for the undamaged reservoir is even less. In short, the effect of layers communication on layer 




Figure 3. 32. Comparison of temperature profiles between analytical solution (vertical 
permeability of 1 md) and numerical simulation (vertical permeability of 0.1 and 40 md) in (a) 
layer 1 and (b) layer 2 for the damaged two-layered system. 
 
As mentioned in section 3.5.1, this analytical solution to predict the individual layer 
temperature profiles associated with the production from a multilayer reservoir is constructed 
with two steps, which include identifying the ILPR for each layer and applying single layer 
analytical solution with ILPR. The assumptions and limitations of this analytical solution are 
discussed based on these two steps. 
To discover the ILPR for each layer, the model assumes homogeneous and horizontal 




compressible, single-phase fluid of constant viscosity, and produced at a constant rate from the 
production well penetrating all the layers. These conditions are commonly assumed in transient 
pressure analysis to predict the pressure and rate behaviors of the produced reservoir. The only 
assumption that may not be valid in some circumstances is the identical fluid in all the layers. 
If different fluids exist in the layer of interest with no communication with other layers, 
numerical simulation is required to predict the temperature signals. In a thick reservoir with 
different properties of thin layers, assuming single-phase fluid is quite valid, which is the main 
focus of this research. 
The known ILPR can be applied to any single layer transient temperature analytical 
solution to predict the individual layer temperature behaviors. Each of these solutions requires 
certain assumptions to obtain. One of the main controversies for the solutions to date raises 
from the assumption of constant viscosity and JT coefficient. These properties alter under 
various pressure and temperature conditions, especially in near wellbore region. However, this 
argument does not affect the integrity of this analytical solution. We have developed a method 
to account for the fluid property variations in TTA, which have not published. With this method, 
the analytical solution in this section can be simply revised to minimize the errors associated 




Chapter 4. Inverse Modeling in Conventional Reservoir 
After presenting the forward temperature modeling results, we develop reservoir 
characterization procedures from the analytical solutions. In this chapter, temperature 
interpretation techniques are provided based on semi-log and Cartesian plot analysis using the 
synthetic temperature data obtained from production and monitoring wells. For each scenario 
mentioned in chapter 3, specific outputs are produced from the procedures, which include 
permeability, porosity, damaged zone properties, Non-Darcy flow coefficient, reservoir 
drainage area, and reservoir shape. Decent accuracies of the estimations are achieved in this 
thesis. 
4.1 Single Layer Homogeneous Reservoir under Transient Flow 
In chapter 3, the insight of reservoir and damaged zone properties on temperature 
distributions have been briefly investigated by finding the slope values of temperature 
distributions affected by JT, AE effects. In this section, the detailed recommended procedures 
to apply semi-log temperature interpretations techniques to characterize the reservoir properties 
are presented. Reservoir and fluid properties required in order to apply this interpretation 
include production rates, densities and specific heats for rock and fluids, fluid properties of JT 
coefficient and viscosity, and reservoir properties of formation thickness and irreducible water 
saturation. These properties are routinely acquired from core analysis and log interpretation 
(Tiab and Donaldson 2012), except for specific heat capacity and JT coefficient, which are also 
obtainable from laboratory tests (Francis, McGlashan, and Wormald 1969, Waples and Waples 
2004). Even with inadequate data for these properties, grouped reservoir properties can be 
acquired based on the following procedures.  
1. Graph the temperature data, T, vs. the similarity variable, r2/t, on a semi-log scale 
(similar to Figure 3.2). 
2. Identify the JT and AE in the temperature data (indicated by the dotted lines in Figure 
3.2). 
3. Draw two straight lines through the temperature data affected by JT and AE effects, 
and find the slopes m1 and m2. 
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(4.3) 
4.2 Single Layer Near Wellbore Damaged Reservoir under Transient Flow 
The AE effect may not be observable in the bottom-hole location with the damaged 
zone. Therefore, porosity needs to be independently estimated from other sources of data (e.g. 





1. Graph the sandface temperature data, T, vs. the production time, t, on a semi-log scale 
(similar to Figure 3.4). 
2. Identify the time to traverse the damaged zone in the temperature data (indicated by 
the dotted lines in Figure 3.4). 
3. Draw two straight lines before and after the traverse time, and find the slopes m6, and 
m7. 

























6. Calculate the damaged zone radius using Equation 4.6: 
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(4.6) 
In an event where the radial temperature profile at a specific time is given, the following 
procedure can be used for temperature data interpretation: 
1. Graph the temperature data, T, vs. the radius, r, on a semi-log scale (similar to Figure 
3.3). 
2. Identify the JT and AE effects, and the damaged zone radius in the temperature data 
(indicated by the dotted lines in Figure 3.3). 
3. Draw three straight lines through the temperature data affected by JT, AE effects and 
damaged zone, and find the slope m3, m4, and m5. 
4. Calculate the permeability k, and parameter C1 from the slopes m3, and m4 using 



























5. Calculate the porosity  from the parameter C1 using Equation 4.3. 











4.3 Single Layer Reservoir with near Wellbore Non-Darcy Effect under Transient Flow 
With the accurate temperature modeling introduced in section 3.3, the inversion 
procedures can be developed to complete the TTA process considering the non-Darcy flow 
effect. Based on the procedures introduced in sections 4.1 and 4.2, we first present the modified 
procedures for non-damaged reservoir characterization considering the non-Darcy flow effect. 
The synthetic data presented in Figures 4.1 and 4.2 correspond to the temperature signals 
obtained by numerical simulation to represent the field measurements in the same condition 






Figure 4. 1. Sandface synthetic temperature signals for a non-damaged reservoir.  
 
The modified characterization procedures considering the non-Darcy flow effect are: 
1. Graph the temperature data, T, vs. the production time, t, on a semi-log plot (Figure 
4.1). 
2. Identify the late time effect in the temperature data (indicated by the red line in Figure 
4.1), draw a straight line through the last production time, and find the slope m1 for it. 
3. Calculate the averaged fluid properties of fcf, JT from the fluid property correction 
method introduced in chapter 5. 
4. Identify the initial reservoir temperature in the temperature data (indicated by the green 
line in Figure 4.1), draw straight line through it, and find the intersection of the red line 
and green line to obtain tA. 
5. Calculate non-Darcy flow coefficient ND from the tA and m1 using Equation 4.10: 
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Figure 4. 2. Sandface synthetic temperature signals for a damaged reservoir.  
 
Similar to the inversion process for the non-damaged reservoir, the slopes of the early 
time and late time sandface temperature behaviors in a semi-log plot can reveal the 
permeabilities of the damaged zone and the reservoir. Considering the non-Darcy flow effect, 
the early time straight line may be masked by the non-Darcy flow transition period, which has 
been extensively discussed in section 3.3. To accommodate the features of the non-Darcy flow 
effect in TTA, we modified the current characterization procedures for the damaged reservoir 
as below: 
1. Graph the temperature data, T, vs. the production time, t, on a semi-log plot (Figure 
4.2). 
2. Identify the initial layer temperature (indicated by the green line in Figure 4.2) and draw 
a straight line through it. 
3. Identify the temperature responses corresponding to the reservoir properties (indicated 
by the black line in Figure 4.2); draw straight lines through the last production time, 
and find the slope m3.  
4. Calculate the average fluid properties of fcf, JT from the fluid property correction 
method introduced in chapter 5. 
5. Find the time step for the early time temperature signals deviated from the black line, 
which is traverse time tc. If a straight line is observed before tc, continue to step 6, 
otherwise jump to step 10. 
6. Identify the temperature responses corresponding to the damaged zone properties 
(indicated by the red line in Figure 4.2); draw a straight line through tc, and find the 
slope m2. The intercept of the red and black lines is traverse time tc. 
7. Identify the intersection of the red line and green line to obtain tB. 
8. Calculate non-Darcy flow coefficient s for the damaged zone from the tB and m2 using 
Equation 4.12: 
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10. Calculate the damaged zone radius using Equation 4.14: 
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(4.14) 
11. Identify the intersection of the black line and green line to obtain tD. 
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Table 4. 1. Permeability and non-Darcy flow coefficient estimates for non-damaged and 
damaged reservoirs. 
Non-damaged reservoir Reference Figure 4.1 Errors (%) 
Permeability (mD) 20 20.5 (Equation 4.11) 3 
Non-Darcy flow coefficient (1/m) 1012 1.22×1012 (Equation 4.10) 22 
Damaged reservoir Reference Figure 4.2 Errors (%) 
Reservoir permeability (mD) 20 26.6 (Equation 4.16) 33 
Damaged zone permeability (mD) 10 8.7 (Equation 4.13) 13 
Damaged zone radius (m) 2.2 2.34 (Equation 4.14) 6.4 
Non-Darcy flow coefficient (1/m) 1012 
1.12×1012 (Equation 4.12) 12 
1.11×1012 (Equation 4.15) 11 
 
The above-mentioned reservoir and damaged zone characterization procedures are 
applied to the synthetic data presented in Figures 4.1 and 4.2 represented the field cases for 
non-damaged and damaged reservoirs. We compare the properties estimations from the 
inversion process with those from the settings to produce the synthetic data in Table 4.1. In 
general, the reservoir and damaged zone characterization results show acceptable accuracies 




for permeability estimation of the non-damaged reservoir and damaged zone radius estimation 
of the damaged reservoir (less than 7% errors). The damaged zone and reservoir permeability 
estimations can be improved by applying multiple property corrections on the different time 
period, as suggested in section 5.1. The results of non-Darcy flow coefficient characterizations 
are in the same order of magnitude and very close to the reference values, which validate the 
opportunity for TTA to identify and estimate the non-Darcy flow effect. Since the evaluations 
of non-Darcy flow coefficient are often conducted at laboratory scale or field scale with 
complex multi-rate test currently, we recommend implementing TTA into the procedures to 
identify non-Darcy flow behaviors in the industry. 
4.4 Single Layer Reservoir under Boundary Dominated Flow 
The inversion process to characterize the reservoir is the ultimate goal of TTA. The 
validated analytical solution developed in section 3.4 can assist in achieving this goal under 
BDF. The procedures introduced in sections 4.1-4.3 characterize the reservoir and possible 
damaged zone by estimating reservoir permeability, porosity, and damaged zone properties. In 
this section, we will introduce the inversion procedures for TTA under BDF as an extension of 
previous procedures. Field measurements are represented by synthetic temperature data 
obtained through numerical simulation. The transient period interpretation procedures are 
herein extended for BDF by introducing the Cartesian plot interpretation method. The 
procedure is as follows: 
1. Graph the temperature data, T, vs. the production time, t, on a Cartesian plot (Figure 
4.3). 
2. Identify the late time effect under BDF in the temperature data (indicated by the red 
line in Figure 4.3). Line fit the late time period data, and find the slope m. 
3. Calculate the drainage area A using Equation 4.19: 
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eA r  (4.19) 
For sandface temperature signal acquired from the production well only, the distance 
to the closest boundary can be identified from the traditional semi-log plot:  
1. Graph the temperature data, T, vs. the production time, t, on a semi-log plot (Figure 
4.4). 
2. Identify the JT effect in the temperature data (indicated by the red line in Figure 4.4), 
draw straight line through this period, and find the first deviation point b from it. 
























Applying Equation 4.19 on the field data simulated in Figure 4.3, the drainage area can 
be precisely estimated. As mentioned in the parametric analysis, the first term in C3 (Equation 
3.50) is negligible. As a result, a simplified equation to estimate the drainage area is: 
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Figure 4. 3. Synthetic temperature data for the base case acquired from (a) production well and 
(b) observation well located 150 m from the production well. 
 
 
Figure 4. 4. Synthetic temperature data for the base case acquired from the production well 
plotted in the semi-log plot. 
 
The estimation results for both production and observation wells are presented in Table 
4.2. In both scenarios, the drainage area estimations from Equation 4.22 are very close to those 




the other hand, the estimations from observation well are more accurate compared to those 
from the production well. This is expected since the cooling signal in observation well is purely 
attributed to BDAE (unless the observation is reached by JT effect front), which allows for the 
derivation of Equation 4.18. JT effect is the main source of the inaccurate production well 
temperature analysis, which does not influence the observation well measurements. Therefore, 
TTA from observation wells under BDF may be more reliable compared to TTA from the 
production well under the same conditions. 
The estimation of the distance to the closest boundary from Equation 4.20 is also in 
very good agreement with the reference value. In practice, if this estimation is similar to the 
results from Equation 4.18 or 4.22, the reservoir shape should be close to a circular reservoir. 
Otherwise, the estimation suggests a higher aspect ratio (ratio of length to width) of the target 
reservoir. In short, comparing the estimations of drainage area and distance to the closest 
boundary may help to identify the reservoir shape from TTA. 
 
Table 4. 2. Drainage area and distance to the closest boundary estimations from Figures 4.3 
and 4.4. 
Production well Reference Figures 4.3 and 4.4 Errors (%) 
re estimation from Equation 4.18 (m) 300 318.3 6.1 
re estimation from Equation 4.22 (m) 300 318.8 6.3 
L estimation from Equation 4.21 (m) 300 287.2 4.3 
Observation well Reference Figure 4.3 Errors (%) 
re estimation from Equation 4.18 (m) 300 299.4 0.2 
re estimation from Equation 4.22 (m) 300 299.9 0.03 
4.5 Multi-Layer Reservoir 
Detailed reservoir characterization procedures based on temperature transient for a 
single layer reservoir has been presented in sections 4.1-4.4. Additional procedures are required 
for a multilayer reservoir since the ILPR is not identified and is related to individual layer 
properties. Therefore, two unknowns (layer permeability and ILPR) need to be identified from 
the JT effect of the temperature signals, which requires two values determined from the JT 
effect of the temperature signals. We select the slopes (indicated by the black lines in Figure 
4.5) of the temperature signals and the intercepts (indicated by Ai in Figure 4.5) between 
temperature signals and initial layer temperature (indicated by the green line in Figure 4.5) as 
these two values obtained from the temperature signals. The temperature signals associated 
with the JT effect are presented by the first term in Equation 3.15. Therefore, the slopes of the 
temperature signals in the near wellbore region in a semi-log plot (T vs r2/t) are 
1.152JTqi/(2hikikr). If we neglect the minor effect of AE effect on the intercepts, which can 
be calculated by JT effect only as: 
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(4.23) 
If the AE effect is observable, additional reservoir properties can be revealed from the 




and third terms in Equation 3.15. As a result, the slopes of the temperature signals associated 
with AE effect are 2.303C1iJTqi/(2hikikr). 
 
Figure 4. 5. Synthetic temperature signals for a three-layered system in an undamaged 
multilayer reservoir. 
 
A procedure to characterize the individual layer properties of an undamaged multilayer 
reservoir is introduced below. The synthetic data are the temperature signals for a three-layered 
model and generated by numerical simulation to represent the field measurements. 
1. Graph the temperature data from each layer, T, vs. the similarity variable, r2/t, on a 
semi-log scale (Figure 4.5). 
2. Identify the JT effect and initial layer temperature in the temperature data (indicated by 
the black and green lines in Figure 4.5), draw straight lines through them, and find the 
slope m1i for black lines. 
3. Identify the intersection of black lines with the green line to obtain Ai. 
4. Calculate the ILPR qi from the Ai using Equation 4.24: 
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6. If the AE is visible, draw straight lines through them (indicated by the red lines in Figure 
4.5), and find the slope m2i for red lines. 
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It was mentioned above that the AE effect may be masked by the thermal wellbore 
storage. In that case, characterization procedures can be implemented from steps 1-5 to obtain 
ILPR and permeability only. 
These methods to characterize layer permeability and ILPR can be executed based on 
the prior knowledge of multiple layer properties, which include densities and specific heat 
capacities for fluid and rock, layer thickness, porosity and irreducible water saturation, and 
fluid JT coefficient and viscosity. If these properties are not available or imprecise, the layer 
permeability and ILPR cannot be accurately determined. In this case, instead of acquiring 
permeability and production rates for each layer, we propose to obtain the permeability and 
production rates ratio between layers, which are less dependent on those indefinite properties. 
These ratios can be easily derived from Equations 4.24 and 4.25 assuming identical densities 




















































Indicated by Equations 4.28 and 4.29, the ratio of ILPR is the product of layer thickness 
and the intercepts, and the ratio of layer permeability is the product of slopes and intercepts. 
Therefore, the ratio of layer permeability can be determined from the temperature signals 
without the knowledge of other properties. 
Similar to the above procedures, the slopes of the damaged zone and layer temperature 
behaviors can be used to evaluate the permeabilities of the damaged zone and the layer. And 
the intercept between temperature signals in the damaged zone and the initial layer temperature 
can be used to obtain the ILPR. From Equation 3.28, the values of two slopes on temperature 
profiles before (m3) and after (m4) the traverse time are 2.303JTqi/(2hikikr), and 
2.303JTqi/(2hiksikr), respectively. The traverse time can be related to the radius of the 
damaged zone from the last term in Equation 3.28 (Heaviside’s unit function), while the 
intercepts remain the same as Equation 4.23 with rw instead of r. 
Based on the above theory, the characterization methods to obtain the damaged zone 
and layer properties of a multilayer reservoir are presented below.  
1. Graph the temperature data from each layer, T, vs. the production time, t, on a semi-log 
scale (Figure 4.6). 
2. Identify the damaged zone and reservoir temperature behaviors in the temperature data 
(indicated by the black and red lines in Figure 4.6), draw straight lines through them, 
and find the slope m3i for black lines and m4i for red lines. 
3. Identify the initial layer temperature (indicated by the green line in Figure 4.6) and draw 
straight lines through them. 
4. Identify the intersection of black lines and green line to obtain Bi. 
5. Calculate the ILPR qi from the Bi using Equation 4.30: 
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8. Calculate the damaged zone radius using Equation 4.33: 
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(4.33) 
As mentioned in section 3.5, the uncertainties of applying this characterization method 
still exist due to the possibility of missing or inaccurate reservoir and fluid properties. For the 
damaged layers, we propose similar simplified procedures to obtain the permeability and 
production rates ratio between layers, as well as the ratio of damaged zone permeability 
































Similar to the ratio of layer permeability, the ratio of damaged zone permeability can 
be acquired from the temperature signals without the knowledge of other properties. 
 
 
Figure 4. 6. Synthetic temperature signals for a three-layered system in a damaged multilayer 
reservoir. 
 
Due to the limited availability of the inflow temperature field data from multilayer 
reservoir, we are not able to explore the temperature field data from multilayer pays. However, 




Ramazanov et al. (2010). In this section, we perform the interpretation techniques presented in 
section 3.5.2 to analyze the data of Figure 4.4 from Ramazanov et al. (2010). Based on the 
required information defined in section 3.5.2, this field case provides the layer thickness of 5 
m, volumetric heat capacity ratio of fluid to saturated matrix of 1.2, m3 of 0.5315, m4 of 0.361, 
tB of 0.002273 days, ts of 0.0261 days, casing inner diameter of 0.065 m, and fluid JT coefficient 
of -0.22 K/MPa. With the validated ILPR estimation from the field data to the analytical 
solution, these interpretation techniques can be extended from this single-layer to a multilayer 
reservoir. 
We first calculate the ILPR for this layer. The wellbore radius is represented by the 
monitoring location positioned at the inner casing, which assumes to be 0.06 m (less than 0.065 
m). From Equation 4.28, the estimated ILPR from field data is 20.7 m3/day. Secondly, the layer 
mobility (k/) and the damaged/undamaged permeability ratio can be calculated from 
Equations 4.29 and 4.30, which are 4.86 mD/cp and 1.47. Finally, the skin factor is evaluated 
from the estimated radius of the damaged zone, which is obtained from Equation 4.31 to be 
0.212 m. As a result, the skin factor is 0.593. A summary of comparison between the estimated 
values from interpretation techniques in this section and the counterparts obtained by field 
measurements and estimation from Ramazanov et al. (2010) is illustrated in Table 4.3. All the 
estimated values are very close to those from the reference, suggested that the interpretation 
techniques are feasible to perform characterization on TTA from field data. 
 









Layer mobility (mD/cp) 5.35 4.9 9.2 
Undamaged/damaged permeability ratio 1.47 1.47 - 
Radius of the damaged zone (m) 0.212 0.25 15.2 







Chapter 5. Effect of Fluid Property and Production Rate Variations on 
Temperature Transient Analysis in Conventional Reservoir  
In chapters 3 and 4, we performed the forward and inverse modeling using newly 
developed analytical solutions. Although it is convenient to apply the analytical solutions, their 
scopes are limited to the assumptions made for the derivation. In this chapter, we address two 
main assumptions of constant fluid property and production rates, which can be invalid in field 
cases with high drawdown and complex production history.  
5.1 Accounting for Fluid Property Variation in Temperature Transient Analysis 
Significant fluid property variation can be induced due to pressure and temperature 
dynamics in the reservoir associated with oil production. The existing analytical solutions for 
TTA generally assume constant fluid properties, which can be invalid especially for cases of 
high drawdown and strong temperature signals. In this section, we present a method to account 
for the fluid property variations in TTA. The corrections are performed on four identified fluid 
properties in an iterative manner which can be easily implemented in available temperature 
analysis procedures. Through application to example problems, we show that using fluid 
property correction method presented herein can improve the permeability estimations by 60% 
for the conditions considered in this section. With these improvements, the applicability of 
TTA using analytical solutions can be extended from cases with limited sandface temperature 
signals of a few degC to stronger signals of 20-30 degC. 
5.1.1 Problem Description and Methodology 
In this section, we develop a method to account for the fluid property variations in TTA. 
To examine the extent and scope of this effect, we compare the transient temperature signals 
modeled analytically in section 3.1 (drawdown test) and by Palabiyik et al. (2016) (buildup 
test), and using numerical simulation. The temperature profiles are modeled in the same oil 
reservoir presented by App (2010). The numerical simulations are performed using a 
commercial reservoir simulation software (CMG-GEM 2015). The reservoir fluid is produced 
from a vertical well with the downhole production rate of 986 m3/day for 5 days drawdown 
period (tp) followed by 15 days shut-in period (ts), same as those settings in Palabiyik et al. 
(2016). It is worthy of notice that the numerical simulation is tailored to satisfy the assumptions 
made to derive the analytical solutions, which include radial flow with no vertical cross-flow, 
neglecting the geothermal gradient, and homogeneous reservoir. Therefore, this numerical 
model is a single-layer radial model. If a thick reservoir with significant geothermal gradient 
is encountered, vertical refinement can be used to make multilayer system with different Ti for 
each layer. For the damaged reservoir introduced later in section 5.1.2, a different permeability 
zone is added outside the production well with a constant radius to represent the near wellbore 
damage (Figure 3.1).  
Based on the flash calculations from CMG-WINPROP (2015), the thermo-physical 
properties of the reservoir fluid at the initial reservoir condition and sandface conditions at the 
end of production period (tp) and end of buildup period (ts) are presented in Table 5.1 and used 
as references in analytical modeling. 
Figure 5.1 presents the comparison between the analytical solution and numerical 
simulation for transient drawdown and buildup temperature profiles. The analytical solutions 
are presented considering fluid properties in two endpoint conditions. For the drawdown period, 
the two endpoints are the sandface pressure and temperature at initial reservoir conditions (at 




at end of production (at tp) and at end of buildup period (at ts). The analytically modeled 
drawdown and buildup temperature profiles at the two endpoint conditions diverge from the 
numerical simulation results (especially at the late time) in which variation of fluid properties 
are considered. These modeling errors are most significant for the drawdown test, which results 
in more than 9 degC temperature differential at tp (70% of the total sandface temperature signal 
observed). The errors for buildup period are slightly better (more than 6 degC temperature 
differentials at ts) due to the stabilized pressure and temperature profiles with minimized fluid 
dynamics on the shut-in period. The simulated temperature signals, which consider the fluid 
property variations in the reservoir, do not agree with either temperature profiles modeled 
analytically. Therefore, the fluid property variations must be taken into account in the analytical 
solution. 
 









conditions at tp 
End-of-buildup 
sandface 




Specific heat (J/kg/K) 2202 2340 2230 6.3 
Density (kg/m3) 840 777.5 837.2 7.4 
JT coefficient 
(K/MPa) 
-0.445 -0.448 -0.439 2 
Fluid viscosity 
(mPa·s) 
3.686 2.323 3.577 37 
Pressure (MPa) 144.8 79.9 143.3 44.8 
Temperature (degC) 150 163 156 9.3 
 
The simulated transient temperature signals in Figure 5.1 present nearly straight lines 
(quasi-linear behaviors) in these semi-log plots. This indicates the potential to average each 
fluid property to account for the effects of fluid property variations in modeling the transient 
temperature signals. The temperature discrepancies in Figure 5.1, which are dominated by the 
JT effect of drawdown test and thermal conduction for buildup test, occur at the late time. 
Therefore, the proposed method to address the fluid property variation should be applied to the 
region affected by the JT effect and thermal conduction for drawdown and buildup tests 
respectively. The drawdown transient temperature signal induced by JT effect can be modeled 
by (first term in Equation 3.15):  
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(5.1) 
And the asymptotic solution to model late-time temperature profiles for buildup is 
(Palabiyik et al. 2016): 
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(5.2) 
We use the late-time approximate analytical solutions (Equations 5.1 and 5.2) since the 




differences between analytically and numerically modeled temperature profiles are expected 
since they are dominated by the AE effect.  
 
 
Figure 5. 1. Comparison of transient temperature profiles for (a) drawdown and (b) buildup 
between the analytical solution and numerical simulation. 
 
From Equations 5.1 and 5.2, the fluid properties affecting the temperature response are 
JT coefficient, viscosity, density, and specific heat. The transient temperature is a function of 
the production time for drawdown or shut-in time for buildup, where the four fluid properties 
differently affect this functionality. The density and specific heat of the producing fluid are 
directly multiplied by time, and as a group, muted by the logarithmic function. To account for 
the variations of these two, the density and specific heat of fluid requires arithmetic average 
over time when the JT effect dominates for drawdown or conduction controls for buildup. 
Similar techniques have been applied and validated in Vilarrasa et al. (2010). To be specific, 
the fluid property correction methods for density and specific heat are (Equation 5.3 for 






























where tJT is the time at the start of JT effect. tJT can be calculated from the radius of 
investigation of the JT effect (section 3.1). For practical purposes, it can be estimated from the 
time at which the temperature exceeds the initial reservoir temperature. The AE effect 
preceding the JT effect causes a slight cooling effect. 
On the contrary to the functionalities of density and specific heat, JT coefficient and 
viscosity affect the transient temperature signals in another way. For the drawdown temperature 
profile calculated from Equation 5.1, the late-time JT effect presents a quasi-linear behavior on 
the semi-log plot (Figure 5.1a), the slope of which is directly proportional to JT coefficient and 
viscosity. Here, we derive a method to account for these two fluid properties from the constant 
slope value of the quasi-linear behavior. To develop this averaging method, we start with taking 
derivative of Equation 5.1considering the input from Equation 5.3: 
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(5.5) 
During the late-time JT effect, the RHS denominator of Equation 5.5 is controlled by 
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The quasi-linear behavior of JT effect dictates that this slope value should be close to a 
constant. Therefore, we use the last term of Equation 5.8 as the average value of JT coefficient 
























The averaging technique applied in Equation 5.9 is a harmonic mean, which makes the 
minimum of the arguments dominant. Comparable methods of applying both arithmetic and 
harmonic means under different scenarios successfully address the permeability upscaling by 
heterogeneity index (Tiab and Donaldson 2015).  
The effects of viscosity and JT coefficient variations on buildup do not come from the 
shut-in period since the dominating thermal conduction is irrelevant to these two properties. 




dominated by the JT effect during the drawdown period. Therefore, the property correction 
method of viscosity and JT coefficient for buildup test should be based on its drawdown period, 
which is also represented by Equation 5.9.   
The dependences of these four fluid properties under pressure and temperature 
conditions are generally non-linear. In this study, we use CMG-WINPROP (2015) to simulate 
these fluid properties under various pressure and temperature conditions. We present two types 
of temperature modeling in this section: (1) forward modeling to predict the temporal 
temperature profiles for known fluid and reservoir properties and, (2) inverse modeling to 
estimate reservoir properties from temperature data. For the inversion process, the field 
measurements of pressure and temperature are available and can be applied to calculate the 
required fluid property values in the correction method. With the given reservoir properties and 
production parameters in the forward modeling approach, the transient temperature profiles 
can be represented by Equation 3.15, and the pressure distribution can be estimated from the 
transient pressure solution for slightly compressible fluid (Theis 1935), given by Equation 5.10 
for drawdown and Equation 5.11 for buildup: 
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(5.11) 
The pressure profiles obtained from Equations 5.10 and 5.11 are also affected by the 
fluid property variations, to be specific, the viscosity and compressibility variations. Precise 
estimations of pressure profiles are critical to the forward modeling of temperature transient 
since the fluid properties are calculated based on pressure and temperature conditions. 
Therefore, we develop similar averaging techniques to account for the viscosity and 




























































An iterative algorithm is introduced to resolve the non-linearity of the fluid properties 
dependence on pressure and temperature. As these four properties vary moderately with 
pressure and temperature, the approximations can be achieved quickly within several iterations. 
The detailed procedure of this algorithm is: 
1. Determine initial estimates of the fluid density, specific heat, viscosity, and JT 




2. Obtain the temperature and pressure data or calculate the temperature and pressure 
profiles within the time period of interest using Equations 5.1 and 5.10 for drawdown 
and 5.2 and 5.11 for buildup. 
3. Calculate the temporal distributions of the four fluid properties. 
4. Calculate the average fluid properties within the time period of interest using Equations 
5.3, 5.9, 5.12, and 5.13 for drawdown and 5.4, 5.9, and 5.14 for buildup. 
5. Check if the average fluid properties and the estimations before this step of iteration are 
within the predetermined convergence criteria. Repeat steps 2-5 until the convergence 
criteria are fulfilled. The fluid property corrections for temperature transient 
estimations are obtained from Equations 5.3, 5.4, and 5.9, while those to calculate 
pressure profiles are acquired from Equations 5.12-5.14. All these averaged values are 
required to pass the convergence criteria, or otherwise are subject to another round of 
the iterative process. 
A flow chart to demonstrate this procedure is presented in Figure 5.2. 
The above procedures are suitable for a non-damaged reservoir where the late-time 
temporal temperature profiles behave quasi-linearly on a semi-log plot. However, for a 
damaged reservoir, two quasi-linear behaviors can be observed due to different permeabilities 
in the damaged zone and undamaged zone. For this case, the fluid property corrections are 
performed separately based on whether the time period is dominated by the damaged zone 




Figure 5. 2. Flowchart of the iterative algorithm to obtain corrected fluid properties. 
5.1.2 Sensitivity Analysis of Fluid Properties 
In this section, we perform a sensitivity analysis to identify the contribution of each 
fluid property on the transient temperature signals. Based on Equations 5.1 and 5.2, we have 
identified the variations of four fluid properties due to dynamic pressure and temperature 
conditions, which are density, specific heat, viscosity and JT coefficient. The functionalities of 
these fluid properties on the temperature profile are different, which is briefly discussed while 
developing the averaging algorithm. On the other hand, the pressure and temperature 
dependencies of these fluid properties are distinct. This section provides a sensitivity analysis 




We compare the fluid properties in three conditions in Table 5.1. The viscosity shows 
the highest variation among the four, which suggests that the viscosity is most sensitive to the 
dynamic pressure and temperature conditions. Furthermore, the effects of fluid property 
variations on the temperature profiles are investigated and presented in Figure 5.3. Two red 
curves display the temperature profiles with all the fluid properties at t0 and tp for drawdown, 
tp and ts for buildup. For the drawdown test, the curves for each fluid property represent the 
temperature profile obtained with the specific fluid property at tp while the other fluid 
properties remain at t0. For the buildup test, the fluid properties vary from tp to ts condition.  
Among the four fluid properties, changing the specific heat, density and JT coefficient 
cause negligible changes in the temperature profile. Viscosity appears to play a major role in 
shifting the temperature profile to closely match the profile when all the fluid properties are 
evaluated at tp for drawdown test. This finding, along with the property percent change 
comparisons presented in Table 5.1, demonstrates that the viscosity is the dominating property 
on the transient temperature response among four fluid properties. Therefore, the fluid property 
correction method can be simplified by applying the correction only on viscosity. This 
simplified method will be examined in the next section. 
 
 
Figure 5. 3. Sensitivity analysis of fluid property variations in temperature profiles for (a) 




5.1.3 Temperature Modeling Results 
In this section, we apply the iterative algorithm developed in section 5.1.1 to obtain the 
corrected fluid properties and use these properties as input for the analytical solution for 
drawdown and buildup tests. These analytically modeled results will be compared with those 
from numerical simulation to verify the developed fluid property correction method. 
We start with the validation of temperature profiles in a non-damaged reservoir under 
various production rates and with different reservoir fluid components, which are presented in 
Figure 5.4. The solid curves represent the analytical solution with the fluid property correction 
method under five production rates over the range of 154-986 m3/day. The original reservoir 
fluid is Cyclohexane which is changed to Decane for one case to verify the results for the 
different fluid component. These profiles are modeled with the input of corrected fluid 
properties iteratively calculated based on Equations 5.3, 5.4, and 5.9. Good agreement between 
analytical (solid curves) and numerical (dotted curves) solutions is observed for all cases over 




Figure 5. 4. Temperature profiles comparing analytical solution with fluid property correction 






The effects of fluid property variations on the temperature signal are most significant 
for high drawdown condition. The developed method holds up nicely against this condition, 
especially compared to analytical solution results under the assumption of constant fluid 
property illustrated by Figure 5.5.  
 
 
Figure 5. 5. Temperature profiles verifying the analytical solution with correcting all fluid 
properties versus viscosity only correction against numerical simulation for 986 m3/day 
production rate during (a) drawdown and (b) buildup periods. 
 
Three conditions at t0, tp, and corrected fluid properties, are considered for analytical 
temperature modeling of the drawdown test (Figure 5.5a). The JT heating effects in the late 
time are overestimated by the fluid property values at t0 and underestimated at tp condition. 
Also, endpoint conditions corresponding to buildup test over- and under-estimate the sandface 
temperature signals (Figure 5.5b). The temperature profiles for both tests using corrected fluid 
properties precisely predict the temperature signals, which are validated against the numerical 
simulation results. The averaging technique is most reliable at the late time which corresponds 
to most field data for practical purposes.  
In the early production period (less than 20 minutes for drawdown and 1 day for 




the AE effect occurs. This is because the corrected properties are based on the proceeding JT 
effect and thermal conduction, which may not be accurate for AE effect. Since the AE effect 
causes only minor cooling or heating on the temperature profile and may be masked by the 
wellbore storage effect, considering only the late-time effect should be valid in both forward 
modeling and inversion processes. 
Another form of the fluid property correction method is to correct for the viscosity only. 
The temperature signals modeled with this approach (shown by the green dashed line in Figure 
5.5) are very close to the ones with corrections for all the four fluid properties. This simplified 
correction method can be used to reduce the computational cost of property corrections. 
With the success of modeling the temperature signals in the non-damaged reservoir, we 
include the near wellbore damage into the modeling process. The damage zone has a 
permeability of 10 md (half of the reservoir permeability) and a radius of 2.25 m. The same 
iterative process developed in section 5.1.1 is applicable to the transient temperature analytical 
solution for damaged reservoir derived in the appendix. Since the buildup analytical solution 
does not include the near wellbore damage, we only present the modeling results for the 
drawdown test. 
The fluid property correction method is applied to the damaged reservoir, the results of 
which are shown in Figure 5.6. Acceptable agreements between analytical and numerical 
results are observed. The temperature response in a damaged reservoir behaves similarly to that 
in a non-damaged reservoir. The damaged zone permeability in the near wellbore region 
strengthens the heating JT effect, which causes the non-linearity on the slopes of the semi-log 
plot. The fluid properties are corrected as a whole in the time period dominated by JT effect, 
which does not account for the changing slope. This induces a minor discrepancy on modeling 
the different temperature changes in damaged and non-damaged zones. 
 
 
Figure 5. 6. Sandface drawdown temperature profiles benchmarking from analytical solution 
with fluid property correction method with numerical simulation in the damaged reservoir. 
 
We introduce a two-time-period fluid property correction method specifically for the 
damaged reservoir in section 5.1.1. The temperature modeling based on this two-time-period 
fluid property correction method is presented as the green dashed curve in Figure 5.6. Compare 
to the original method (blue curve), this approach reduces the discrepancies in both time 
periods, and achieve a better match. We will apply both methods shortly to obtain reservoir 




5.1.4 Pressure Modeling Results 
 
 
Figure 5. 7. Pressure profiles from the analytical solution with fluid property correction method 
against numerical simulation for a non-damaged reservoir during (a) drawdown and (b) buildup 





The application of fluid property correction method for the temperature modeling 
results was presented in sections 5.1.1-5.1.3. However, the validity of this method to model 
pressure, which is another variable affecting fluid property variation, is not yet illustrated. We 
developed a similar averaging method to correctly predict temporal pressure profiles for the 
forward modeling iterative process. In this way, accurate temporal fluid property profiles are 
established with the input of modeled pressure and temperature.  
The analytical and numerical results are presented in Figure 5.7 (for the same cases as 
Figures 5.5 and 5.6) to validate the pressure modeling results. The analytical modeling results 
are obtained from fluid properties under three corresponding conditions for both drawdown 
and buildup tests. The fluid property correction method for the drawdown test accounts for 
viscosity only or both viscosity and compressibility, which is calculated from Equations 5.12 
and 5.13. The compressibility is irrelevant for buildup pressure modeling (Equation 5.11); 
hence viscosity is the only fluid property to be considered (Equation 5.14). In the semi-log 
plots, we observe satisfying compliance between numerical and analytical pressure results with 
the input of corrected fluid properties. This agreement is maintained for viscosity only 
correction in drawdown test (Figure 5.7a) and improved by two-time-period correction for the 
damaged reservoir (Figure 5.7c). The fluid property values at tp condition cause under-
estimation of pressure drop (14 MPa and 79% of the simulated pressure drop), while those at 
other conditions over-estimate the pressure drop (18 MPa and 127% of simulated pressure 
drop). These modeling results confirm that accurate pressure modeling can be achieved with 
the fluid property correction method. And with that, accurate temporal fluid property profiles 
can be calculated from the correct temperature and pressure estimations.  
5.1.5 Modified Characterization Procedures and Results 
The ultimate goal of TTA is to obtain reservoir properties from modeling temperature 
signals. Accurately modeling temperature signals is the premise to achieve this goal, which has 
been enhanced by the fluid property correction method. Therefore, it is required to modify the 
existing characterization procedures, introduced in chapter 4, to account for the fluid properties 
variation. Below, we first present the modified procedures for non-damaged reservoir 
characterization while applying to synthetic data. The synthetic data presented in Figure 5.8 
correspond to the drawdown and buildup temperature signals in high drawdown conditions 
(production rate of 985 m3/day) obtained by numerical simulation to represent the field 
measurements. 
The modified characterization procedure using the fluid property correction method is: 
1. Graph the temperature data, T, vs. the production time, t, on a semi-log plot (Figure 
5.8). 
2. Identify the late-time effect in the temperature data (indicated by the red line in Figure 
5.8), draw straight line through it, and find the slope m1 for it. 
3. Calculate the average fluid properties of fcfJT from the fluid property correction 
method (Equations 5.3, 5.4, and 5.9 along with the iterative algorithm). If the effect of 
viscosity is dominating for all fluid properties, simplified procedures can be applied to 
average viscosity only. 



















5. Identify the initial reservoir temperature in the temperature data (indicated by the green 
line in Figure 5.8), draw straight line through it, and find the intersection of the red line 
and green line to obtain tA. 


























Figure 5. 8. Sandface synthetic temperature signals for an oil reservoir of (a) drawdown, and 
(b) buildup tests.  
 
The calculations of porosity and permeability require the input of fluid properties. The 
developed fluid property correction method should be applied before step 4, and the corrected 
fluid property values should be used in Equations 5.15 and 5.16 for permeability and porosity 
estimations. Meanwhile, tA identified from the temperature measurements can be used to 
represent tJT in Equations 5.3 and 5.9. As a result, a new step to implement the fluid property 




This revised characterization procedure is applied to the data in Figure 5.8 and the 
results are compared with those from original procedures assuming the fluid properties at two 
other conditions in Table 5.2. Applying the fluid property correction method significantly 
improves the accuracy of reservoir characterization from TTA, especially for permeability 
estimation. In the extreme case, the fluid property correction method enhances the accuracy of 
permeability estimation by almost 60% compared to those assuming the fluid properties at 
initial reservoir condition. For the porosity estimation, the characterization accuracy is 
improved by more than 20%. In short, the developed fluid property correction method can be 
applied on the sandface temperature field data for a non-damaged reservoir with significant 
improvements on the precisions of reservoir property estimations without further complication 
of the characterization procedure. 
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Similar to the characterization procedures for the non-damaged reservoir, the slopes of 
the damaged zone and reservoir temperature behavior can reveal the permeabilities of the 
damaged zone and the reservoir. Including the fluid property correction method, the 
characterization procedures to obtain the damaged zone and reservoir properties of a damaged 
reservoir are presented below.  
1. Graph the temperature data, T, vs. the production time, t, on a semi-log plot (Figure 
5.9). 
2. Identify the temperature responses corresponding to damaged zone and reservoir 
(indicated by the red and black lines respectively in Figure 5.9); draw straight lines 
through them, and find the slope m2 for red lines and m3 for black lines. The intersection 
of these two lines is traverse time tc. 
3. Identify the initial layer temperature (indicated by the green line in Figure 5.9) and draw 
a straight line through them. 
4. Identify the intersection of the red line and green line to obtain tB. 
5. Calculate the average fluid properties of fcfJT from the fluid property correction 
method (Equations 5.3, 5.4, and 5.9 along with the iterative algorithm). Two average 
values are required for each property, one for the damaged zone time period (tB-tc), one 
for reservoir time period (tc-tp). 
6. Calculate the porosity  from the tB using Equation 5.17: 
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9. Calculate the damaged zone radius using Equation 5.20: 
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Figure 5. 9. Sandface synthetic temperature signals for a damaged reservoir. 
 
Step 5 is added to the original characterization procedure to implement the fluid 
property correction method. Compared to the procedures for the non-damaged reservoir, the 
two-time-period correction method is required here since it can model the temperature signals 
more precisely. The improvement in the forward modeling leads to better accuracy for the 
damaged zone and reservoir permeability estimations for a damaged reservoir presented in 
Table 3. Compared to the estimations made with the input of one-time-period fluid property 
correction, the characterization results with the inputs of fluid properties corrected before and 
after the traverse time deliver higher accuracy (3.8% better on damaged zone permeability 
estimation and 20% better on reservoir permeability estimation). 
 


























5.2 Dynamic Temperature Analysis under Variable Rate and Pressure Conditions for 
Transient and Boundary Dominated Flow 
Current analytical approaches for TTA heavily rely on the assumption of constant rate 
production, which is often invalid for the extended period of production. This section addressed 
this issue by introducing novel analytical approaches to model temperature signals under 
dynamic rate and pressure conditions. The specific methods share underlying theories of the 
superposition principle and production rate normalization from PTA and include a newly 
derived analytical solution when these theories are not applicable. With adapting these methods, 
cases with complex production history are modeled using analog cases producing at a constant 
rate. 
5.2.1 Problem Description and Methodology 
In this section, several approaches to analyze the transient temperature signals 
associated with variable rate and pressure productions are developed, which is the main subject 
of this section. The physical model for these analyses can be represented by Figure 3.10.  For 
the majority of the production wells under extended periods of production, the pressure 
transient will reach the reservoir outer boundary. This arrival time divides the production into 
early pressure transient flow period and late BDF period. As shown in section 3.4, the 
temperature transient (mainly JT effect) travels so slow that, in both periods, the temperature 
signal remain transient. On the other hand, variable rate production can be classified as step-
rate production (continuous pressure variation), and constant pressure production (continuous 
rate variation). Both production strategies are likely to be applied in either/both transient and 
BDF periods. Therefore, to cover the majority of production strategies applied in the field, we 
consider the following four production scenarios: 
1. Step-rate production during early pressure transient flow period 
2. Constant pressure production during early pressure transient flow period 
3. Step-rate production during late BDF period 
4. Constant pressure production during late BDF period 
For each of the scenarios listed above, we develop suitable approaches to account for 
production rate variation in TTA. For the first three scenarios, comparable methods have been 
developed to incorporate production rate variation in PTA and decline curve analysis. These 
approaches include the superposition principle and material balance time concept for transient 
and BDF periods. We apply the principles underlying these methods to TTA and develop the 
following novel approaches: superposition cumulative production approach for scenario 1, 
simplified superposition approach for scenario 2, and modified material balance time approach 
for scenario 3. For scenario 4, we develop a novel analytical solution to model the temperature 
transient profiles under constant pressure production during BDF period. The details of these 
approaches are presented below. 
5.2.1.1 Step-rate production during early pressure transient flow period 
To extend its application to variable rate production, PTA uses the principle of 
superposition. Similar to the governing diffusivity equation (Equation 5.21) for PTA, the 
energy balance equation (Equation 3.1) for TTA can also benefit from the principle of 
superposition due to its linearity. The principle of superposition is capable of simplifying 
complex boundary conditions with linear combinations of solutions for simple boundary 
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(5.21) 
To model the pressure and temperature signals associated with variable rate production 
condition, the principle of superposition is applied to the solutions of Equations 3.1 and 5.21. 
For constant rate production during the pressure transient flow period, these solutions are 
Equations 5.10 and 5.1. The variables in Equations 5.10 and 5.1 are generalized in the boxes, 
which are very similar for both equations except for the RHS. For the constant production rate 
condition, qt is equal to the cumulative production Q. Therefore, the following analogy is valid: 
(p-pi)/q and t from PTA are equivalent to (T-Ti)/q and Q, respectively in TTA.  
To analyze the pressure signals for a production period with n rate changes, Bourdet, 
Ayoub, and Pirard (1989) introduced the superposition time function and rate-normalized 
pressure change. Using these two variables instead of p and t, the pressure signals during 
variable production rate condition can be analyzed in the same way as those during constant 
production rate condition. Following the same approach, we propose the superposition 
cumulative production function (Equation 5.22) and rate-normalized temperature changes 
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5.2.1.2 Constant pressure production during early pressure transient flow period 
Theoretically, the superposition cumulative production approach developed in section 
5.2.1.1 is valid for any type of production during pressure transient flow period, including 
constant pressure production. However, in practice, applying this approach to constant pressure 
production can be very challenging and sometimes impossible. Since production rates are 
continuously changing for constant pressure production, superposition procedure requires 
numerous steps for both PTA and TTA, which results in infinite calculations for extended 
production period. To analyze data corresponding to constant pressure production, Hurst (1934)  
showed that the same production data can be analyzed by plotting (p-pi)/q vs log(t). As noted 
in section 5.2.1.1, (p-pi)/q and t in PTA are equivalent to (T-Ti)/q and Q, respectively in TTA. 
Therefore, by plotting temperature data in terms of (T-Ti)/q vs log(Q), same straight line 
behavior (as that for constant rate production response) is expected on a semi-log plot. The 
validity of this approach will be examined in section 5.2.2 for temperature signals from 
constant pressure production during pressure transient flow period.  
5.2.1.3 Step-rate production during late boundary dominated flow period 
In section 3.4, we derived a temperature transient analytical solution during BDF period 
and extensively discussed the thermal behavior in this period. The main contributor for this 
period is boundary dominated adiabatic expansion (BDAE) instead of JT effect for pressure 
transient flow period. However, for each production rate variation, a new pressure transient is 
initiated associated with significant JT effect, which may mask the AE effect. Thus, we choose 
to derive a novel temperature transient analytical solution for constant pressure production 
during BDF period. For step-rate production, BDAE can be well established for each 
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(5.24) 
For each constant rate period in step-rate production, q is a constant. Therefore, the left 
hand side (LHS) of Equation 5.24 is equivalent to ∂T/∂Q. The RHS of Equation 5.24 is a 
function of various reservoir and fluid properties, the values of which remain constants for each 
of the constant rate periods in the test. As a results, by plotting temperature signals on a 
Cartesian plot of T-Ti (temperature changes in this constant rate period) vs Q-Qn-1 (cumulative 
production variations in this constant rate period), temperature data for each of the constant 
rate periods are expected to behave as a straight line with the same slope given by the RHS of 
Equation 5.24. A similar technique of plotting pressure changes versus cumulative production 
is proved to be useful in PTA, known as material balance time concept. Herein, we apply this 
approach to address the temperature signals for step-rate production during late BDF period.  
5.2.1.4 Constant pressure production during late boundary dominated flow period 
The governing equation (Equation 3.1) and initial condition (Equation 3.3) to derive 
this analytical solution are the same for those in section 3.4. The last term in Equation 5.21 is 
assumed to be insignificant and ignored since the production well is under constant pressure. 
The production rate decline is proved to exponentially decline for constant pressure production 
during BDF period (Fetkovich 1980). Therefore, we introduce the exponential decline 
production rate (Equation 5.25) to governing equation: 
 expiq q Dt   (5.25) 
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To simplify the derivation process, we transform the governing equation (Equation 5.26) 
and the corresponding initial condition (Equation 3.3) into dimensionless forms: 
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We apply the Method of Characteristics to obtain the solution for Equation 5.27, the 
details of which are presented in the Appendix E. The analytical solution for constant pressure 
production during BDF period is: 
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(5.31) 
Similar to the superposition principle for early pressure transient flow period, the 
material balance time concept is useful for analysis in late BDF period, including constant 
pressure production. Therefore, we transform Equation 5.31 in term of cumulative production 
using the cumulative production definition of exponential decline (Equation 5.32), which can 
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As cumulative production increases, the second and third terms on the RHS of Equation 
5.33 diminish. As a result, the temperature signals for constant pressure production during late 














Similar to Equation 5.24, Equation 5.34 implies that the temperature data can be plotted 
on a Cartesian plot versus the cumulative production Q. If temperature signals are acquired at 
the same location, the dimensionless radius remains a constant as well as other parameters on 
the RHS of Equation 5.34. Therefore, the temperature data on this Cartesian plot is expected 
to behave quasi-linearly for constant pressure production during late BDF period. 
5.2.1.5 Summary  
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In short, we develop suitable approaches to account for production rate variation in 
TTA for each scenario. Table 5.4 summarizes the approaches and we will apply and examine 
these methods in the following section. 
5.2.2 Results 
We present TTA results under step-rate and constant pressure production in this section. 
We examine the proposed approaches for each scenario with a base case. With the successful 
validation of the methods, detailed TTA characterization procedures are provided for each 
scenario.  
To verify the proposed approaches, we numerically simulate the temperature signals 
for variable rate and constant pressure productions in the base case. We use CMG-GEM (2015), 
KAPPA-RUBIS (2015) to perform the simulation. The base case is the same oil reservoir 




5.2.2.1 Step-rate production during early pressure transient flow period 
We begin with verification of TTA on step-rate production during early pressure 
transient flow period. Two production strategies are proposed here for the base case: a sequence 
of increased flow rate and a sequence of decreased flow rates (Table 5.5). Figure 5.10 presents 
the sandface temperature signals obtained from the production well using numerical simulation 
for the base case with increased and decreased flow rate sequences. A heating effect is observed 
on every flow period with a rate increase and vice versa. The magnitude of temperature increase 
or decrease is proportional to the rate change for the specific flow period. This indicates that 
the most recent flow period has the greatest impact on the current flow period compared to 
previous flow periods. 
 





Increased flow rates 
(m3/day) 
Decreased flow rates 
(m3/day) 
1 1 40 270 
2 1 60 120 
3 1 120 60 
4 2 270 40 
 
We apply the superposition cumulative production method developed in section 5.2.1.1 
on the temperature data. The detailed procedure to apply this method is: 
1. Graph the temperature, T, vs. the production time, t (Figure 5.10). 
2. Identify each flow period with constant production rate in the temperature data (4 flow 
periods in Figure 5.10).  
3. Calculate the rate normalized temperature changes (Equation 5.23) and superposition 
cumulative production function (Equation 5.22) for every time step in each flow period. 
4. Plot the rate normalized temperature changes vs. the superposition cumulative 
production, on a semi-log plot (Figure 5.10). 
Following this procedure, the interpretation results of superposition cumulative 
production approach are illustrated in Figure 5.11. Temperature data for various flow periods 
are overlapped (>0.97 R-squared values) given the same reservoir and fluid properties 
responsible for the temperature profiles. Similar to the temperature profiles associated with 
constant rate production, we can observe the early AE effect and late JT effect on the 
temperature data. Therefore, the superposition cumulative production approach reduces the 
step-rate to the constant rate production, and the reservoir characterization procedure for TTA 
under constant rate production can be modified and applied to step-rate production considering 
this approach: 
1. Identify the late-time effect in the treated temperature data (indicated by the red lines 
in Figure 5.11), draw straight line through it, and find the slope m1 for it. 















3. Identify the initial reservoir temperature in the treated temperature data (indicated by 
the black lines in Figure 5.11), draw straight line through it, and find the intersection of 
the red line and black line to obtain QA. 
4. Calculate porosity  from the QA using Equation 5.36, which can be derived from 
Equation 5.1: 
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Figure 5. 10. Sandface temperature profiles obtained from the production well using numerical 
simulation for the base case with increased (a) and decreased (b) flow rate sequences in 
pressure transient flow period. 
 
Table 5.6 presents TTA characterization results using the above procedure on the 
temperature data in Figure 5.11. Red lines are the logarithmic trend lines from the synthetic 
temperature data, the slope and intercept of which are calculated based on the trend line 
equation in Figure 5.11. The estimations are compared with the reference settings in the 
numerical simulation, and the agreements are obtained for all estimations. Permeability 




accuracy in both cases. Compared to the estimation accuracy for cases with constant rate 
production (section 3.1), the results are equivalent.  
 
 
Figure 5. 11. Interpretation results of superposition cumulative production on temperature data 
with increased (a) and decreased (b) flow rate sequences. 
 
















Slope (red line) 0.0046 0.00483 0.0049 6% 1.4% 
Permeability 
(md) 
21.3 20.3 20 6.5% 0.2% 




5.2.2.2 Constant pressure production during early pressure transient flow period 
In this section, the proposed approach of simplified superposition is examined to 
analyze the temperature signals associated with constant pressure production during early 
pressure transient flow period. We simulate the temperature data for the base case under three 
bottom-hole pressures (BHPs): 120 MPa (83% of initial reservoir pressure), 100 MPa (70%), 
and 80 MPa (56%).  Figure 5.12a presents the sandface temperature signals with constant 
pressure production. We observe similar heating effects, which are significantly affected by 
the flow rate variation associated with constant pressure production. In the most extreme case 
(80 MPa BHP), the quasi-linear behavior of the JT effect does not exist in this semi-log plot. 
Therefore, the simplified superposition approach is definitely required to account for the flow 
rate variation.  
 
 
Figure 5. 12. Sandface temperature profiles obtained from the production well using numerical 
simulation for the base case with constant pressure production, (a) before implementing and (b) 
after implementing the simplified superposition approach. 
 
To perform the simplified superposition approach, the rate normalized temperature 




After applying the simplified superposition approach, the quasi-linear behaviors of the JT effect 
on the semi-log plot can be observed for all three cases. Meanwhile, the magnitudes of the early 
AE effect are correctly justified for production rate variation, resulting in an agreement 
between cases with different BHP. The slopes of JT effect are slightly varied between cases 
due to the effect of fluid property variations (mainly from the viscosity variation). We will 
apply a procedure similar to those introduced in section 5.1 to account for it, and perform 
reservoir characterization for constant pressure production during early pressure transient flow 
period: 
1. Identify the late-time effect in the temperature data (indicated by the red, blue, and 
green lines in Figure 5.12b), draw straight lines through it, and find the slope m1. 
2. Calculate the average fluid viscosity from below correction method (Equation 5.37). 





































4. Identify the initial reservoir temperature in the temperature data (indicated by the black 
lines in Figure 5.12b), draw straight line through it, and find the intersection of the red 
line and black line to obtain QA. 
 
Table 5. 7. TTA characterization results for constant pressure production during early pressure 
transient flow period. 
 80 MPa 100 MPa 120 MPa 
Slope estimation 0.0039 0.0045 0.0051 
Reference (md) 0.0049 
Corrected viscosity (cp) 2.38 2.8 3.2 
Reference (cp) 3.2 
Permeability estimation (md) 18.6 19 19.6 
Reference (md) 20 
Error (%) 7 5 2 
QA estimation 0.8 0.9 1 
Reference (md) 0.81 





5. Calculate porosity  from the QA using Equation 5.36, which can be derived from 
Equation 5.1. 
Table 5.7 presents TTA characterization results using the above procedure on the 
temperature data in Figure 5.12a. The agreements for all estimations further validate the 
approach of simplified superposition in term of estimation accuracy. To be specific, the fluid 
property correction method (section 5.1) precisely assess the average fluid viscosity for three 
cases of different BHP. Along with the JT effect slope estimations, all cases provide very 
accurate permeability estimations, which are verified against the simulation setting. Therefore, 
the approach of simplified superposition is successfully performed and addressed the 
production rate variation for constant pressure production during early pressure transient flow 
period. 
5.2.2.3 Step-rate production during late boundary dominated flow period 
After demonstrating the analysis results for the early pressure transient flow period, we 
now present and examine TTA results on step-rate production during late BDF period. Similar 
increased and decreased flow sequence are proposed as the production strategies for the base 
case (Table 5.8). Compared to those for early pressure transient flow period (Table 5.5), the 
duration of each flow period is significantly extended to maximize the visibility of temperature 
profile during BDF period. As presented in Figure 5.13, the temperature signals from the 
production well in each flow period start with a substantial temperature jump or drop associated 
with the pressure transient flow period for less than 100 days. When the pressure transient 
reaches the boundary, the temperature begins to drop due to BDAE. In section 3.4, we showed 
that the temperature signals from the monitoring well is merely related to BDAE and can 
eliminate the JT effect. Therefore, we also present the temperature data from a monitoring well 
in Figure 5.13, which is located 200 m from the production well. The rates of decreasing BDAE 
temperature signals from both wells seem to be directly proportional to the production rate. 
This finding brings up the approach of material balance time to address TTA for step-rate 
production during late BDF period. 
The main step to perform the material balance time approach on temperature data is to 
break down each flow period and plot the temperature changes versus cumulative production 
in a Cartesian plot. In details, the procedure is: 
1. Graph the temperature data, T, vs. the production time, t (Figure 5.13). 
2. Identify each flow period with constant production rate in the temperature data (4 flow 
periods in Figure 5.13).  
3. Calculate the temperature changes, T-Ti, and cumulative production, Q-Qn-1, for every 
time step in each flow period. 
4. Plot the temperature changes, vs. the cumulative production, on a Cartesian plot 
(Figures 5.14 and 5.15). 
Figures 5.14 and 5.15 illustrate the interpretation results of material balance time 
approach on temperature data for the production and monitoring wells respectively. The 
temperature data for each flow period present similar cooling signal of BDAE and nearly 
identical slope on this Cartesian plot. Between the temperature data from different wells, those 
from the monitoring well demonstrate more uniform slope values, which is due to the exclusion 
of JT effect at the monitoring well. To further validate the slope value of BDAE, we perform 
the following procedure on Figures 5.14 and 5.15 to estimate the reservoir drainage area: 
5. Identify the BDF period in the temperature data (Figures 5.14 and 5.15), draw straight 
line through it, and find the slope m2 for it. 
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Figure 5. 13. Sandface temperature profiles obtained from the production and monitoring wells 
using numerical simulation for the base case with increased (a) and decreased (b) flow rate 
sequences in BDF period. 
 
Performing the above procedure, the drainage area using temperature data from Figures 
5.14 and 5.15 are estimated and summarized in Table 5.9. The average error is below 20% for 
the worst case. As expected, the temperature data in monitoring well are much better compare 
to those from the production well. The accuracy of the monitoring well TTA outperforms those 
from the production well by more than 10% suggesting that TTA for BDF using monitoring 







Figure 5. 14. Interpretation results of material balance time approach on temperature data from 






Figure 5. 15. Interpretation results of material balance time approach on temperature data from 
monitoring well with increased (a) and decreased (b) flow rate sequences. 
 
Table 5. 8. Flow sequence for step-rate production during late boundary dominated flow period. 
Flow period Increased flow rates (m3/day) Decreased flow rates (m3/day) 
1 40 for 600 days 270 for 360 days 
2 80 for 450 days 160 for 450 days 
3 160 for 450 days 80 for 600 days 








Table 5. 9. TTA characterization results for step-rate production during late boundary 
dominated flow period. 
 
















































5.2.2.4 Constant pressure production during late boundary dominated flow period 
With the derived analytical solution (Equation 5.31), we can model the temperature 
transient analytically for constant pressure production during late BDF period. To verify this 
solution, analytically modeled results are compared with simulated temperature data and 
illustrated in Figure 5.16. The verifications are conducted under similar settings initiated in 
section 5.2.2.2, the flow parameters of which are presented in Table 5.10. The analytically and 
numerically modeled temperature profiles show good agreement.  
 
Table 5. 10. Flow parameters for the exponential decline of production rate. 
BHP (MPa) qi (m
3/day) D (day-1) 
60 945.8 
0.0059 80 674.5 
100 408.8 
 
As suggested by the analytical solution and confirmed by numerical simulation, the 
sandface temperature profile under BDF presents quasi-linear cooling behavior for all three 
cases in the Cartesian plot (Figure 5.16b) graphed versus the cumulative production. The 
BDAE under exponential decline of production rate, induced by the gradually depleting 
reservoir average pressure over time, is accounted for to observe this quasi-linear behavior. 
Almost identical slopes of the quasi-linear behavior for all the cases indicate that these slopes 
are strong functions of reservoir and fluid properties. We can perform the reservoir 
characterization analysis based on the slope calculation from Equation 5.34, using the 
following procedure: 
1. Identify the late-time effect on the temperature data (indicated by the black lines in 
Figure 5.16b), draw straight lines through it, and find the slope m3. 
2. Estimate reservoir permeability k from m3 using Equation 5.40, which can be derived 


















Figure 5. 16. Sandface temperature profiles obtained from the production well using numerical 
simulation (dotted lines) for the base case with constant pressure production. (Solid lines 
represent analytical results.) 
 
Table 5.11 illustrates the TTA characterization results using the above procedure on the 
temperature data in Figure 5.16b. The agreements for all estimations further validate the newly 
derived analytical solution (Equation 5.31) in terms of modeling accuracy. Along with the slope 
estimations, all cases provide very accurate permeability estimations (less than 5% error), 
which are verified with the simulation setting. In addition, since the JT effect is taken into 
consideration in deriving the analytical solution along with the exponential decline of 
production rates, monitoring well surveillance is not required to improve the estimation 
accuracy during BDF period for constant pressure production. The estimations from the 
production well alone fulfill the reservoir characterization objective and our analytical solution 





Table 5. 11. TTA characterization results for constant pressure production during late BDF 
period. 
 Slope estimation Permeability estimation (md) Error 
60 MPa 1.14×10-4 19.5 2.4% 
80 MPa 1.08×10-4 19.9 0.4% 
100 MPa 9.82×10-5 20.9 4.5% 
Reference 1.08×10-4 20 - 
5.2.3 Case Studies 
In section 5.2.2, we presented and investigated our proposed methods with numerical 
simulation results. To further demonstrate the applicability of our proposed approaches, we 
apply them to two case studies published in the literature (Ramazanov et al. 2010, Onur and 
Cinar 2017b). These two cases are step-rate and constant pressure production during the early 
pressure transient period. In these cases, TTA was performed in a short period of time while 
BDF is not yet established. We have yet located published temperature data during late BDF 
period. 
5.2.3.1 Temperature data for step-rate production 
Onur and Cinar (2017b) reported series of temperature data associated with a step- rate 
TTA, which consists of 5 production and 2 buildup periods. We select a portion of this test 
(production periods 2-5) with a sequence of increased production rate to perform the analysis. 
Figure 5.17 presents the temperature data and production rates for this test, which is conducted 
on three cases (1 for an undamaged reservoir, 2 for a stimulated reservoir, and 3 for a damaged 
reservoir). The stimulated reservoir tends to have smaller temperature signal since the 
stimulated permeability results in a smaller pressure drop for the same production rate. The 
estimation of damaged zone parameters in TTA has been developed for constant production 
rate condition (section 3.2). Therefore, with the approach of superposition cumulative 
production, it can be also estimated for variable rate production scenario. 
Following the procedure introduced in section 5.2.2.1, the results of applying the 
superposition cumulative production approach are illustrated in Figure 5.18. The proposed 
method is applicable to all three cases since the agreement between production periods for each 
case is acceptable. Flow periods with higher production rate present the best results due to 
stronger temperature changes observed. Long production period is critical to detect the contrast 
between the reservoir and the stimulated/damaged zone since temperature signals for shorter 
production period may not propagate far into the reservoir (Figures 5.18b and 5.18c). The effect 
of the stimulated/damaged zone is noted by the green line, the smaller slope of which indicates 
the stimulated zone (Figure 5.17b, case 2), and vice versa (Figure 5.18c, case 3). The 
stimulated/damaged zone permeability and radius can be characterized similarly to those for 
the reservoir: 
1. Identify the stimulated/damaged zone effect in the temperature data (indicated by the 
green lines in Figure 5.18), draw straight line through it, and find the slope m4 for it. 
2. Calculate the stimulated/damaged zone permeability ks from m4 using Equation 5.41, 















3. Identify the initial reservoir temperature in the temperature data (indicated by the black 
lines in Figure 5.18), draw straight line through it, and find the intersection of the green 
line and black line to obtain Qs. 
4. Calculate the stimulated/damaged zone radius rs from the Qs using Equation 5.42, 
which is similar to Equation 5.36: 
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(5.43) 
Table 5.12 presents TTA characterization results on the temperature data in Figure 5.18. 
Compare with the results in Table 5.5, the estimation errors are slightly higher in some cases 
due to the data quality. Overall, the estimations are fairly decent. This case study extends the 
applicability of the superposition cumulative production approach from theoretical analysis of 
simulated temperature data to field case implementation. 
 
 
Figure 5. 17. Temperature and production rate data reported in Onur and Cinar (2017b) for 
















Table 5. 12. TTA characterization results on temperature data in Figure 5.18. 
 
Case 1 (Figure 
5.18a) 
Case 2 (Figure 
5.18b) 
Case 3 (Figure 
5.18c) 
Reservoir permeability (md) 109 139 71.4 
Reference (md) 105.6 
Error (%) 3.2 31.6 32.4 
Stimulated/damaged zone radius 
(m) 
- 1.5617 2.0162 
Reference (m) - 1.4591 1.3635 
Error (%) - 7 47.9 
Stimulated/damaged zone 
permeability (md) 
- 719 32.4 
Reference (md) - 567.5 34.15 
Error (%) - 26.7 5.1 
Skin factor - -2.038 3.343 
Reference - -2 5 






Figure 5. 18. Interpretation results of superposition cumulative production on temperature data 





5.2.3.2 Temperature data for constant pressure production 
Ramazanov et al. (2010) documented a set of temperature data associated with constant 
drawdown production of an oil well, the pressure of which are 5 atm, 25 atm, and 100 atm for 
the initial reservoir pressure of 200 atm. Since they did not report the production rate histories 
for this three drawdown conditions, we simulate the rates and present them along with the 
temperature data in Figure 5.19a. The production rate and magnitude of temperature changes 
are significantly higher for high drawdown cases. And the temperature signals are much 
smoother compared to our simulation cases in section 5.2.2.2. However, in Ramazanov et al. 
(2010), the authors pointed out that their analytical solution did not match with the temperature 
signals, especially for the high drawdown case. Therefore, we apply our procedure in section 
5.2.2.2 to check the validity of the simplified superposition approach. 
 
 
Figure 5. 19. Case study on temperature data (Ramazanov et al. 2010) from constant pressure 
production, (a) data, and (b) interpretation results. (Dotted lines for temperature, solid lines for 
production rates) 
 
Figure 5.19b illustrates the results of implementing the simplified superposition 




drawdown cases validate the simplified superposition approach on this case study. Further 
reservoir characterization results are presented in Table 5.13. Very precise results are achieved 
for all three cases on permeability estimations. Slightly more errors are observed for higher 
drawdown case, which is only 5% maximum. In short, the simplified superposition approach 
successfully addresses this case study.   
 
Table 5. 13. TTA characterization results on temperature data in Figure 5.19. 
 5 atm 25 atm 100 atm 
Slope estimation 0.00083 0.00083 0.00076 
Permeability estimation (md) 26.7 25.8 28.8 
Reference (md) 25 







Chapter 6. Application of Temperature Transient Analysis in 
Unconventional Reservoir  
Implementation of temperature downhole monitoring system has contributed to the 
unconventional reservoir characterization and fracture diagnostic in the past decade. Thermal 
modeling research in this area has often focused on the temperature profiling along the 
horizontal wellbores. In this chapter, we apply analytical and numerical approaches used in 
previous chapters to analyze production temperature data in the unconventional reservoir. Two 
cases are presented here: a numerical model to simulate thermal signals from producing multi-
stage hydraulic fractured horizontal well (MFHW) and an analytical model to analyze flow-
back temperature data. 
6.1 Forward Numerical Modeling in Producing Unconventional Reservoir 
In this section, we develop a new forward model to simulate the temporal temperature 
signals along a producing unconventional well with hydraulic fractures.  
6.1.1 Model Description 
To simplify the modeling process, we first consider a single fracture model to perform 
the forward prediction analysis. Figure 6.1 presents the model of the single fracture model. 
Because of the model symmetry, this model contains only half of the fracture (the blue plane 
in Figure 6.1) with the surrounding stimulated zone (green to orange areas) and the 
homogeneous-formation of shale gas reservoir (red areas). The entire model geometry is 
400×150×80 m3 for the base case. We select the fracture geometry of this model to be 
comparable with previously published fracture models (Yoshida, Zhu, and Hill 2014) (Cui, 
Zhu, and Jin 2015) (Sun, Yu, and Sepehrnoori 2017). The dimensionless fracture conductivity 
(FCD) is set to 50 while other parameters can vary in the range of values in the bracket in Table 
6.1. Other model properties include fracture height of 80 m, fracture porosity of 0.32, fracture 
width of 0.1 m, reservoir porosity of 0.08, reservoir initial temperature of 140 degC, rock 
conductivity of 3.17 W/mK, and reservoir initial pressure of 10 MPa. The reservoir fluid is 
single phase methane and is produced with a constant bottom-hole pressure of 8 MPa, the fluid 
property of which is computed through CMG-WINPROP (2015).  
We perform the simulations in (CMG-GEM 2015) thermal model using Cartesian 
gridding. In the vertical direction, the total grid number is 19, and the grid sizes linearly 
decrease towards the horizontal well. In the two horizontal directions, the total grid number is 
25 for each direction. The grid refinement is linear for y-direction and logarithmic for x-






Figure 6. 1. Model schematic and griding system for the single fracture model.  
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6.1.2 Physical Insight of the Temperature Signal 
We simulate the base case to obtain the temporal temperature signal at the perforation. 
The temperature signal at the perforation is referred to as arriving temperature, which can be 
measured from DTS implemented behind the casing. We consider this type of temperature 
signal for our analysis since it is independent of the wellbore thermal effect and directly 




Figure 6.2 presents the arriving temperature signal after 60 days of production for the 
base case. The temperature signal at the perforation drops significantly at the early time and is 
followed by the warming process for at least 60 days. To investigate the early cooling effect, 
we plot the temperature signal in a semi-log plot (Figure 6.2b). Forward thermal modeling in 
the conventional reservoir (chapter 3) revealed the main baro-thermal effects associated with 
hydrocarbon production: AE effect and JT effect. Those effects are also visible in Figure 6.2, 
in which the JT effect is a cooling effect due to the positive value of gas JT coefficient. 
 
 
Figure 6. 2. Temporal arriving temperature profiles obtained from numerical simulation in (a) 




Heating effect encountered during production can be related to heat conduction with 
surrounding formations. To determine if that is the case for the heating effect in Figure 6.2, we 
simulate the base case with zero thermal conductivity as the blue dashed line. Compared with 
the base case considering the heat conduction, the maximum cooling for zero thermal 
conductivity case is increased, but the trend of heating effect remains almost identical although 
the magnitude of the temperature signals is different. This finding suggests that even without 
the heat conduction, the heating effect still occurs. The heating effect is the result of production 
rate decline for a constant drawdown production. We observed a similar trend in Figures 5.12 
and 5.16 for constant pressure production, although the temperature reverse is limited in the 
conventional reservoir due to the abundant flow to the wellbore.  
Despite the effect of thermal conductivity, we also include the non-Darcy flow effect 
in the numerical modeling. The temperature profile excluding the non-Darcy flow effect 
illustrates very similar behavior with the one considering the effect. We consider the thermal 
conduction and non-Darcy flow effects for the following analysis. 
6.1.3 Effect of Fracture Conductivity 
As stated in the literature review (chapter 2), temperature signal sensitivity analysis on 
fracture and reservoir properties has been reported in several publications (Yoshida, Zhu, and 
Hill 2014, Cui, Zhu, and Jin 2015, Sun, Yu, and Sepehrnoori 2017). The effect of fracture 
conductivity is the most controversial factor among all the properties analyzed previously. 
Figure 6.3 presents the sensitivity analysis on fracture conductivity from Yoshida, Zhu, and 
Hill (2014), Cui, Zhu, and Jin (2015), Sun, Yu, and Sepehrnoori (2017). Yoshida, Zhu, and 
Hill (2014) and Cui, Zhu, and Jin (2015) showed that high conductivity fracture resulted in 
weaker cooling effect, but Sun, Yu, and Sepehrnoori (2017) reported the opposite observations. 
To investigate the reason behind this inconsistency, numerical simulation is performed on the 
base case with fracture conductivity variation illustrated in Table 6.1. 
Figure 6.4 illustrates the sensitivity analysis of arriving temperature temporal profiles 
on fracture conductivity. All the temperature profiles follow the same trend for the base case 
(Figure 6.2). The maximum cooling effect is observed around 0.1 days, while higher fracture 
conductivity results in stronger cooling signals from the start of production to about 1 day. 
However, after the heating effect starts dominating (about 5 days), the effect of fracture 
conductivity is reversed. Higher fracture conductivity produces a stronger heating effect, 
therefore smears the cooling temperature signals more significantly. This observation explains 
the controversy from previous publications. Depending on the time of interest (0.01-0.5 day 
for Sun, Yu, and Sepehrnoori (2017), and 1-300 days for Yoshida, Zhu, and Hill (2014) and 







Figure 6. 3. Temperature signal sensitivity analysis on fracture conductivity reported in 
Yoshida, Zhu, and Hill (2014), Cui, Zhu, and Jin (2015), Sun, Yu, and Sepehrnoori (2017) (c). 
 
  
Figure 6. 4. Arriving temperature temporal profiles with various fracture conductivities in (a) 
Cartesian and (b) semi-log plots. 
6.1.4 Effect of Fracture Half-Length under Constant Dimensionless Fracture Conductivity 
Rate transient analysis has been widely applied to characterize hydraulic fracture and 
unconventional reservoir. For finite conductivity fracture evaluation, the production rate 
decline is sensitive to the dimensionless fracture conductivity (FCD, defined in Equation 6.1) in 




properties in Equation 6.1 unless FCD changes. Therefore, in this section, we investigate the 
effect of fracture half-length along with fracture conductivity while keeping the dimensionless 










Figure 6.5 illustrates this sensitivity analysis with arriving temperature temporal 
profiles. Compared to Figure 6.4, the temperature signals before the maximum cooling are 
almost identical, indicating that the variations of fracture half-length impose a minimum effect 
on the temperature profiles. After 1 day of production, the reverse effect in Figure 6.4 is 
compensated by the variations of fracture half-length. As a result, the case with higher fracture 
conductivity and half-length presents a stronger cooling effect. Under constant FCD, the 
temperature signals are sensitive to the individual properties in Equation 6.1. To be specific, 
the cooling effect is a strong function of fracture conductivity, and the proceeding heating effect 
is the combined effect of fracture conductivity and half-length.    
 
  
Figure 6. 5. Arriving temperature temporal profiles with various fracture half-lengths and 
conductivities in (a) Cartesian and (b) semi-log plots. 
6.2 Fracture Diagnostic during Stimulation Fluid Flow-back  
In this section, we investigate the temperature signals obtained during stimulation fluid 
flow-back to perform fracture diagnostics. First, we perform numerical simulations to identify 
the inflow fluid temperature signals from each fracture in the flow-back period. An analytical 
solution is then derived to estimate the fluid temperature profile of a shut-in test during 
stimulation fluid flow-back subject to after-flow. With the development of the analytical 
solution, the forward modeling results are validated against those from the numerical 
simulation. Several properties of wellbore and temperature are selected to perform sensitivity 
analyses on the temperature profile. In the end, we introduce and apply inversion procedures 
to estimate the inflow temperature profile and after-flow rate of each fracture from temperature 
data. 
6.2.1 Problem Description and Objectives 
As mentioned in section 2.7, successful thermal modeling for fracture diagnostic relies 
on accurate estimation of inflow temperature from each fracture during production and flow-
back period. To investigate the nature of the inflow temperature during the flow-back period 
and identify the relevant assumptions and challenges in its modelling, we first perform 




model of the flow-back period, which is very similar to Figure 6.1 with the additional horizontal 
wellbore to simulate the inflow temperature inside the wellbore. The setting of the fracture 
system is identical to Figure 6.1. For the base case, the horizontal wellbore has a diameter of 
0.11 m and is surrounded with a low conductivity (0.9 W/mK) 0.1-m thick cement layer.  
 
 
Figure 6. 6. Model schematic for the single fracture model. 
 
To simulate the hydraulic fracturing process for single fracture stage, 112 m3 of 
stimulated fluid at 49 degC is injected for 1.5 hours into the fracture through the horizontal 
wellbore. The well is shut-in for 10 days (warm-back) before starting to produce (flow-back). 
Figure 6.7 shows the temperature field around the perforation after 2 days of the flow-back 
period. The inflow temperature is 75.6 degC, which is cooler than 77 degC of geothermal 
temperature. This suggests that the effect of hydraulic fracturing can still dominate the thermal 
behavior of the flow-back period, since the JT effect of oil produced for this case is a heating 
effect. Moreover, a region near the perforation (roughly 5×1×10 m3) shows a very similar 
temperature to the inflow temperature. This observation indicates that if one can estimate the 
temperature at the perforation surrounding region, the inflow temperature can be obtained. 
For thermal modeling of conventional reservoir production, surrounding region 
temperature can be obtained from build-up temperature signals of the shut-in test (Izgec et al. 
2009, Nojabaei, Hasan, and Kabir 2014, Wu, Xu, and Ling 2015). Therefore, we added a shut-
in period (2 days) after 5 days of flow-back in the base case. Figure 6.8 demonstrates the 
temperature field around the perforation after 8 hours of a shut-in. Away from the fracture, the 
wellbore temperature heats up towards the surrounding region temperature (geothermal) as 
expected. However, near the fractured zone, the wellbore temperature also heats up, which 
makes it higher than the surrounding region temperature. From the temperature field, it seems 
the warmer fluid from upstream intrudes into the fractured zone after shut-in resulting in the 
warmer temperature signals. This observation is confirmed from the velocity field of Figure 
6.8.     
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Figure 6. 7. Temperature field around the perforation in a fracture plane view (left) and 
wellbore vertical view (right). 
 
 
Figure 6. 8. Temperature (left) and velocity (right) field around the perforation in a wellbore 
vertical view. 
 
In short, the objective of section 6.2 is to perform fracture diagnostic with flow-back 
temperature signals. The main objective is identifying inflow temperature from each of the 
fractures, which is critical as an input for PLT analysis. From preliminary simulation studies 
above, we found out that the inflow temperature is identical to the surrounding fractured region 
temperature, which is masked by the heating effect introduced from wellbore fluid flow after 
the shut-in test (after-flow). Therefore, we propose to analyze this heating effect with analytical 
and numerical models, which will be explained in the next section. With the quantified heating 
effect, we can obtain the inflow temperature for each fracture.   
6.2.2 Analytical and Numerical Model Descriptions  
To investigate the heating effect associated with after-flow, we introduce analytical and 
numerical approaches to model the temperature signal. Figure 6.9 presents the model 
description and temperature field, which contains half of the wellbore distance between 
fractures. The boundary condition at the casing wall is no flow and given temperature 
distribution, obtained based on multiple cases simulated by CMG-STARS (2015) for the flow-
back period (Figure 6.10). The wellbore fluid movement is represented by the inflow away 
from the perforation and the condition of thermal insulation is used at the inflow. The fluid 
temperature at the center of the conduit represents the measured shut-in temperature signals 
from DTS or PLT.  
With model description presented in Figure 6.9, we develop an analytical solution of 
the fluid temperature. The governing equation of this model is an energy balance over the 
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where ’ is a lumped parameter, CT is the dimensionless thermal-storage parameter of 
the wellbore system, Tei is the boundary condition (casing wall temperature illustrated in Figure 
6.9),  is well inclination from horizontal, and Jgc is the conversion factor. 
 
 




Figure 6. 10. Correlation on casing wall temperature boundary condition for Tei. 
 
Izgec et al. (2009) developed an approximate analytical solution of fluid-temperature 
subject to Equation 6.2 for buildup with after-flow effect and Spindler (2011) rigorously 
derived this solution with the Method of Characteristics and Laplace Transform. However, the 
boundary condition of their solution (Tei) assumes homogeneous geothermal temperature near 
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the wellbore, which is not valid for this case. Instead, we use the correlation from Figure 6.10 
to represent the boundary condition: 
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(6.3) 
We set x direction the same as the after-flow direction (Figure 6.9) to comply with 
Equation 6.2. Therefore, L in equation 6.3 represents half of the fracture interval length (Figure 
6.9). Before proceeding to the derivation, further assumptions are made to simplify Equation 
6.2. Since we model the horizontal wellbore fluid temperature during the shut-in period,  is 
equal to zero and pressure and velocity derivatives on space can be ignored. As a result, the 
last term in Equation 6.2 can be neglected, and the final governing equation for this study is: 
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(6.4) 
The initial condition of Equation 6.4 is a constant producing wellbore fluid temperature 







We apply the Method of Characteristics to obtain the solution for Equation 6.4, the 
details of which are presented in the Appendix F. The analytical solution for wellbore fluid 
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(6.6) 
From inspecting Equation 6.6, the followings can be implied:  
i. The derivation process relies on the assumption of constant velocity (v), which may 
not be the case for after-flow. While after-flow rates from communications between 
fractures can be considered as relatively constant, velocities in cases like wellbore-
storage (WBS) are certainly declined over time. It is difficult to develop rigorous 
solution if time-dependent velocity is considered. We will show that the replacement 
of constant velocity by variable velocity in Equation 6.6 can provide satisfactory 
results for the variable velocity problem in the next section.  
ii. The first and second terms on the RHS of Equation 6.6 are identical to those in Izgec 
et al. (2009), Nojabaei, Hasan, and Kabir (2014), which represents the warm-back 
process from Tp to Ti. The last term diminishes away from the fracture and indicates 
the heating effect associated with after-flow near the fracture. This observation 
provides different modeling equation for the fractured and non-fractured region: in the 
non-fractured region, one can model the wellbore fluid temperature with first and 
second terms on RHS of Equation 6.6; and in the fractured region, all the terms are 
required.  
iii. CT and vLR are wellbore system parameters given in Hasan, Kabir, and Lin (2005), 
Izgec et al. (2009), Nojabaei, Hasan, and Kabir (2014). For this study, we focus on 
exploring other parameters including v, a, and Tinflow. 
With the derived analytical solution (Equation 6.6), the wellbore fluid temperature can 
be modeled. To verify the analytically modeled results, we develop a comparable numerical 
model (same schematic in Figure 6.9) as a validation set. This numerical simulation is 
performed on non-isothermal flow module from COMSOL (2015), which includes sub-
modules of laminar flow and heat transfer. The initial and boundary conditions in the sub-




finite element model. In section 6.2.3, the results from analytical and numerical models are 
presented.  
6.2.3 Analytical Solution Verification on the base case 
In this section, we model and verify the analytical solution against the wellbore fluid 
temperature profiles obtained from numerical simulation. With the derived analytical solution 
(Equation 6.6), we can model the wellbore fluid temperature analytically associated with after-
flow during the flow-back period. First, we present the temporal temperature modeling results 
at various locations from the perforation. To verify this analytical solution, these analytically 
modeled results are compared with those from numerical simulation COMSOL (2015). Table 
6.2 presents the properties of the base case for the verification. 
 
Table 6. 2. Wellbore model setting for the base case and parametric analyses. 
 Base case Parametric analysis 
After-flow velocity (m/day) 20 10 30 
Wellbore radius (m) 0.06 0.08 0.1 
a (boundary condition coefficient) (m) 3 2 1 
Tp (degC) 73 72 74 
Ti (degC) 77 
Tinflow (degC) 73 
Fracture interval (2L) (m) 30 
 
Figure 6.11 presents the wellbore temperature modeling results obtained from the 
analytical solution and numerical simulation for the base case. The temporal temperature 
variations at different distances from the perforation show good agreement between analytical 
solutions (solid curves) and numerical simulations (dotted curves) for all the cases. As expected 
from the first and second terms of Equation 6.6, the wellbore fluid temperature starts increasing 
after shut-in towards the casing wall temperature (boundary condition of Equation 6.3). Away 
from the perforation (e.g. 10 m), the temperature can increase up to almost Ti of 77 degC. At 
the perforation, the temperature should remain at Tf of 73 degC if there is no after-flow. The 
heating effect of wellbore fluid temperature at the perforation is due to the warmer fluid away 
from the perforation moving in, which is mathematically represented by the last term in 
Equation 6.6. Therefore, as we mentioned in section 6.2.2, different modeling equations can be 
applied for fractured and non-fractured regions. The inversion procedures based on this 
approach will be introduced in section 6.2.5. 
Shortly after the shut-in (0.2 days for the base case), the wellbore steady state 
temperature is reached, which indicates the thermal balance between convection due to after-
flow and heat transfer to surrounding rock. After the validation of the analytical solution for 
the base case, we incorporate the variable velocity scenario into Equation 6.6 to illustrate the 
wellbore fluid temperature profile. The velocity profile is calculated by Equation 6.7 (Spivey 
and Lee 2013) from pressure transient analysis data simulated by (KAPPA-RUBIS 2015) in a 














where qsf is the volumetric after-flow rate, C is the wellbore storage coefficient, B is the 
formation volume factor, and ps is the bottom-hole shut-in pressure during the test. The results 
of the velocity profile are presented in Figure 6.12 at two monitoring locations.   
 
 




Figure 6. 12. After-flow velocity data used to model wellbore temperature profile. 
 
The wellbore temperature modeling results obtained from the analytical solution and 
numerical simulation for the variable after-flow velocity case monitored at the toe are 
illustrated in Figure 6.13. Again, good agreements are achieved between analytical solutions 
(solid curves) and numerical simulations (dotted curves) for all the cases. Validation of the 
analytical solution on variable velocity indicates that the convolution effect of velocity 
variation on temperature modeling can be captured by replacement of constant velocity with 




Despite similarities between Figures 6.11 and 6.13, the steady-state temperature at a 
late time is not established for the variable velocity case. As after-flow velocity declines over 
time, less amount of warm fluid is brought into the fractured region, which results in a 
continuously dropping temperature profile after initial heating. Mathematically, LR is changing 
with variable velocity since vLR is a constant (Hasan, Kabir, and Lin 2005, Izgec et al. 2009, 
Nojabaei, Hasan, and Kabir 2014). The variation in LR affects the value of the last term in 
Equation 6.6, which determines the temperature after the initial heating. Temperature signals 
obtained at the perforation indicates that it will eventually reach the surrounding region 
temperature (inflow temperature at the perforation), which depends on how fast the after-flow 
velocity declines and how long the shut-in test lasts. We will use these observations to develop 




Figure 6. 13. Wellbore temperature profiles obtained analytically and numerically for the 
variable after-flow velocity case monitored at the heel. 
6.2.4 Parametric Analysis  
In this section, several parametric analyses are performed to identify the effects of 
different properties on the temperature profile. We select four properties to perform the 
analyses on constant velocity cases, the values of which are presented in Table 6.2. These 
analyses are presented in terms of the spatial steady state wellbore fluid temperature profiles. 
Figures 6.14 – 6.17 present the parametric analyses of analytically and numerically 
modeled temperature profiles by varying after-flow velocity, wellbore radius, boundary 
condition coefficient (a), and flowing temperature (Tp), respectively. Acceptable agreements 
are achieved between the analytical solution and numerical simulation in all 12 cases presented 
in the parametric analyses. For various conditions of production fluid temperature before the 
shut-in (Figure 6.17), the steady-state wellbore fluid temperature after the shut-in test remains 
unchanged. As the initial condition, flowing temperature does not affect the steady-state 
wellbore fluid temperature profile as long as other properties remain the same. The effect of 
flowing temperature is mainly presented during the initial heating effect.   
For properties sensitive to the temperature profile, the effects of after-flow velocity and 
wellbore radius illustrate similar behavior. Higher velocity and larger wellbore radius result in 
further heating effect near the fracture during the shut-in period. This is due to more thermal 




after-flow mass rate is one critical factor for evaluating the heating effect, which 
mathematically given by the last term of Equation 6.6.  
 
 
Figure 6. 14. Parametric analysis of steady-state wellbore fluid temperature modeling for 
various after-flow velocities 
 
 
Figure 6. 15. Parametric analysis of steady-state wellbore fluid temperature modeling for 
various wellbore radii 
 
The last case in this parametric study is associated with the boundary condition 
coefficient (a). A smaller value of a indicates a smaller fractured region and a stronger heating 
effect. This observation can be attributed to the variation on the boundary condition. Wellbore 
fluid temperature raises quicker for a narrower cool area near the perforation subject to the 
same hotter fluid moving in. The same can be applied to varying other properties that affect 
the boundary condition (e.g. Ti and Tinflow). It should be noted that the last term of Equation 6.6 
contains those parameters as well. These effects can be jointly analyzed in section 6.2.5 for the 
inversion process.  
After the parametric analyses on constant velocity cases, we analyze the variable velocity cases. 
For this analyses, another set of after-flow velocity profile (monitored at the middle in Figure 




temperature profile cannot be achieved for variable velocity cases, we present the temperature 
similar to Figure 6.13 in Figure 6.18. Compared to Figure 6.13, the initial heating effect is 
smaller and the temperature declines faster in Figure 6.18. Therefore, the temperature profile 
is sensitive to the magnitude and decline behavior of after-flow velocity.    
 
 
Figure 6. 16. Parametric analysis of steady state wellbore fluid temperature modeling for 
various boundary condition coefficient 
 
 
Figure 6. 17. Parametric analysis of steady-state wellbore fluid temperature modeling for 






Figure 6. 18. Wellbore temperature profiles obtained analytically and numerically for the 
variable after-flow velocity case monitored at the middle. 
6.2.5 Inversion Procedures  
After presenting the forward temperature modeling results, we develop inflow 
temperature and after-flow velocity characterization procedures from the analytical solutions. 
In this section, temperature interpretation techniques are provided in terms of a semi-log plot 
analysis applied to synthetic temperature data obtained from numerical simulation.  
Wellbore property and temperature condition required in order to apply this 
interpretation include CT (estimation provided by Hasan, Kabir, and Lin (2005), Izgec et al. 
(2009), Nojabaei, Hasan, and Kabir (2014)) and flowing temperature (Tp) (recorded by 
temperature monitoring system before shut-in). Even with inadequate data for these properties, 
grouped properties can be acquired based on the following procedures.  
1. Identify the non-fractured region (in Figure 6.11, L-x>10 m) and fractured region (in 
Figure 6.11, L-x<5 m) temperature profiles. 
2. Graph the temperature data from the non-fractured region, Tnf, vs. the shut-in time, on 
a semi-log scale (similar to Figure 6.19a). 
3. Identify the initial reservoir temperature (Ti) from the steady state temperature data 
(indicated by the black line in Figure 6.19a). 
4. Perform exponential regression analysis on the initial heating temperature data 
(indicated by the red line in Figure 6.19a), and estimate the exponential fitting 












As discussed when the analytical solution (Equation 6.6) was presented, the wellbore 
fluid temperature during a shut-in test is governed by different terms in Equation 6.6 depending 
on the monitoring locations. Steps 1-4 are based on the fact that in the non-fractured region, 
one can model the wellbore fluid temperature with only first and second terms on RHS of 
Equation 6.6. In the fractured region, all the terms are required for modeling. Therefore, the 
last term in Equation 6.6 represents the temperature difference between non-fractured and 
fractured regions. Based on this observations, the following inversion procedure is developed: 
5. Graph the temperature difference between non-fractured and fractured regions, ∆T=T-




6. Identify ∆Tj and ∆Tk from the steady state temperature data (indicated by the black lines 
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7. Calculate boundary condition coefficient (a) from Equation 6.9: 












For multiple temperature measurements in the fractured region, this calculation 
can be performed multiple times for further accuracy. 
8. Perform exponential regression analysis on the early-time temperature data (indicated 
by the red lines in Figures 6.19b and c), and estimate the exponential fitting coefficient 
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The above-mentioned characterization procedures are applied to the synthetic data 
presented in Figure 6.19. We compare the property estimations from the inversion process 
with those from the settings to produce the synthetic data in Table 6.3. In general, the 
characterization results show good accuracies against the true values (less than 15% errors for 
all the cases). The estimations are exceptional for inflow temperature and boundary condition 
coefficient estimation of the fractured region (less than 3% errors). With this accurate 
estimation, one can obtain the inflow temperature profile to conduct PLT analysis for each of 
the fractures during the flow-back period of MFHW. 
 
Table 6. 3. Property estimations for constant velocity case from Figure 6.19. 
Property Reference Estimation Errors (%) 
Ti (degC) 77 76.9 0.1 
Tinflow (degC) 73 72.96 0.1 
a (boundary condition coefficient) 3 2.92 2.7 






Figure 6. 19. Inversion procedures performed on the synthetic data of the constant velocity 
base case for (a) non-fractured region, (b) fractured region (L-x=0.5 m), and (c) fractured 





The inversion procedure presented above assumed constant flow velocity which may 
not be the case for after-flow during well shut-in. Steps 1-5 of the inversion procedure above 
are valid to estimate bnf and Ti when flow velocity is variable. The steps to estimate boundary 
condition coefficient (a) can be modified to: 
6. From Equation 6.6, ∆T follows Equation 6.16: 
 
 
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(6.16) 
where LR and v are a function of time for variable after-flow cases.  
7. Since we have multiple temperature data in the fractured region, one can calculate the 
boundary condition coefficient (a) from Equation 6.17: 

















Table 6.4 illustrates the property estimation results from performing above inversion 
processes to data in Figure 6.20. The estimations of Ti and a present decent accuracy 
compared with numerical settings again. Further estimations on variable velocity and inflow 
temperature can be performed rigorously with curve fitting on multiple temperature data in 
Figure 6.13. The complexity of variable velocity prevents simple analytical approach to 
extract this information comparable to the constant velocity case. One may roughly estimate 
the inflow temperature from the endpoint fluid temperature at the perforation during a long 
shut-in test, but this estimation highly relies on assuming negligible after-flow velocity at the 
end of the test. 
 
Table 6. 4. Property estimations for variable velocity case from Figure 6.20. 
Property Reference Estimation Errors (%) 
Ti (degC) 77 76.87 0.2 






Figure 6. 20. Inversion procedures performed on the synthetic data of the variable velocity case 





Chapter 7. Application of Temperature Transient Analysis in CO2 Storage 
Leakage Detection and Characterization   
Temperature can be used to detect the leakage of fluids from the CO2 storage zone. 
These thermal signals arise from expansion of the leaking CO2 associated with the pressure 
drop across the leak, known as the Joule-Thomson effect, which has the potential to reveal the 
nature of leakage and determine the wellbore leakage rate of CO2. In this chapter, we 
investigate the strength of the temperature signals for two scenarios in which leakage occurs 
either through a leaky well or a leaky fault. In addition, we identify and analyze the major 
mechanisms contributing to the temperature signal. In the end, we investigate the strength of 
the temperature signal as a function of leakage rate and develop a control volume analysis to 
relate these two in the complex two-phase leakage conditions. This analytical thermal model 
for CO2 leakage enables quick analysis with sufficient accuracy to estimate the leakage rate. 
7.1 Effect of Leakage Pathway Flow Properties on Thermal Signal Associated with the 
Leakage from CO2 Storage Zone  
In this section, we start numerical simulations with single-porosity models to 
investigate the thermal signal in the AZ. We investigate the thermal responses of leakage for 
both leaky wells and leaky faults. Moreover, we study the thermal effects by extending a base 
case problem defined in an earlier work (Zeidouni, Nicot, and Hovorka 2014b) to a range of 
IZ depths and caprock thickness. Thus, the thermal signal investigations are conducted with 
various initial pressure and temperature conditions for the IZ and AZ. Furthermore, we analyze 
the effect of capillary pressure on the temperature signals from the leakage with the shallowest 
depth of the IZ and AZ. After the single-porosity models, we investigate the effect of treating 
the leakage pathways as fractured media using dual-porosity/dual-permeability modeling 
approach. Finally, by sequentially considering IZ and AZ as naturally fractured reservoirs, we 
study their corresponding thermal signals. 
7.1.1 Single-Porosity Models 
In this section, we analyze the effects of depth and capillary pressure on the strength 
and trend of the thermal signal by sequentially considering non-fractured media. For the base 
case, whose properties are adopted from Zeidouni, Nicot, and Hovorka (2014b), we consider 
CO2 injection at a bottom-hole pressure of 13 MPa (equivalent to 195 kton/year (270,000 
m3/day)) into a 55-m thick brine aquifer for two years. We carefully control the bottom-hole 
pressure to ensure the integrity of the caprock by limiting the maximum pressure in the IZ to 
be less than 90% of the fracture pressure for IZ, which is calculated from Heller and Taber 
(1986). A 20-m thick impermeable cap-rock separates the IZ from a 10-m thick AZ. Both IZ 
and AZ have identical flow properties (Table 7.1). The depth at the top of IZ is 1000 m. The 
IZ and AZ are connected by either (a) a leaky well, or (b) a leaky fault. The leaky well and 
leaky fault properties are presented in Table 1. The schematics of these models are illustrated 
in Figure 7.1. 
We consider the same relative permeability curves (Table 7.2) for all the fluid flow 
media of the system. The equation of state for fluid components in the simulation are Peng-
Robinson models, where brine and CO2 are the only two fluid components in the system. The 
injected CO2 temperature is 41.7°C, identical to the initial reservoir temperature, and the 
geothermal gradient is 0.03°C/m. The rock density and heat capacity are 2,650 kg/m3 and 1,000 
J/(kg.K), respectively. The total thermal conductivity is 2.51 W/(m.K). We perform the 




direction, the total grid number is 24, which includes 5 for the AZ, 10 for the caprock, and 9 
for the IZ. In the two horizontal directions, the total grid number is 91 for each direction, and 
the grid sizes decrease towards the injection well accordingly. Because of the symmetry of the 
injection well, only a quadrant of the system with the injection well at the corner of the model 
is simulated to reduce the computational cost. Therefore, the injection rate and drainage area 
are one-fourth of the values listed above. 
 
Table 7. 1. Description of the base case problem. 
Porosity (fraction) 0.3 Leaky pathway lateral permeability (m2) 10-13 
Lateral permeability (m2) 10-13 Leaky pathway vertical permeability (m2) 10-14 
Vertical permeability (m2) 10-14 Leaky pathway porosity (fraction) 0.3 
Reservoir radial extent (km) 24 Leak-injector distance (m) 100 
Brine salinity (wt%) 15 Leaky-well radius (m) 0.3 
Rock compressibility (1/MPa) 5e-4 Leaky fault width (m) 1 




Figure 7. 1. Model descriptions for (a) leaky well and (b) leaky fault base cases. (The proposed 
temperature measurements are along the leaky well in the AZ and along a horizontal well 
intercept with a leaky fault in the AZ.) 
 
Table 7. 2. Relative-permeability of CO2-rich phase (Corey 1954). 











, n=2, Sgc=0.05 
 
Before presenting the results to the variation of depth and caprock thickness, we present 






7.1.1.1 Physical insight of the leakage thermal signal 
To gain a physical insight into the leakage thermal signal, we start with the governing 
equation for the temperature variation in porous media (Equation 1.13). The physical meanings 
of each term in Equation 1.13 are informative, which are represented by the equilibrium 
between the heat transfer process and the baro-thermal effects. In the LHS of Equation 1.13, 
the heat transfer process are divided into three terms: heat capacity, convective and conductive 
heat transfer terms from left to right.  The terms on the RHS of Equation 1.13 involving 
pressure derivatives represent two effects: the adiabatic expansion and the JT effects. The 
adiabatic expansion effect is related to the pressure derivative with respect to time and the 
thermal expansion coefficient, which represents the temperature changes associated with the 
rate of fluid expansion or compression in a given location. The JT effect is associated with the 
temperature variation caused by the pressure gradient, where the JT coefficient is evaluated at 
constant enthalpy conditions. 
Among the four heat transfer effects mentioned above, the effects of the adiabatic 
expansion may be negligible for this study. The adiabatic expansion effect is significant only 
if there are quick and/or abrupt changes in the pressure. The temperature changes caused by 
adiabatic expansion effect is illustrated at the end of this section.  
Simple calculations can be used to represent the JT effect and adiabatic expansion 
across the leak, which is adapted from Ramazanov et al. (2010): 
           1 1 0 1 2 2 2 0, , , , , ,JTT x t T x t p x t p x t T x t T x t        
(7.1) 
           1 0 1 2 2 0, , , , , ,aT x t T x t p x t p x t T x t T x t         
(7.2) 
Equation 7.1 indicates that the temperature difference across the leak is the product of 
the JT coefficient, and the pressure difference across the leak, where x1 and x2 respectively 
denote the lowermost layer of AZ and the topmost layer of IZ at the location of the leak, and t0 
is the initial time. Equation 7.2 presents that the temperature variation in AZ is the product of 
the adiabatic expansion coefficient, porosity, and pressure variation in AZ. We use Equations 
7.1 and 7.2 to calculate the temperature changes in the lowermost layer of AZ at the location 
of the leak due to the JT and adiabatic expansion effects (Figures 7.1 and 7.2). The coefficients 
of the JT and adiabatic expansion are computed by applying the averaging method to the CO2-
brine mixture (Ramazanov and Parshin 2006, Alves, Alhanati, and Shoham 1992). The value 
of CO2-brine mixture JT coefficient in various IZ conditions depends on the value of the CO2 
JT coefficient, while the brine JT coefficient slightly varies with pressure and temperature 
status. The values of the CO2 JT coefficient under various pressure and temperature 
circumstances are presented in Figure 7.2. In order to fairly represent the temperature signals 
associated with the leaks, the IZ conditions (34-40 degC, 8-13 MPa) result in a moderate JT 
coefficient value for CO2 (1-8 K/MPa). 
Figure 7.3 shows the temperature changes in the lowermost layer of AZ at the location 
of the leak for both leaky fault and leaky well. The temperature variations in the lowermost 
layer of AZ at the leaks can be described by identifying three periods based on the time for a 
CO2 breakthrough at the leak. Before the CO2 breakthrough, the leaking fluid is brine. For this 
period, the temperatures slightly increase for the leaky well and leaky fault. Upon the CO2 
breakthrough, the temperature changes drop significantly, which shows cooling across the 
leakage pathway for both leaky well and leaky fault. After injection for 10 months, the 
temperature variations reach a plateau for the leaky well. However, for the leaky fault, the 
temperature starts to elevate in AZ to approaching the initial temperature.   
Similarly, the leakage thermal signal due to the JT effect can be divided into three 
periods: the brine leakage, the CO2 breakthrough, and after the CO2 breakthrough. The 




negative value of the JT coefficient. With the increasing magnitude of the pressure difference 
across the leak, the temperature slightly rises. During the CO2 breakthrough, the CO2 flux 
through the leaks suddenly escalates which alters the value of the JT coefficient to a positive 
value. In the meantime, the magnitude of the pressure difference across the leaks reaches the 
maximum. Therefore, the temperature drops significantly right after the CO2 breakthrough. 
The behaviors of the thermal signals for a leaky well and leaky fault after the CO2 breakthrough 
are mainly due to the variation in the pressure differences across the leaks. For a leaky well, 
the pressure differences remain relatively constant. With a higher value of the JT coefficient 
for CO2 brine mixture due to the increasing CO2 flux through the leaks, the temperature 
variations after the CO2 breakthrough slightly decrease (Figure 7.3a). For a leaky fault, the 




Figure 7. 2. JT coefficient for CO2 under various pressure and temperature conditions. 
 
 
Figure 7. 3. Temperature changes in the lowermost layer of AZ at the location of a leak of 
1000-m-IZ for (a) leaky well and (b) leaky fault base cases. 
 
The magnitudes of pressure differences across the leaks reach the maximum at the CO2 
breakthrough, which are ~4600 kPa for the leaky well and ~3100 kPa for the leaky fault. The 
pressure difference across the leaky well is higher because of the lower pressure increase in 
AZ (Figure 7.4a) due to the limited leakage flux. After CO2 breakthrough, the magnitude of 
the pressure difference between IZ and AZ decreases by a small amount. The behavior of 




the leaking fluid. The high CO2 compressibility and mobility cause higher pressure variations 
in AZ. At the same time, the pressure in IZ also increases but at a lower rate. Therefore, a lower 
pressure differential across the leak is observed after the CO2 breakthrough.  
After analyzing the JT effects in Figure 7.3 separately, we will connect the JT effect to 
the temperature changes in AZ. The trends of the total temperature changes for both cases are 
analogous to those of the temperature changes due to the JT effect. The total temperature 
changes for both cases tend to minimize the temperature variations caused by the JT effect 
from the initial monitoring temperature, which is most obvious during the CO2 breakthrough. 
In the condition of neglecting the heat conduction in the rock, the differences between the total 
temperature changes in AZ and those due to the JT effect become smaller. For the leaky well 
(Figure 7.1a), the temperature changes in AZ closely follow those from the JT effect. For the 
leaky fault (Figure 7.1b), the agreement can be observed upon the CO2 breakthrough. These 
results demonstrate that among the four heat transfer mechanisms (heat conduction, heat 
convection, JT effect and adiabatic expansion effect), the JT effect and heat conduction are the 
dominant mechanisms.  
Figure 7.4 shows the temperature changes due to the adiabatic expansion in AZ for both 
leaky fault and leaky well. The temperature changes due to the adiabatic expansion in the leaky 
well case are small compared to those due to the JT effect because of relatively negligible 
pressure change in AZ. These small temperature changes can be explained based on the 
pressure derivative with respect to time for a single-phase flow in a porous medium as it is 
inversely proportional to time and vanishes for a long time. In the leaky fault case, the 
temperature changes are relatively higher due to the significant pressure build-up in AZ. The 
temperature variations caused by the adiabatic expansion effect increase with gas/water ratio 
at the leaks to reach 0.5 degC after injection for 2 years. This effect can be the main cause for 
the temperature changes neglecting the heat conduction deviating from the JT effect in Figure 
7.3b, while the adiabatic expansion increases the temperature gradually after the CO2 
breakthrough. This effect is in the same order of magnitude but less significant compared to 
the temperature drop caused by the JT effect. Therefore, the temperature changes due to the 
adiabatic expansion are negligible in the leaky well case, but may not be negligible in the leaky 
fault case. 
Based on the above observations, the temperature signals associated with CO2 leakage 
can be used as a complementary measurement with the pressure signals, or as an indicator of 
CO2 leakage when pressure measurements are not available. The thermal signals can 
distinguish the phase changes across the leak because of the varying JT coefficient. The CO2 
leakage is clearly represented by sudden drops on the temperature profiles (presented by Figure 
7.3). On the other hand, the pressure variations in AZ increase with injection time (presented 
by Figure 7.4). The CO2 leakage is indicated by the variations in the increasing speed of the 
pressure signal, which is hard to be identified, especially for the leaky fault. 
 
 
Figure 7. 4. Temperature changes due to adiabatic expansion in the AZ of a leak of 1000-m-IZ 




7.1.1.2 Effect of depth and caprock thickness on the leakage thermal signal 
We investigate the three IZ-Seal-AZ systems with various depths and caprock thickness, 
and demonstrate their temperature signals in AZ. The depths at the top of IZ (seal base) for the 
three systems are 1000 m, 1500 m, and 2000 m. The initial temperature of IZ for each system 
is varied based on the same temperature gradient of 0.03°C/m. As a result, the temperatures at 
the bases of 1500-m-IZ and 2000-m-IZ are 56.7°C and 71.7°C respectively. Also, the injection 
temperature is considered to be the same as the base of IZ. All other properties of the system 
and the injection temperature are kept constant. The 2-year injection history for different depth 
is set to be the same with the base cases since the bottom-hole pressure constraints are not 
equivalent for different depth. 
At larger depths, both temperature and pressure are higher. The CO2 density decreases 
as a function of temperature increment, and it increases as a function of pressure augmentation. 
The net effect highly depends on the temperature gradient (Ennis-King and Paterson 2001, 
Bachu 2003). For the conditions used in this study, the density increases with depth. The higher 
density means that the injected CO2 takes less volume upon injection, and consequently, the 
breakthrough time for CO2 at the leak will increase with the depth. The CO2 viscosity also 
increases with density (Fenghour, Wakeham, and Vesovic 1998). Therefore, it takes longer to 
sense the cooling (caused by the JT effect upon the CO2 leakage) when the depth increases. 
Figure 7.5 illustrates that the breakthrough time varies from 0.17, 0.18, to 0.2 years for 1000-, 
1500-, and 2000-m-IZ for the leaky well case. The breakthrough times for the leaky fault case 
are slightly shorter due to a higher leakage rate through the fault (compared to the well case) 
which reduces the resistance to flow.  
 
 
Figure 7. 5. Temperature changes in the lowermost layer of AZ at the location of the leak for 
(a) leaky well and (b) leaky fault varied depth cases. 
 
For both cases, the temperature signals after CO2 breakthrough will be driven by the JT effect. 
The larger pressure gradient at shallower depths implies larger temperature signal. On the other 
hand, the JT coefficient at the CO2 breakthrough varies from 1.46, 0.73, to 0.43 K/MPa for 
1000-, 1500-, and 2000-m-IZ leaky well cases. The net effect is that the strength of the cooling 
signal in AZ for leaky well after 2 years reduces from 6.6°C in the 1000-m case to 2.5 and 1°C 
in the 1500- and 2000-m-IZ cases, respectively. The temperature signals for leaky fault are 
similar to those for leaky well, but with smaller magnitude. This implies more difficulties when 
detecting the leaky faults with IZ depths more than 2000 m. To investigate the sensitivity of 
temperature signals on various caprock thickness, the caprock thickness at the 1000-m-IZ for 
the three systems are 20 m, 50 m, and 100 m. At larger caprock thickness, the leakage pathway 
is longer and consequently, the breakthrough time for CO2 at the leak will increase with the 
caprock thickness. Figure 7.6 illustrates that the breakthrough time varies from 0.17, 0.32, to 
0.76 years for 20, 50, and 100 m caprock thickness for the leaky well case. On the other hand, 




when the caprock increases, which is most significant for the leaky well cases. The magnitude 
of temperature cooling effect for both leaky well (plateau after CO2 breakthrough) and fault 
(upon CO2 breakthrough) cases are almost identical under various caprock thickness. This is 
due to the equivalent pressure drop between IZ and AZ, and the JT coefficient at the CO2 
breakthrough at different caprock thickness. In short, the effect of caprock thickness on 
temperature signals is most significant on the CO2 breakthrough time, as well as the speed of 
the cooling effect. 
 
 
Figure 7. 6. Temperature changes in the lowermost layer of AZ at the location of the leak for 
(a) leaky well and (b) leaky fault varied depth cases. 
7.1.1.3 Effect of the capillary pressure on the leakage thermal signal 
If the leak permeability is less than 10 md, the pressure analysis may not be useful to 
detect the leaks (Gasda et al. 2013), whilst the temperature signal can still be useful. The 
capillary pressure can affect the temperature signal associated with CO2 leakage no matter what 
the leak type is. However, it is most significant in less permeable leaks. The capillary pressure 
in the leakage pathways can delay the CO2 leakage breakthrough because the CO2 cannot leak 
unless the capillary entry pressure is overcome. On the other hand, the capillary pressure in the 
leaks will impact the pressure profile, water/gas flux through the leaks, as well as the 
temperature variations. In this section, we incorporate the effect of the capillary pressure in the 
leaks and investigate the changes in the leakage thermal signals. The input function for the 
capillary pressure to the numerical simulation is listed in Table 7.3. 
 





















, P0=20 kPa, m=0.457 
 
By considering the capillary pressure in the lowermost layer of AZ at the location of 
the leaky well for 1000-m-IZ, we obtain the changes of the temperature and gas flux (Figure 
7.7a). The CO2 arrival time at the leak remains the same because the capillary pressure in the 
leaks will not affect the CO2 front in IZ. However, the arrived CO2 barely leaks through the 
well because of the existence of capillary entry pressure. In the presence of the capillary 
pressure, the CO2 breakthrough time is postponed to 1.3 years after injection, and the 
temperature starts to decrease after the CO2 breakthrough. This results in delayed and weaker 
temperature signals in AZ. We also obtain the temperature variations and gas flux at the leak 
for the leaky fault (Figure 7.7b). In presence of the capillary pressure, the CO2 arrival time 
remains the same with higher breakthrough CO2 flux for the fault. The effect of the capillary 
pressure after the CO2 breakthrough is to restrict the CO2 flux at the leak, and as a result, 
restrain the pressure build-up in AZ. This phenomenon is clearly visible in Figure 7.7b. After 




increases to a maximum. Therefore, we observed two cooling stages associated with CO2 
arrival and the end of resistance from capillary entry pressure. As a result, the temperature in 
the AZ decreases less significantly but increases more slowly compared to the case neglecting 
the capillary pressure, mainly due to the reduced CO2 flux and pressure differences across the 
leak after the CO2 breakthrough with the presence of capillary pressure. It is harder to detect 
the temperature signal in the leaky fault case with the presence of capillary pressure since the 
temperature variation at the CO2 breakthrough is lower due to less gas flux through the leaks. 
 
 
Figure 7. 7. Temperature variations (solid) and gas flux (dashed) considering the capillary 
pressure in the lowermost layer of AZ at the location of the leak for (a) leaky well and (b) leaky 
fault cases. 
7.1.2 Dual-Porosity/Dual-Permeability Models 
The leakage pathway is likely to have different pore structure system compared to the 
IZ and AZ media. The porosity of the leakage pathway can be secondary porosity initiated 
from different processes such as fracturing and/or dissolution whereas that of IZ and AZ might 
be intergranular primary porosity (especially for clastic reservoirs). In this section, we 
investigate the effect of such a difference on the thermal signal.  
We consider the leakage pathway as a fractured medium and simulate the flow within 
using the dual-porosity/dual-permeability models. Based on the dual-porosity/dual-
permeability models, a fracture cell is assigned for every matrix grid block within the leak. 
Therefore, to make these cases comparable to the single-porosity problem, the porosity and 
permeability of the dual-porosity system should be equal to that of the single-porosity problem 
(30%, 100 md lateral and 10 md vertical respectively). The permeability of the dual-
porosity/dual-permeability model can be calculated by: 







where w is the fracture width in micrometer, and S is the fracture spacing in micrometer. 
A realistic fracture dimension is chosen from the Madison Formation (Choi, Cheema, and Islam 
1997), where the fracture width is 1 mm, and average fracture spacing is 7 cm. To emphasize 
the effect of the fracture system, we assume a small permeability (1 md vertical and 10 md 
lateral) for the matrix system. As a result, the permeability of the fracture system calculated 







As a result, the porosity of the fracture is 1.43%, and the porosity of the matrix is 8.57% 
for the dual-porosity/dual-permeability models. It is worthwhile to note that the underground 
fractures are unlikely to be fully open. The permeability of the fracture is a function of the 




In this section, we investigate the physical insight of the leakage thermal signal with 
dual-porosity structure. Next, we incorporate the effects of the leakage pathway flow properties: 
fracture permeability, fracture spacing, and porosity. However, we found that the temperature 
signals are almost insensitive to fracture spacing and porosity. Therefore, these results are not 
presented here. Finally, we investigate the temperature signals from the leaks in the naturally 
fractured reservoirs. 
7.1.2.1 Physical insight of the leakage thermal signal for fractured leakage pathway 
Figure 7.8 shows the temperature changes in the lowermost layer of AZ at the dual-
porosity leaks for the both leaky fault and leaky well. The same three time regions and trends 
in Figure 7.3 can be observed in Figure 7.8. Meanwhile, the JT effect and heat conduction are 
still the dominant heat transfer mechanisms in AZ. The pressure rises at the leaks for the dual-
porosity models remain identical to those for the single-porosity model, which indicates the 
equivalent permeability for the two models. 
 
 
Figure 7. 8. Temperature changes in the lowermost layer of AZ at the dual-porosity leak of 
1000-m-IZ for (a) leaky well and (b) leaky fault cases. 
 
Figure 7.9a shows the temperature variations at the base of AZ for the leaky well. We 
observe higher temperature changes after the CO2 breakthrough, which can be explained by a 
larger JT effect stemming from a higher CO2 flux across the leaks. The CO2 breakthrough 
occurs earlier due to reduced resistance to additional flow through the fractures. The 
temperature signals obtained from dual-porosity/dual-permeability models are similar, which 
indicate that the fluid flows between matrix blocks are minimal. 
 
 
Figure 7. 9. Temperature changes in the lowermost layer of AZ at the location of the leak for 
(a) leaky well and (b) leaky fault cases. 
 
We obtain the results before and after the CO2 breakthrough for the leaky fault (Figure 
7.9b). The temperature change after the CO2 breakthrough is less significant for the dual-
porosity/dual-permeability models compared to the single-porosity case due to more significant 




reduced pressure change (initiated from the increased leakage rate). Similar to those for the 
leaky well case, the difference between temperature variations from the dual-porosity model 
and those from the dual-permeability model are small. 
7.1.2.2 Effect of leakage pathway flow properties: fracture permeability 
The permeability of the fracture system can be either high in open fractures, or low in 
fractures filled with fine grains. The variation of the fracture permeability poses a huge impact 
on the pressure profile, as well as the temperature changes. We have selected three cases with 
different fracture permeabilities to demonstrate its impact on the temperature signals, while the 
values of fracture permeability are within the range of commonly occurred leakage in CO2 
storage project (Gasda et al. 2013). Figure 7.10a presents temperature variations under different 
fracture permeability in the lowermost layer of AZ at the location of the leaky well for 1000-
m-IZ. The CO2 breakthrough occurs earlier under higher fracture permeability, which allows 
the CO2 front to propagate faster through the fractures. Under lower fracture permeability, the 
temperature changes at the CO2 breakthrough are less and last longer due to a smaller JT effect 
caused by less magnitude and gradually increasing CO2 flux. For the cases with fracture 
permeability less than 10 md, the temperature signals in AZ do not reach the plateau after two 
years of injection. These results indicate that the temperature signals are large enough to be 
detected for the leaky well.  
 
 
Figure 7. 10. Temperature changes of various fracture permeability in the lowermost layer of 
AZ at the location of the leak for 1000-m-IZ of (a) leaky well case and (b) leaky fault case. 
 
We also obtain the temperature changes for the leaky fault (Figure 7.10b). The CO2 
breakthrough time is similar to what is presented in Figure 7.10a. However, the temperature 
profiles are mainly controlled by the pressure rises across the leaks. Under low fracture 
permeability, the AZ pressure increases slowly, which maintains the pressure rises across the 
leaks to a higher level, and increases the temperature signals in AZ at the CO2 breakthrough. 
In the three cases presented in Figure 7.10b, the temperature signals in AZ are strong enough 
to be detected by the downhole temperature monitoring system. 
7.1.2.3 Effect of naturally fractured injection zone and above zone 
Naturally fractured reservoirs increase the CO2 storage capacity, as well as CO2 
injectivity. The presence of the natural fractures in IZ and AZ significantly impacts the 
temperature signals in AZ. Figure 7.11a exhibits the temperature variations in the lowermost 
layer of AZ at the location of the leaky well for 1000-m-IZ when the natural fractures are 
considered for IZ and AZ. The CO2 breakthrough occurs much earlier if the IZ is naturally 
fractured. Therefore, the fracture system in the IZ improves the fluid flow capacity in the IZ 
tremendously, which also shortens the time to reach the maximum temperature change after 




CO2 breakthrough decrease compared to the case without the natural fractures in AZ. This 
observation indicates that the presence of the fracture system in AZ reduces the pressure drops 
across the leaky well after the CO2 breakthrough, therefore reduces the temperature cooling 
effect. 
We procure the temperature changes for the leaky fault (Figure 7.11b). The CO2 
breakthrough occurs similarly to what is presented in Fig. 11a. However, the temperature 
change is smaller with the existence of the fracture system in IZ and AZ. The higher amount 
of fluid flow in the leaky fault cases are intensified by the existence of the fracture system in 
the IZ and AZ. The aggravations on the fluid flow behavior result in the reduced pressure drop 
across the leaky fault. It is worthwhile to note that the temperature profile with the fracture 
system in IZ and AZ for 0.2 years is similar to that without the fracture system in IZ and AZ 
for 2 years. This demonstrates how the systems in IZ and AZ improve the fluid flow behavior.  
 
 
Figure 7. 11. Temperature variations in the lowermost layer of AZ at the location of the leak 
for 1000-m-IZ of (a) leaky well case and (b) leaky fault case considering the presences of the 
natural fractures in IZ and AZ. 
7.2 Temperature Analysis for Early Detection and Rate Estimation of CO2 Wellbore 
Leakage  
In this section, we start with the development of the leakage thermal model to estimate 
the leakage rate from thermal signals. The steady-state results of leakage rate estimation 
obtained from the leakage thermal model are compared and validated with the synthetic data 
from the IZ-leak-AZ model constructed in section 7.1. Thus, the accuracies of integrated and 
discretized leakage thermal model are determined and predicted by a thermal effect ratio and 
the corresponding dimensionless number. Moreover, we extend the estimation to the preceding 
transient period by considering the major thermal contribution from the leaking CO2. Despite 
the results of leakage rate estimation, we explore additional applications of the leakage thermal 
model to include predicting leakage transmissibility from rate estimation. Finally, a procedure 
to perform the leakage rate and transmissibility estimations is presented followed by further 
discussions on several remaining issues of the approach. 
7.2.1 Model Description 
In this section, we derive an analytical solution for wellbore leakage rate estimation 
through thermal control volume analysis. A physical model description is first introduced for 





7.2.1.1 Physical model description 
The physical problem to be modeled in this study is a cemented leaky well penetrating 
IZ and AZ separated by an impermeable caprock layer with a thickness of H (Figure 7.12 a,b). 
The well was initially perforated in the IZ which was cement-plugged upon abandonment to 
ensure integrity. Wellbore leakage can occur through: (1) the cement behind the casing and (2) 
cement plug inside the casing. The well is equipped with DTS or FBG behind casing imager to 
capture temperature signals in all directions as well as temperature logging or PDG 
measurements inside the casing. Therefore, temperature anomalies due to the CO2 leakage 
inside or outside the casing can be captured. 
 
 
Figure 7. 12. A physical model description of the leaky well (b) and the mathematical control 
volume analysis on the wellbore leaks (c). This model is part of the IZ-leak-AZ model (a) 
developed in section 7.1, which provides synthetic data for this study. 
 
This physical model of the leaky well is part of a leakage simulation model (IZ-leak-
AZ) developed in section 7.1, which is illustrated in Figure 7.12 a. This IZ-leak-AZ model 
provides the leakage thermal signal and rate to serve as model input and validation, which will 
be presented in section 7.2.2. 
7.2.1.2 Control volume analysis (leakage thermal model) 
For each wellbore leak in the physical model, a control volume analysis (leakage 
thermal model illustrated in Figure 7.12 c) can be constructed to investigate the fluid flow and 
heat transfer behavior in the leak. The leakage thermal model presents the energy balance to 
derive an analytical solution to estimate the leakage rate from the measured temperature signal. 
In this model, Qc is the conduction heat transfer into the system, E is the total energy in the 
system, p is the pressure, and T is the temperature. The leak is indexed by L. To perform 
accurate control volume analysis, the integrated model is discretized. In the case of a long 
leakage path, the leak can be discretized into multiple control volumes (cells). For j-cell, j-1 





For the integrated control volume, energy balance is achieved between the total energy 
accumulation in the control volume and conductive heat transfer to the control volume, which 
forms an energy balance given by:  
AZMI IZ CE E Q   (7.5) 
The conductive heat transfer to the control volume has been investigated by Kutasov 
(2003). The resulting equation for the control volume wall temperature under constant heat 
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(7.6) 
where ρr, cr, and K are the density, specific heat, and thermal conductivity of the 
caprock, respectively. Ti,L is the initial temperature of the caprock, 
2/D r r Lt Kt c r  is the 
dimensionless starting time of conduction, a and c are constants with values of 2.7010505 and 
1.4986055, respectively.  
The total energy is the sum of kinetic, potential, and internal energy. The kinetic energy 
remains relatively constant in AZ and IZ due to almost identical fluid velocities. Thus, the total 
energy reduces to the sum of potential and internal energies: 
   p i p i CAZ IZE E E E Q     (7.7) 
or: 
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(7.8) 
where m is the mass of leaking fluid, Ĥ is the enthalpy of the system, z is the vertical 
distance from leakage origin (IZ). To investigate the leakage rate, the derivative of Equation 
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(7.9) 
Combining Equations 7.6, 7.8, and 7.9 gives: 
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(7.10) 
where c is the specific heat and JT is the JT coefficient of the leaking fluid. The 
condition of CO2 phase change, which is possible to occur through the leak, is considered in 
Equation 7.10. The over-dot indicates the derivative with respect to time. Based on our previous 
investigations in section 7.1, the temperature changes associated with pressure derivative with 
respect to time (the second term on the LFS of Equation 7.10) is negligible. Also, after 
sufficiently long time, leakage becomes dominated by CO2, resulting in relatively constant 
temperature signals in both IZ and AZ. These observations make the third term in Equation 
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Further simplification of Equation 7.11 gives: 
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(7.12) 
Similar energy balance can be derived for each control volume over a long leakage 
pathway. As a result, the leakage rates for j-indexed control volume can be estimated by: 
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(7.13) 
where h is the height of this control volume.  
Assumptions made in developing the above leakage thermal model include negligible 
temperature changes associated with mass/chemical interactions between leaking fluids and 
rock matrix, negligible heat conduction in the vertical direction, and considering leakage in the 
vertical direction only. The effect of heat conduction in the direction of fluid flow has been 
extensively investigated in LaForce, Ennis-King, and Paterson (2014), which presents 
minimum effect. Similar assumptions were made in Zeng, Zhao, and Zhu (2012) as well. 
Considering the possible leakage laterally (in addition to the vertical direction) is a more 
complex problem and beyond the scope of this research. However, if the estimated leakage rate 
decreases in the upper cell through the discretized model, the results indicate the possibility of 
radial leakage through the caprock. 
In the following, the method presented in this section is applied to example problems 
to investigate its application and limitation. 
7.2.2 Results 
Using the analytical leakage thermal model presented in section 7.2.1, the leakage rate 
can be estimated and validated with the synthetic results from IZ-leak-AZ model. First, we 
introduce an example problem of the IZ-leak-AZ model and the associated leakage temperature 
signal. Second, the leakage thermal model is applied to estimate the late-time leakage rates for 
steady-state analysis. We validate the estimations and develop criteria to properly apply the 
leakage thermal model to other cases. Third, the leakage rate estimation from the leakage 
thermal model is extended to the transient period to explore a further application of the 
developed analytical solution. Finally, another output of this model, leakage transmissibility, 
is presented for a high leakage rate scenarios. To summarize the results from leakage thermal 
model, a procedure to estimate leakage rate and transmissibility is presented for implementing 
this approach in the field. 
7.2.2.1 Synthetic temperature profiles and leakage rates from IZ-leak-AZ model 
It is important to understand the complex nature of the thermal signals associated with 
wellbore leaks. We present the synthetic temperature signals to serve this purpose and as a 
validation data set, which are generated from the IZ-leak-AZ model. The model details are 
provided in section 7.1.1. The major mechanisms driving the leakage thermal signals are 
revealed to be JT effect and conductive heat transfer with surrounding formations.  
The leakage temperature profiles are strongly influenced by the leakage rates, as well 
as properties of the wellbore leak and the leaking fluid. Based on the leakage thermal model 




and pressure profiles along the leak, specific heats and JT coefficients of the leaking fluids, the 
thermal conductivity of the rock, and the conduction time span. Except for the latter two 
properties, these variables are functions of the leakage temperature and pressure. On the other 
hand, the leakage rate is not constant after CO2 injection. Understanding the relationship 
between the leakage rates, the temperature and pressure signals are essential to estimate the 
leakage rate, which is the main theme of this section. 
Figure 7.13 presents the synthetic temperature variation and leakage rate in the 
lowermost layer of AZ at the location of the wellbore leak. Two temperature profiles are 
illustrated in this figure: one signal profile of the combined JT effect and heat conduction, and 
the other mainly due to the JT effect. The temperature profiles and associated leakage rates can 
be classified into three periods: brine leakage, mixed leakage, and CO2 leakage. The CO2 starts 
flowing through the wellbore leak and induces temperature cooling signals due to JT effect 
right after CO2 breakthrough. CO2 leakage rates reach a plateau at the end of mixed leakage 
period while the magnitude of temperature cooling correspondingly extends to the maximum, 
indicating the leaking fluid is single-phase CO2. The temperature changes due to JT effect 
remain relatively constant shortly after mixed leakage, suggesting the pressure drop across the 
leak barely changes, which have been extensively discussed in section 7.1. Given the 
temperature signals and leakage rate behavior, estimation of leakage rate from the leakage 
thermal signal should be conducted during mixed leakage and CO2 leakage periods. The 
properties of the leaking fluid, specific heat, and JT coefficient can be limited to CO2 properties 
due to the single-phase CO2 leakage during CO2 leakage period. Therefore, we start with 
estimating the CO2 leakage rate during CO2 leakage period. 
 
 
Figure 7. 13. Synthetic temperature variations and leakage rates in the lowermost layer of AZ 
at the location of the wellbore leak with leakage permeability of 1 md. 
 
In the following, the effect of varying leakage rates on temperature signal is addressed. 
This effect is investigated by varying the leakage permeability, which is the main parameter 
affecting the leakage rate (Lu et al. 2012). Six cases with different leakage permeabilities from 
0.1 md to 5 md are investigated, which demonstrate the impact of various leakage rates on the 
temperature signals. Figure 7.14 illustrates the temperature variations under different leakage 
rates in the lowermost layer of AZ at the location of the leaky well. The temperature profiles 




7 degC below the geothermal AZ temperature. Smaller magnitude of plateau temperature 
changes indicates the effect of conduction is dominant over the JT effect, and vice versa. In 
extreme cases, one effect prevails if the magnitude of plateau temperature change is too small 
or too large. The temperature signals associated with these six leakage permeabilities are 
studied in section 7.2.2.2 since neither the conduction nor the JT effect is negligible in these 
conditions. Before reaching a plateau, the temperature decreases during the mixed leakage 
period with CO2 and brine two-phase flow. CO2 leakage rate estimation for this period will be 
presented in section 7.2.2.3. 
 
 
Figure 7. 14. Synthetic temperature changes and in the lowermost layer of AZ at the location 
of the wellbore leak for various leakage rates (leakage permeability). 
7.2.2.2 Leakage rates estimation during CO2 leakage period 
The leakage rate estimation from the leakage thermal model introduced in section 7.2.1 
starts with the simple case of steady-state analysis during CO2 leakage period and extends to a 
transient analysis during mixed leakage period presented in section 7.2.2.3. We validate the 
developed leakage thermal model in various wellbore leakage scenarios by comparing with the 
synthetic results generated by IZ-leak-AZ model. These scenarios are carefully selected to 
ensure that the wellbore leaks modeled in the research are realistic. Table 7.4 presents a 
comparison between this study and existing research/data on several wellbore leakage 
properties. This comparison illustrates that the wellbore leakage property presented in this 
study comply with most of references/data. Therefore, we will proceed with these settings 
throughout this section. 
To estimate the leakage rates from the leakage thermal model introduced in section 
7.2.1, all the variables in Equations 12 and 13 need to be acquired. From section 7.2.2.1, the 
leakage temperature signals are simulated by the IZ-leak-AZ model for six different leakage 
permeabilities and should be measured by the downhole temperature monitoring system in the 
leaky well for practical purposes. The pressure drop across the wellbore leak remains relatively 
constant, which can be estimated from the injection pressure and the initial AZ pressure, or 
measured if the pressure monitoring system is available at the leaky well. We evaluate the 
specific heat and JT coefficient of the leaking fluid by CO2 properties obtained from Linstrom 




geothermal gradient (Askari, Taheri, and Hejazi 2015). The conduction time intervals in 
Equations 12 and 13 include the beginning of mixed leakage until the current measurement 
time step, which is the heat conduction propagation period from the wellbore leak. The time 
span of leakage can be easily identified from the duration of the cooling temperature signals. 
 
Table 7. 4. Wellbore leakage property comparison. 
Leakage properties References Values This study 
Permeability 
(md) 
Cameron, Durlofsky, and 
Benson (2016) 
0.005 - 100 
0.1 - 5 
Gasda et al. (2013) 1 - 1000 
Sun et al. (2016) 1 
Tao and Bryant (2014) 0.01 - 10 
Transmissibility 
(md×m2) 
Ebigbo, Class, and Helmig 
(2007) 
71 
0.04 - 25 
Nordbotten et al. (2005) 62 
Zeidouni and Vilarrasa (2016) 3142 
Zeng, Zhao, and Zhu (2012) 0.3 - 1571 
Rates 
(kg/day) 
Cameron, Durlofsky, and 
Benson (2016) 
7400 - 189000 
8 - 2593 
Ebigbo, Class, and Helmig 
(2007) 
960 - 1600 
Nordbotten et al. (2005) 1600 - 16000 
Shakiba and Hosseini (2016) 17500 - 25620 
Sun et al. (2016) 1728 - 86400 
Tao and Bryant (2014) 3×10-7 – 0.3 




Ebigbo, Class, and Helmig 
(2007) 
1.5 
0.1 - 7 
Zeng, Zhao, and Zhu (2012) 0.1 - 15 
 
Table 7.5 presents the leakage rate estimation from Equations 12 and 13 for various 
permeabilities and compared with synthetic results from IZ-leak-AZ model. The estimated 
leakage rates from both models increase with increasing wellbore leak permeability. The 
accuracies of the estimated leakage rates vary for different permeabilities and different 
numbers of control volumes analyzed. The lower (0.1 md) and higher (5 md) end permeability 
cases for wellbore leak produce the most unreliable leakage rate estimation. The inaccuracies 
for these cases arise from the dominance of heat conduction over JT effect, or the opposite. In 
low permeable wellbore leak, the leakage rates are very small, leaving minor temperature drop 




enhanced by the more permeable leak, the conductive heat transfer only slightly affects the 
measured temperature signals, resulting significant inaccuracy in estimating the leakage rate.  
 
Table 7. 5. Estimation of leakage rates from integrated (Equation 12) and discretized (Equation 
























0.1 8.356 12.193 45.9 9.078 23.6 
0.2 35.734 18.686 47.7 32.72 11 
0.5 96.204 78.13 18.8 89.512 9.3 
1 198.984 92.082 53.7 211.65 4.3 
2 432.145 143.244 66.9 496.785 13.3 
5 946.654 436.41 53.9 1154.858 20.8 
 
For the 20-m wellbore leaks presented in this IZ-leak-AZ model, discretized leakage 
thermal model (Equation 13) is more accurate on the leakage rate estimation compared to the 
integral model (Equation 12). The improvements on the accuracy are most obvious for the high 
and low permeability leaks. Therefore, it is essential to apply multiple control volume analysis 
for the cases potentially producing inaccurate results. Figure 7.15 presents the comparison 
between the leakage rate estimations from the leakage thermal model developed in this study 
and the empirical equation presented by Zeng, Zhao, and Zhu (2012) given by: 
 maxlog 1.1784log 1.8074m T    (7.14) 
For all six cases of leakage rate estimation, the results obtained from this study show 
denoting improvement over those from Zeng, Zhao, and Zhu (2012). This improvement is more 
significant when the discretized model is used, which is also shown by the results in Table 7.5. 
The accuracies of the estimated leakage rates are not only affected by the fluid 
properties of the leaking fluid, but also by the cell location of the discretized model. Figure 
7.16 illustrates the leakage rate estimation from each cell in multiple control volume analysis 
for leakage permeability of 0.5 md the comparison with IZ-leak-AZ model results. The 
estimated leakage rates vary from 60 to 110 kg/day for the discretized control volume analysis 
while the synthetic results vary from 91 to 98 kg/day. The leakage rates at the inlet and outlet 
of the leak are underestimated while those at the middle of the leak are overestimated. 
Significant temperature variations at the inlet and outlet of the leak induce drastic changes in 
leaking fluid properties (specific heat, JT coefficient, etc.), which result in inaccurate leakage 
rate estimation. To improve the quality of the leakage thermal model, the number of 
discretization should be increased in these locations. 
In the cases presented in Table 7.5, applying leakage thermal model to estimate leakage 
rate results in good accuracy (less than 15 %) under low to moderately permeable wellbore 
leak (0.1 to 2 md), the corresponding leakage rates of which range from 10 - 400 kg/day. Based 
on the energy balance in developing the leakage thermal model, the balance between the JT 




estimation. An evaluation of this balance is introduced below in terms of a dimensionless 
number to identify the application limit of the leakage thermal model. 
The magnitudes of JT effect and heat conduction are evaluated from Equation 7.12, the 
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Figure 7. 15. Estimation of leakage rate from leakage thermal model in comparison to the 
empirical equation developed in Zeng, Zhao, and Zhu (2012). 
 
 
Figure 7. 16. Estimation of leakage rate from the discretized leakage thermal model in 





Since the leakage rate estimation is performed relatively long time after CO2 
breakthrough, the logarithmic term in the denominator of Equation 7.15 can be assumed 
constant. Therefore, we can define a dimensionless number to represent the ratio in Equation 













where L is the characteristic length of the heat transfer channel. For the discretized 
model, L is identical to cell height h.  
Table 7.6 presents the magnitude ratio of heat conduction over JT effect and JT/cond 
Number for various leakage rates estimation. The accuracies of the leakage rate estimation are 
least reliable for low and high leakage rate cases. For the case with leakage permeability of 0.1 
md, the magnitude ratio of heat conduction over JT effect is more than 90 percent, which 
indicates the conductive heat transfer from the caprock can warm back over 90 percent of the 
cooling induced by JT effect. On the contrary, this ratio is less than 40 percent suggesting the 
heat conduction is too weak compared to JT effect in the high leakage rate cases. Therefore, to 
obtain decent accuracy for leakage rate estimation using leakage thermal model, the analysis 
needs to be performed under the magnitude ratio of heat conduction over JT effect of 40-90 
percent, and JT/cond Number of 1.6-4. To further explore the validity of these ranges, we 
present another example problem below. 
 
Table 7. 6. The magnitude ratio of heat conduction over JT effect and JT/cond Number under 










0.1 9.078 23.6 91.6 1.216 
0.2 32.72 11 86.7 1.628 
0.5 89.512 9.3 78.6 2.099 
1 211.65 4.3 69.2 2.272 
2 496.785 13.3 56.2 2.788 
5 1154.858 20.8 38.8 3.994 
 
Table 7.7 demonstrates the magnitude ratio of heat conduction over JT effect and 
JT/cond Number for another example. For the example problems in Table 7.7, the leakage rates 
are varied by changing the leakage area while the leakage permeability is fixed at 1 md. In the 
first and last cases, the operating ranges for both parameters are violated, and the estimated 
leakage rates are in errors larger than 20 percent. On the contrary, high accuracies are achieved 
by other cases which lie within the presented ranges of parameters. While this example 
indicates that the ranges of the parameters established in this work are extendable to other 
leakage scenarios, further works may be required to ensure that these ranges are applicable for 
any CO2 leakage scenario regardless of the leakage environment. 
The negligible cooling effect for low permeability wellbore leakage, which is out of the 
applicable range of the developed thermal model, makes the leakage detection and rate 
estimation from thermal signals impractical. For the case of high permeability wellbore leakage, 
an alternative can be established to enhance the quality of the estimation, which will be 





Table 7. 7. Validation example of magnitude ratio of heat conduction over JT effect and 










0.04 9.91 25.4 99.2 1.369 
0.25 57.47 12.4 85.4 1.838 
1 211.65 4.3 69.2 2.272 
4 812.6 2.6 47.9 3.282 
25 2593 49.2 31.4 5.155 
7.2.2.3 Leakage rate estimation during mixed leakage period 
Given the two-phase CO2 and brine leakage during mixed leakage period, the leakage 
rate estimation during this period is more complex compared to that over late-time single-phase 
CO2 leakage period. The analysis in section 7.2.2.2 indicates that leakage rates can be reliably 
estimated under the assumption of CO2 single-phase flow. Though this assumption is not valid 
during mixed leakage period, the leakage rate can still be estimated by the thermal balance 
between the JT effect and conductive heat transfer. Theoretically, Equation 7.10 should be used 
here to estimate the leakage rate due to the transient behavior of the temperature signal. 
However, we still apply simplified Equation 7.13 in the mixed leakage period to compare with 
synthetic data. After the comparison, this assumption will be further discussed. 
The thermal behavior of brine leakage has been investigated in section 7.2.1. The 
observations suggested that the JT heating effect induced by brine leakage is weak compared 
to those from CO2 leakage due to the magnitude of the JT coefficient for these two fluids. And 
the brine leakage rate during mixed leakage period is significantly lower compared to CO2 
leakage rate as a result of the CO2/brine relative permeability and viscosity contrast. From these 
two observations, one can propose that the thermal balance during mixed leakage period is 
mainly contributed by the CO2 leakage, and the leakage rate estimation can be achieved 
considering only the CO2 leakage despite the existence of two-phase flow in this period. 
Based on this presumption, we estimate the leakage rate during mixed leakage period 
on the example problem presented in Table 7.5. Figure 7.17 illustrates the comparison between 
the leakage rate estimations from leakage thermal model and the synthetic data. The estimated 
CO2 leakage rate is in relatively good agreement with the corresponding synthetic leakage rate 
during the mixed leakage period. The largest discrepancies among the five cases come from 
the estimation during the CO2 leakage period (except for the 0.2 md case). This observation 
confirms the possibility of treating the thermal balance during mixed leakage period as CO2 
leakage only.  
For the cases with low permeability leak, the stronger resistance to flow in the leak 
requires a longer injection period to obtain a measurable leakage cooling effect. The prolonged 
injection activity affects the geothermal temperature at the caprock, which introduces more 
uncertainties to apply the thermal leakage model to estimate the leakage rate. This error is most 
significant at the beginning of the mixed leakage period since the small cooling signal is 
initially very sensitive to any changes in the geothermal temperature. Therefore, applying the 
leakage thermal model during mixed leakage period is more accurate for short injection period 




7.13), which assumed steady state temperature behavior, the leakage rate estimations in mixed 
leakage period are acceptable. In fact, the effect of transient temperature behavior should be 
more significant in high permeability leak due to the larger temperature gradient with time. 
However, the results indicate the estimation is better in higher permeability leak. Therefore, 
the effect of transient temperature behavior on leakage rate estimation is not significant and 
can be safely neglected in the mixed leakage region for leakage rate estimation purpose. 
 
 
Figure 7. 17. CO2 leakage rates estimation from leakage thermal model during mixed leakage 
period. 
7.2.2.4 Leakage transmissibility estimation from leakage thermal model 
The most important parameter for assessing the risks of leakage along a wellbore is the 
transmissibility, the product of leakage permeability and leakage area, of the leakage pathway 
(Tao et al. 2014, Zeidouni and Pooladi-Darvish 2012a). This estimation is essential, 
particularly for pressure signals associated with wellbore leak. The CO2 leakage rate through 
the wellbore leak are governed by the flow properties of the leak, as well as the properties of 
the leaking fluid, which can be represented by Darcy’s law: 






where ρ, and kr are the density, viscosity, and relative permeability of the leaking 
fluid respectively. k and A are the permeability and area of the leak. The density and viscosity 
of the leaking fluid can be obtained from the equation of state and/or correlations for any given 
pressure and temperature. The relative permeability curves of CO2 and brine mixture suggests 
that the relative permeability of CO2 will approach to 1 shortly after CO2 breakthrough (Mao, 
Zeidouni, and Askari 2017). Thus, with the estimated leakage rate, the transmissibility of the 
leak can be assessed. 
The accuracy of leakage transmissibility estimation from Equation 7.17 seems to be 
directly related to those for leakage rate estimation. We compare these results in Table 7.8 and 
analyze any improvement made by estimating the leakage transmissibility. The estimated and 
input values to the IZ-leak-AZ are in relatively acceptable agreement, especially for 
transmissibility range of 0.5-5 md·m2. Based on Equation 7.17, the leakage transmissibility is 




leak. Therefore, the accuracy of the estimated leakage transmissibility should closely follow 
those for leakage rates. However, the estimation of a high transmissibility leak (5 md·m2) is 
more accurate compared to the corresponding leakage rate estimation. As a result, we can 
estimate the leakage transmissibility from the leakage thermal model with higher accuracy 
compared to the direct estimation of leakage rate for high leakage rate cases. 
 
























0.1 8.356 9.078 23.6 0.0359 64.1 
0.2 35.734 32.72 11 0.153 23.5 
0.5 96.204 89.512 9.3 0.416 16.8 
1 198.984 211.65 4.3 0.977 2.3 
2 432.145 496.785 13.3 2.135 6.7 
5 946.654 1154.858 20.8 5.387 7.7 
 
So far (in sections 7.2.2.2 - 7.2.2.4), two methods to estimate the leakage rates were 
presented. The leakage thermal model directly estimating the leakage rates are most favorable 
in the leakage transmissibility range of 0.1-2 md·m2. If higher leakage rates are encountered, 
applying the leakage transmissibility assessed from the leakage thermal model to pressure 
signals should be the proper way to achieve higher accuracy. According to Table 7.4, the 
detection ranges for these models are varied. The sustained casing pressure monitoring (Tao et 
al. 2014) appears to be capable of detecting very small leakage rate and the majority of 
pressure-based model aim for very high leakage rate. Therefore, the first approach in this study 
is a perfect candidate to estimate the moderate leakage rates that are too small or too strong to 
be obtained using pressure signals. Even at higher leakage rates, the leakage thermal model is 
useful to obtain the leakage transmissibility as a complement to the existing pressure-based 
approaches. 
7.2.2.5 Procedures to estimate leakage rate and transmissibility from temperature data 
Based on the developed leakage thermal model and its leakage rate and transmissibility 
estimation results, the following procedures for wellbore leakage rate and transmissibility 
estimation are presented: 
1. Obtain field measurements of time-dependent leakage temperature and pressure data 
from IZ, AZ, and the wellbore leak.  
2. Plot the leakage temperature and pressure signals versus time, identify the periods of 
mixed leakage and CO2 leakage.  
3. Define the discretized control volumes for leakage thermal model based on the leak 
length, and pressure and temperature variations along the leak. 
4. Perform the leakage rate estimation during CO2 leakage period using Equation 7.13. 
a. For each control volume, evaluate CO2 JT coefficient and specific heat, the 




pressure and temperature condition and geothermal gradient of the control 
volume. 
b. Calculate the leakage rate using Equation 7.13 for each control volume and 
average the results to obtain leakage rate estimation. 
c. Calculate the JT/conduction ratio and JT/cond Number by Equations 7.14 and 
7.15 to determine if this given case is within the scope of applying temperature 
signals to estimate the leakage rates. The applicable ranges for these two 
parameters are 40-90 percent and 1.6-4 respectively. If the estimated rate is 
higher than the range, estimate the leak transmissibility instead of rate using 
step 6. 
5. Perform the leakage rate estimation during mixed leakage period using Equation 7.13. 
a. For each control volume and each time step, evaluate the time-dependent CO2 
JT coefficient and specific heat, the thermal conductivity of the caprock, and 
the conductive time interval from pressure and temperature condition and 
geothermal gradient of the control volume. 
b. Calculate the time-dependent leakage rate using Equation 7.13 for each 
control volume and average these estimations. 
6. Perform the leakage transmissibility estimation for those cases with higher leakage 
rate estimation from step 4c. 
a. For each control volume, evaluate the viscosity and density of CO2 from 
pressure and temperature conditions. 
b. Calculate the leakage transmissibility using Equation 7.17 for each control 
volume using discretized leakage rate estimation and average these values to 
obtain the estimated leak transmissibility. 
This procedure is summarized in a flowchart presented in Figure 7.18. The 




Figure 7. 18. Flowchart to apply leakage thermal model for leakage rate and transmissibility 
estimations. 
7.2.3 Discussion 
In this section, the developed analytical model and the leakage rate estimation results 
are further discussed. First, we discuss the leakage rate estimations in absence of pressure 




characterize leaky wells that are encountered after the CO2 injection was terminated. 
Furthermore, we deliberate practical limitations and alternatives to estimate the wellbore 
leakage rates from leakage temperature signals. In the end, the effect of temperature monitoring 
locations on the leakage rate estimation is elaborated as the practical requirement of this 
research. 
7.2.3.1 Pressure profile estimations 
Pressure is an important input for the leakage thermal model. However, the analyst may 
not always have access to pressure data. If so, the pressure drop across the leak needs to be 
estimated. The AZ pressure remains relatively constant during the leakage, according to section 
7.1. Meanwhile, the IZ pressure has been investigated and estimated through IZ pressure 
models (Mathias, McElwaine, and Gluyas 2014). The simplest estimation of IZ pressure at the 
leak is the pressure at the injection well (13 MPa). We take this assumption as well as assuming 
constant AZ pressure (8 MPa) to perform leakage rate estimation through the leakage thermal 
model. Compared with the case with pressure measurements, the introduced errors from the 
pressure profile estimations are illustrated in Figure 7.19. 
According to the results presented in Figure 7.19, the leakage rate estimations in the 
presence and absence of pressure data can be close. The results with pressure estimations show 
slightly more errors compared to those from pressure measurements. The additional errors 
introduced from pressure estimations are less than 6 % of the cases presented in Figure 7.19, 
which is acceptable considering the modeling errors presented in Table 7.5. Therefore, simply 
assigning the AZ and IZ pressure to initial AZ and injection well pressure is very reasonable 
when the pressure measurement is not available at the wellbore leak. 
 
 
Figure 7. 19. Estimations of leakage rate from actual pressure measurements in comparison to 
those from pressure profile estimations. 
 
7.2.3.2 Application of the leakage thermal model to the post-injection period 
The developed leakage thermal model in this study has only been applied during the 




estimation can be also applied over the post-injection period. This application can address the 
major concern of wellbore leakage from CO2 sequestration sites where many more wells may 
be encountered by the CO2 plume during the post-injection period. 
The procedures to apply the leakage thermal model for the post-injection period are 
identical to those for the injection period, presented in section 7.2.2.5. In fact, the pressure drop 
across the leak should be easier to estimate since the IZ pressure stabilizes after the injection. 
The expected temperature signal during the post-injection period is weaker due to the slower 
CO2 plume propagation and CO2 solidification in the matrix during the post-injection period. 
These characteristics of the post-injection period also make the transient period (mixed leakage 
period) much longer compared to those in the injection period. Nonetheless, the same criteria 
for the JT/cond Number are applicable to the leakage thermal model. 
7.2.3.3 Leakage rate estimation from breakthrough time 
The estimates of elapsed time for the CO2 breakthrough from wellbore leaks affect the 
leakage rates (Figures 7.14 and 7.17). Therefore, the elapsed time has the potential to estimate 
the CO2 leakage rate with similar accuracy to our modeling of temperature signals. Table 7.9 
presents the temperature response time after the CO2 breakthrough (considering 0.1% CO2 
saturation threshold) in the AZ from wellbore leak. For all the cases presented, the cooling 
effect occurs as soon as the CO2 starts leaking. However, it can be only detected after exceeding 
the resolution of the downhole temperature measurement tool. Assuming detectable thresholds 
of 0.1 and 0.5 degC, the times for leakage detection of various scenarios are 1-11 days and 3-
38 days, respectively. In general, large leakage transmissibility results in shorter temperature 
response time. However, several issues need to be addressed before this method is feasible. 
 








signals (0.1 degC) 
(days) 
Strong cooling 
signals (0.5 degC) 
(days) 
0.2 +0 +11 - 
0.25 +0 +2 +38 
0.5 +0 +4 +15 
1 +0 +2 +7 
2 +0 +1 +3 
4 +0 +2 +5 
 
Unlike the leakage temperature signals in CO2 leakage period, the CO2 breakthrough 
time occurs while CO2 and brine are both flowing through the leak. As a result of the two-
phase flow, the CO2 leakage rate is affected by the relative permeability of the CO2 phase. The 
CO2 saturation in the leak are also varying with time and location in the leak. The porosity of 
the leak is required to calculate the porous space, which is a general lack of information for 
practical purposes. Even if the above-mentioned variables are precisely obtained, the estimated 




The numerical simulation of the IZ-leak-AZ model can simulate all the variables and 
estimate the leakage rates. Future works are required on modeling the variables to analytically 
capture the leakage rates or transmissibility from CO2 breakthrough time. 
7.2.3.4 Effect of temperature monitoring location on the leakage rate estimation 
Leakage rate and transmissibility estimations performed in this research are based on 
the measurement of leakage temperature signals, which are obtained at the location of the 
wellbore leak. Wellbore leakage can be accommodated by weaknesses in the cement and/or 
the cement plug (Figure 7.12). Among several downhole temperature monitoring systems listed 
in the introduction, DTS and/or FBG can be implemented behind the casing (cemented) to 
monitor the thermal signals in all directions. In this case, the leakage temperature signals are 
probably accessible since the potential wellbore leakage paths can be covered by DTS and/or 
FBG. Other temperature measurements are currently limited inside the casing including PDG 
and well logging, which are ideal for detecting and estimating the leakage rates from cement 
plug inside the casing. If the leakage occurs outside the casing and temperature measurements 
behind the casing are unavailable, a more extensive wellbore thermal model is required to 
obtain leakage temperature signals from the wellbore temperature measurements. This process 
can introduce extra uncertainties and the leakage temperature signals may be masked by the 
low heat transfer coefficient of the wellbore. Therefore, temperature monitoring systems are 
recommended to cover the potential wellbore leakage. The available temperature 
measurements and the potential wellbore leak should be jointly assessed to apply this approach 





Chapter 8. Conclusions and Recommendation  
8.1 Forward and Inverse Modeling in Conventional Reservoir 
8.1.1 Single Layer Homogeneous Reservoir under Transient Flow 
In section 3.1, we derived analytical solutions for temperature transient of slightly-
compressible hydrocarbons produced from vertical wells and applied the solutions to oil and 
gas reservoirs. We used Laplace transform to solve the governing energy balance equation 
under infinite-acting reservoir and constant rate conditions. The temperature profiles calculated 
from the analytical solutions were illustrated and verified against numerical simulation results 
for an oil reservoir and a gas reservoir. The analytical solutions were in good agreements with 
the numerical simulation for both cases. The temperature profiles are a function of a similarity 
variable (r2/t) in a homogeneous reservoir. The effects of Joule-Thomson and adiabatic 
expansion can be clearly identified from the temperature profiles. Considering the adiabatic 
expansion effect extends the radius of investigation of the temperature transient to be identical 
to the traditional pressure transient testing. The relevance of the assumptions made in the 
derivation of our analytical solutions including the negligible effect of heat loss to over- and 
under-burden was discussed. Restricted by the assumption of constant fluid property, analytical 
solutions are valid under 10% (gas reservoir) and 30% (oil reservoir) drawdown from initial 
reservoir pressure at the production well. Through identification of temperature responses 
induced by Joule-Thomson and adiabatic expansion effects, we provided interpretation 
techniques to determine the reservoir permeability (and porosity) from the temperature data in 
section 4.1.    
8.1.2 Near Wellbore Damaged Single Layer Reservoir under Transient Flow 
The transient flow analytical solutions developed in section 3.1 were extended to 
include the near-wellbore damage. In departures from existing solutions considering the 
damaged zone, we treated the damaged reservoir as a composite reservoir. The resulting 
analytical solution is no longer a function of the lumped skin factor.  The damaged zone 
permeability and radius affect the temperature response separately. Development of the 
analytical solution considering damaged zone around the wellbore illustrated that the existence 
of a damaged zone can increase the temperature variations significantly. Unlike the pressure 
transient analysis that characterizes the damaged zone with a single skin factor lumping the 
effect of the damaged zone radius and its permeability, temperature transient analysis can 
determine these properties separately. Through identification of temperature responses induced 
by the damaged zone, we provided interpretation techniques to determine damaged zone radius 
and permeability from the temperature data in section 4.2. 
8.1.3 Single Layer Reservoir with Near Wellbore Non-Darcy Effect under Transient Flow 
Temperature transient analysis requires strong temperature signals which are often 
accompanied by non-Darcy flow effect in the near wellbore region. This effect is accounted 
for by the novel analytical solution developed in section 3.3. This analytical solution enables 
temperature modeling in the high drawdown well test, characterizing the non-Darcy flow effect, 
and modification of the current inversion procedures for temperature transient analysis.  
The developed analytical solution was verified against numerical simulation results in 
the cases of vertical well production from non-damaged and damaged reservoirs. The 
temperature modeling results showed good agreements between the analytical solution and 




the non-Darcy flow effect, an additional heating effect occurs due to the non-Darcy flow effect. 
The more severe temperature and pressure dynamics considering the non-Darcy flow effect 
make the fluid property corrections essential to be implemented in temperature transient 
analysis.  
According to the analytical solution, the temperature increments are directly 
proportional to the Forchheimer number and only affected by the non-Darcy flow effect in the 
near wellbore region. We conducted sensitivity analyses on two parameters in the Forchheimer 
number, production rate and non-Darcy flow coefficient, to identify their impacts on the 
temperature signals. In semi-log plots of temporal sandface temperature profiles, we found the 
late-time slope values are only related to the production rates, not to the non-Darcy flow 
coefficient. This finding indicates that the reservoir properties can be evaluated from the slope 
values regardless of the existence of non-Darcy flow effect, which is purely associated with 
the magnitude of the temperature signals at the late time. We identified two criteria to apply 
TTA for non-Darcy flow effect identification: critical Forchheimer number and accuracy of the 
downhole temperature monitoring system.  
The temperature increments due to the non-Darcy flow effect evolve in the early time 
as a transition period and reach a nearly constant value in the sandface temperature modeling. 
Based on the analytical solution, we derived the slope of late time sandface temperature profiles 
in a semi-log plot after the start of non-Darcy flow transition period. If the production continues 
for a longer period, the slope can be identical to the case without non-Darcy flow effect. In the 
transition period, the slope is affected by the production time as well as the Forchheimer 
number. In the case of existing near wellbore damaged zone, its property should be estimated 
from the sandface temperature signals after the transition period of non-Darcy flow effect. 
However, if the damaged zone is regionally too small, its effect may be masked by the non-
Darcy flow effect rendering difficulty in estimating the damaged zone radius.  
Based on the findings in the forward temperature modeling, we modified the inversion 
process developed in sections 4.1-4.2 considering the non-Darcy flow effect. The outputs of 
the revised procedures are permeability and non-Darcy flow coefficient, and for the damaged 
reservoir, damaged zone radius and permeability. For the cases investigated, the reservoir 
characterization results can estimate (with less than 10% errors) the reservoir and damaged 
zone permeabilities, as well as damaged zone radius. The estimations of non-Darcy flow 
coefficients achieve less than 30% errors and the same order of magnitude compared to the 
reference values. By incorporating the non-Darcy flow effect, we extended the scope of 
temperature transient analysis to high flow rate well tests with up to 30-40 degC sandface 
temperature signals. 
8.1.4 Single Layer Reservoir under Boundary Dominated Flow 
Boundary dominated flow is an important flow period in the life of a reservoir for 
production analysis and reservoir characterization since most of the hydrocarbons (in 
conventional reservoirs) are recovered during this long-lasting period compared to its 
preceding transient period. During this period, production induced temperature signal may still 
behave transiently, but requires taking the boundary dominated pressure behavior into 
consideration to enable temperature transient analysis. To address this knowledge gap, a novel 
analytical solution was developed to model the temperature profiles under boundary dominated 
flow and its applications for temperature transient analysis were illustrated. 
We applied Laplace transform to derive this transient temperature analytical solution 
from energy balance equation considering pseudo-steady state pressure profile. This solution 
presented similar Joule-Thomson effect in sections 3.1-3.3 and an additional production time-




referred to as boundary dominated adiabatic expansion. Hence, an extended temperature 
transient analytical solution was developed by combining this new solution under boundary 
dominated flow with existing solutions. This integrated solution was verified against numerical 
simulation results in multiple cases.  
For all the cases presented in section 3.4, the analytical temperature modeling results 
were in close agreement with those obtained numerically. The characteristic of boundary 
dominated flow displayed a quasi-linear cooling effect on temporal temperature profiles plotted 
in a Cartesian plot, which can be clearly differentiated from the linear heating Joule-Thomson 
effect in a semi-log plot. Based on the analytical solution, the slope of this linear behavior is a 
function of multiple reservoir parameters, including total compressibility and drainage area. 
According to the parametric analysis on the temperature modeling results, eight reservoir, 
production, and fluid properties were categorized, in which total compressibility and drainage 
area were only sensitive to temperature profiles controlled by boundary dominated flow. In 
addition, observation wells away from the production well presented strong cooling effect 
under boundary dominated flow due to the elimination of the heating Joule-Thomson effect. 
The reservoir shape affected the temperature profiles when the pressure transient reached the 
boundaries, which can be used to estimate the distance to the closest boundary from the 
production well. Based on the findings from the temperature modeling results, we developed 
additional inversion procedures to estimate drainage area and reservoir shape from the 
temperature signals under boundary dominated flow presented in section 4.4, which were 
applicable to both production and observation well surveillance. Examples in which these 
procedures were applied illustrated acceptable estimation accuracies (more than 93%), while 
the estimations from the observation well demonstrated fewer errors (< 0.5%).  
Long-term monitoring of boundary dominated flow makes thermal conduction and heat 
loss to surroundings more significant on temperature modeling. They can introduce errors on 
drainage area estimations for up to an additional 10%. We also modeled the temperature signals 
associated with a build-up test. With a production period of boundary dominated flow, the 
buildup temperature signals were identical to those under pressure transient period. Therefore, 
existing temperature transient analytical solutions for build-up test can be safely applied to the 
cases under boundary dominated flow.  
The temperature transient analytical solution under radial boundary dominated flow 
introduced in section 3.4 extended the potential for further application of temperature transient 
analysis. With this solution, the observation well temperature transient analysis proved to be 
feasible for reservoir characterization.  
8.1.5 Multi-Layer Reservoir 
Temperature transient analysis can assist in reservoir management of multilayer 
reservoirs by characterization of individual layer properties Through late-time production rate 
estimations per layer and the single layer transient temperature analytical solution, we 
developed a novel analytical solution to predict the transient inflow temperature signals of each 
layer presented in section 3.5, while producing with the constant rate from a fully penetrating 
vertical well. Based on this analytical solution, the procedures to characterize layer properties 
are procured. 
We validated this analytical solution by illustrating the temperature profiles obtained 
from this analytical solution on a multilayer oil reservoir and benchmarking against those from 
a commercially available numerical simulation. This comparison demonstrated that this 
analytical solution is in very good agreement with the numerical results. Sensitivity analyses 
of temperature profiles were performed on layer properties of permeability, porosity, damaged 




of Joule-Thomson and adiabatic expansion effects by rising speeds of temperature propagation. 
Porosity variations result in changes of adiabatic expansion effect associated with the heat 
capacity of the saturated porous medium. The effects of damaged zone radius and permeability 
on temperature signals are analogous with those produced from a single layer reservoir. 
Semi-log interpretation techniques were developed from observations of temperature 
signals to characterize individual layer properties of a multilayer reservoir in section 4.5. With 
adequate knowledge of other layer properties, detailed procedures were demonstrated and can 
lead to the interpretations of layer production rates, permeability, and damaged zone 
permeability for each layer. Even with no prior knowledge of other layer properties, simplified 
procedures obtain the ratios of layer production rates, permeabilities, and damaged zone 
permeabilities between layers. These interpretation techniques significantly simplify the 
complications associated with the inversion from numerical simulation while maintaining 
decent accuracy.  
8.2 Effect of Fluid Property and Production Rate Variations on Temperature Transient 
Analysis in Conventional Reservoir 
8.2.1 Accounting for Fluid Property Variation in Temperature Transient Analysis 
Analytical solutions developed in section 3 assume constant fluid properties that limit 
the applications of the solutions and can result in significant errors when modeling temperature 
signals under high drawdown conditions. In section 5.1, we presented a method to account for 
the fluid property variations in temperature transient analysis. The proposed method could 
significantly improve the modeling accuracy of existing analytical solutions and was adopted 
to assist in analyzing temperature data for reservoir characterization.   
We identified four major fluid properties contributing to the temperature signals, which 
include fluid density, specific heat, Joule-Thomson coefficient, and viscosity. A sensitivity 
analysis among the four revealed that the viscosity imposes the largest impact on the 
temperature data. We used the developed analytical solutions to show the sensitivity of the 
temperature response to the fluid properties, which is most pronounced at late-time for both 
drawdown and buildup tests. The temporal temperature profiles in this period present quasi-
linear behavior on a semi-log plot, which pointed to the fluid property correction method. The 
algorithm to obtain the proper fluid properties involved arithmetic and harmonic averaging for 
various fluid properties along with corresponding iterative procedures. Due to the theory 
behind the fluid property correction method, the applicability and limitations of this method 
depend on the assumption made on the development of analytical solution as well as the 
occurrence of the quasi-linear behavior. Further investigations indicated that applying a 
viscosity only correction method can correctly model the temperature behavior.  
With the inputs of the corrected fluid properties, the analytical solutions developed in 
section 3 were benchmarked against those from the numerical simulation for various scenarios, 
including drawdown and buildup temperature signals for non-damaged and damaged reservoirs 
with different production rates and reservoir fluid components. To ensure the fluid properties 
are correctly estimated, the pressure modeling also considered the corrected fluid properties 
and was validated against the numerical simulation results. The drawdown and buildup 
temperature profiles corrected for fluid property variations showed excellent agreements with 
those from numerical simulation, especially at the late time. The damaged zone permeability 
induced unique temperature signals apart from that in the reservoir. This required performing 
another independent fluid property correction method in a different time period to precisely 




The temporal temperature profiles with the input of corrected fluid properties were 
essential for the improvement of reservoir characterization procedures. Based on the 
advancements of the forward temperature modeling, we updated existing semi-log temperature 
interpretation techniques to improve the reservoir characterization with the fluid property 
correction method. Significant improvements were observed in permeability estimations for 
the non-damaged and damaged reservoirs, showing up to 60% higher accuracy compare to 
characterization based on constant fluid property assumption. The two-time-period fluid 
property correction approach adds additional 25% accuracy on the permeability estimations for 
the damaged reservoir. Applying this method to solutions developed in section 3 extends the 
scope of solutions from modeling small temperature signals to significant temperature 
transients in high drawdown conditions, which were mainly modeled by numerical simulation 
previously. 
8.2.2 Dynamic Temperature Analysis under Variable Rate and Pressure Conditions for 
Transient and Boundary Dominated Flow 
Constant production rate, as an assumption for solutions developed in section 3, is 
rarely valid for any practical cases with an extended period of production. To extend the scope 
of analytical temperature transient analysis for more complex and realistic production strategies, 
novel analytical approaches were proposed in section 5.2 to model temperature signals under 
variable rate and pressure conditions, i.e. dynamic temperature analysis.  
We started addressing this issue by classifying the potential cases of complex variable 
rate and pressure conditions based on production strategy (step-rate or constant pressure 
production) and flow regime (early pressure transient or late boundary dominated flow period). 
For each scenario, suitable approaches were developed to account for production rate variation. 
To be specific, we proposed the approaches of superposition cumulative production, simplified 
superposition, and material balance time to analyze three scenarios. A novel analytical solution 
was derived from energy balance equation with the input of exponential rate decline for the last 
scenario. As a result, cases with complex production history can be transformed to analogous 
cases with a constant rate, which can be analyzed using existing temperature transient analysis 
procedures. 
To verify the proposed methods, multiple sets of synthetic temperature data were 
generated for each production scenario as candidates for dynamic temperature analysis. The 
validations come from both graphical confirmations of qualitative evaluation and quantitative 
estimations of reservoir properties. After performing dynamic temperature analysis, the 
temperature data for each set are found to be in close agreement with the corresponding case. 
With detailed reservoir characterization procedure, the reservoir property estimations are in 
close agreement with the reference settings (for permeability, porosity, drainage area, and 
damaged zone properties) 
Besides the extended scope and application, the approach built on the contributions 
from section 4. The fluid property correction method was extended to variable rate and pressure 
conditions and illustrated improved characterization results. The observation well surveillance 
was introduced for monitoring boundary dominated flow with better estimation precision. We 





8.3 Application of Temperature Transient Analysis in Unconventional Reservoir 
8.3.1 Forward Numerical Modeling in Producing Unconventional Reservoir 
Recent developments on horizontal well drilling and hydraulic fracturing make the 
exploration of shale reservoir technically feasible. Implementation of temperature downhole 
monitoring system has contributed to the unconventional reservoir characterization and 
fracture diagnostic in the past decade. Thermal modeling research in this area has often focused 
on the temperature profiling along the horizontal wellbores. We build a numerical model to 
predict temperature signals associated with shale gas reservoir production from a hydraulic 
fracture.  
We perform numerical simulation on a single fracture model as the base case and vary 
the fracture permeability and half-length to conduct further parameter study. The model 
parameters are comparable with previously published models. The temperature data is obtained 
from the numerical model at the wellbore-fracture interface as the arriving temperature profile, 
which can be incorporated into a wellbore model separately. 
We identify similar baro-thermal effect observed in producing conventional reservoir, 
including Joule-Thomson and adiabatic expansion effects, on the temperature signals 
associated with the unconventional reservoir. For production with a constant bottom-hole 
pressure, the cooling baro-thermal effect did not last long before being balanced by the heating 
effect due to the production rate decline.  
The following parametric study addresses the controversial topic of the fracture 
conductivity impact on the thermal behavior as well as the advantage of temperature versus 
pressure signals. Higher fracture conductivity can amplify the maximum cooling by baro-
thermal effect as well as warm back due to the production rate decline. Therefore, the effect of 
fracture conductivity on the temperature signals is not monotonic. On the other hand, longer 
fracture half-length leads to weaker warm back. As a result, temperature signals are sensitive 
to fracture half-length and conductivity independently, even if the fracture has a constant 
dimensionless fracture conductivity. 
8.3.2 Fracture Diagnostic during Stimulation Fluid Flow-back 
Stimulation fluid flow-back presents a distinct thermal signal due to the significant 
temperature difference between the fractured and non-fractured regions. This work presents 
the analysis of flow-back temperature profile to identify inflow temperature from each of the 
fractures, which is a critical input for PLT analysis. The results from preliminary simulation 
studies suggest that the inflow temperature is identical to the surrounding fractured region 
temperature, which is masked by the heating effect induced by the wellbore fluid flow after a 
shut-in (after-flow). With the quantified heating effect, one can obtain the inflow temperature 
for each fracture.   
In section 6.2, an analytical solution to model the temperature signal associated with a 
shut-in period separating the flow-back and production periods is presented, the results of 
which can be used to evaluate the efficiency of each fracture. This analytical solution is derived 
using the Method of Characteristics applied to an existing governing equation with newly 
incorporated thermal boundary condition. As a validation set, a wellbore fluid simulation is 
constructed using a simplified finite element model, the results of which present good 
agreement with those from the analytical solution. 
The results of the analytical solution are presented in terms of the temporal temperature 
variation in the fractured and non-fractured region for constant and variable after-flow rate 
conditions. We identify the major mechanisms contributing to the temperature signal: inflow 




surrounding temperature field (boundary condition), and casing radius. Near the fractured 
region, wellbore fluid temperature is subject to a heating effect after shut-in due to the warmer 
fluid away from the perforation moving into the cooler region. Hours after the shut-in, the 
wellbore temperature reaches a constant value, which indicates the thermal balance (steady 
state) between convection due to after-flow and heat transfer to surrounding rock.  
After the validation and analysis of forward modeling results, inversion procedures are 
introduced based on the derived analytical solution. By comparing the temperature profiles in 
the fractured and non-fractured region, one can estimate inflow fluid temperature, surrounding 
temperature field, and after-flow velocity of each fracture. The characterization results show 
good accuracies against the true values (less than 15% errors for all the cases). The estimations 
are very accurate for temperature profiling of the fractured region (less than 3% errors). This 
work presented a method to accurately estimate the inflow fluid temperature from the fractured 
well and present the main factors affecting the flowing temperature data. The estimated fracture 
properties from this work can be used to evaluate the stimulation efficiency per individual 
fractures and optimize the future fracturing treatment through production logging analysis. 
8.4 Application of Temperature Transient Analysis in CO2 Storage Leakage Detection 
and Characterization   
8.4.1 Effect of Leakage Pathway Flow Properties on Thermal Signal Associated with the 
Leakage from CO2 Storage Zone 
We evaluated the potential of the temperature signal to detect leakage of fluids from 
the CO2 storage zone, and the effect of leakage pathway flow properties on the thermal signal. 
For the conditions evaluated in this study, the thermal signals can clearly reveal the phase 
changes across the leak because of the drastic varying JT coefficient between the liquid and 
CO2-rich gas phase compared to the pressure signals. The temperature signals, obtained from 
compositional hydrothermal numerical simulations, are investigated for two leakage pathways: 
leaky wells and leaky faults. The temperature signal associated with leakage from a leaky well 
is found to be much higher than that from the leaky fault. We also revealed that the JT effect 
and heat conduction are the two dominant heat transfer mechanisms procuring the leakage 
thermal signal, while the adiabatic expansion shows a moderate impact on the temperature 
profiles only in the leaky fault case. We observed that the trend of the temperature signal from 
the JT effect will be completely altered before and after the CO2 leakage. 
Analyses with miscellaneous IZ, leaks, and AZ properties were performed to examine 
the temperature signals in various conditions that may be encountered in practice. We found 
that the factors governing the temperature signals in AZ include the pressure drop across the 
leaks and the leakage flux rate. As a result, our study quantitatively confirmed the preferred 
conditions for significant temperature signal in AZ, which involve the leak properties such as 
less capillary pressure, and IZ properties such as shallower depth and thinner cap-rock 
thickness. In addition, we treated the leakage pathway as a fractured medium to investigate its 
impact on the temperature signal. Based on our results, the lower fracture permeability defers 
the CO2 breakthrough time and amplifies the leakage thermal signal in the leaky fault. If IZ 
and/or AZ are naturally fractured reservoirs, the magnitude of the leakage thermal signal 
significantly decreases, and the CO2 leaks into the IZ much sooner. 
In short, we have confirmed the significance of the temperature signals at the leaks and 
examined the favourable conditions to induce significant temperature signals in AZ if CO2 
leaks from the storage zone. Temperature signals have the advantage on detecting low 




measurements. Careful screening on a CO2 storage site should reveal the effectiveness to 
implement the required temperature surveying to detect leakage. 
8.4.2 Temperature Analysis for Early Detection and Rate Estimation of CO2 Wellbore Leakage 
In section 7.2, we developed an analytical leakage thermal model to estimate the CO2 
leakage rate and transmissibility of the wellbore leak using temperature measurements. This 
model is based on a control volume analysis of a wellbore leak through the cement inside and/or 
outside the casing. The model considers the energy balance between the major mechanisms 
driving the leakage temperature signal: Joule-Thomson (JT) effect and heat conduction. The 
integrated approach (in which leakage pathway was treated as single control volume) was 
discretized to multiple control volumes to incorporate the varying pressure, temperature, and 
fluid properties through the leak.  
We estimated the CO2 leakage rates using the leakage thermal model and validated its 
estimations with the synthetic data obtained from numerically simulated IZ-leak-AZ model 
constructed in section 7.1. The IZ-leak-AZ model simulated the fluid flow and heat transfer in 
the IZ and AZ connected by the wellbore leak through the impermeable cap-rock. Based on the 
nature of leakage and the associated temperature signals, periods in which CO2 leaks have been 
identified as either mixed leakage period (with brine and CO2 flowing through the leak) or 
single-phase CO2 leakage period (occurring after the mixed leakage period). The balance 
between heat conduction and JT effect is well established during CO2 leakage period, 
producing a nearly constant temperature signal. We identified this behavior as steady state and 
addressed it first.  
We presented the leakage rate estimations during single-phase CO2 leakage period for 
various wellbore leakage properties reported in the literature. Results of the discretized leakage 
thermal model achieved improved accuracy in estimating leakage rates compared to the single 
control volume analysis, which is essential at the inlet and outlet of the leak. We compared 
these results with those obtained from a previous thermal model and observed significant 
improvements. Overall, the discretized thermal model can perform rate estimation with more 
than 80% accuracy on a wide range of cases. To better evaluate uncertainties in the estimates, 
we introduced the magnitude ratio of heat conduction over JT effect and the newly-defined 
JT/cond Number. The application range of this approach was obtained as 40-90 % of the 
magnitude ratio and within a range of 1.6-4 on the JT/cond Number. These ranges were 
confirmed by analysis of example problems. 
We extended the leakage rate estimation to the more complex mixed leakage period, by 
attributing the major thermal contribution to the leaking CO2. The estimates of CO2 leakage 
rate from the steady state solution during mixed leakage period achieved acceptable accuracies 
compared to synthetic data. The accuracies of the estimates increase in high permeability 
leakage pathways, which indicate that, surprisingly, the transient behavior in mixed leakage 
period marginally affects the estimation of the leakage rates. We explored an additional output 
of the leakage thermal model to include predicting leakage transmissibility. The 
transmissibility estimates can be used in existing pressure-based models for leakage rate 
estimation purposes. Since the pressure-based models are favorable for higher permeability 
leaks, this combination obtained more robust results for the rate estimations. The procedure 
and flow chart were presented to estimate the leakage rate and transmissibility for applications 
to real field data on both injection and post-injection periods for a CO2 storage project.  
This particular analytical solution provides significant improvements on leakage rate 
estimation from temperature measurements. It addresses more complex two-phase leakage 
behavior under transient and steady state conditions with simpler and faster analytical approach. 




measurements and minimum temperature data with small errors. This leakage thermal model 
provides multiple outputs of leakage rate and transmissibility and offers more alternatives to 
serve as wellbore monitoring techniques for CO2 storage project, which is also beneficial as a 
validation for other available approaches. 
8.5 Recommendation for Future Works 
The development of downhole temperature monitoring system will continue to grow 
with the improvement in temperature data quality and cost of implementation. Building on the 
works in this dissertation to increase value of information gained from transient temperature 
analysis is required. Several recommendations for future works are suggested below: 
1. Temperature transient analysis in conventional reservoir: Near wellbore liquid drop 
out (condensate banking) has been identified as a major factor causing the loss of 
deliverability for condensate wells, which occurs once the reservoir pressure becomes 
lower than the dew point pressure of the condensate gas. Estimating the size of the 
condensate bank, which is difficult to achieve from pressure transient analysis, is 
critical to design the lean gas injection remediation of condensate drop out. Transient 
temperature analysis has proven the capability to identify the damaged zone size and 
properties. Therefore, the potential of applying transient temperature analysis to 
characterize the condensate banking is important. 
2. Thermal modeling for the warm-back period of hydraulic fracturing: As we discussed 
in section 6.2, the temperature modeling of flow-back period depends on the 
surrounding region temperature field, which can be acquired from thermal modeling 
for the warm-back period of hydraulic fracturing. In addition, analyzing temperature 
data from the warm-back period can reveal fracture and reservoir properties. While 
research efforts cited in Chapter 1 focused on this area, more developments can be 
made from the forward modeling including identifying and characterizing the 
stimulated region from temperature data. Meanwhile, the development of inversion 
procedures in this research area is difficult. One may consider the analytical solution 
as a direct approach for forward modeling to obtain simple inversion procedures. 
3. Temperature transient analysis for gas hydrate exploration: Natural gas hydrate has 
proved to be the largest amount of hydrocarbon natural reserve on the planet. Current 
exploration of methane hydrate remains at the field trial stage with pressure depletion 
and thermal dissociation. Controllable, economical, and environment-friendly 
production method needs to be developed for natural gas hydrate exploration. Thermal 




Appendix A. Analytical Solution Derivation for Single Layer Homogeneous 
Reservoir under Transient Flow 
Applying the Laplace transform, the Equations 3.7-3.9 become: 
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This ordinary differential equation (ODE) can be solved by implementing the 
integrating factor. The general form of an ODE and its solution are: 
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where f and g are random functions. Following the procedures provided by Equations 
A.3 and A.4, the derivations to arrive the solution for Equation A.1 are: 




























Here, we apply the late time approximations to replace the modified Bessel functions 
of the second kind of order 1 and 0 with the functions of the reciprocal and exponential integral 
for small values of 𝑟𝐷√𝑠𝐶2 (Abramowitz and Stegun 1964). Based on final value theorem, the 
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The second term on the RHS of Equation A.7 can be solved by the method of integration 
by part: 
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Equation A.10 is the analytical solution in the Laplace domain. To invert it back to the 
time domain, several Laplace transform identities are adopted here: 
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Therefore, the solution in the time domain is: 
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Appendix B. Analytical Solution Derivation for Single Layer Near 
Wellbore Damaged Reservoir under Transient Flow 
Apply the Laplace transform, the Equations 3.23-3.25 become: 
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Following the same procedures provided by Equations A.3 and A.4, the derivations to 
arrive the solution for Equation B.1 are: 
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Assuming the production time is sufficiently long (Appendix A), based on final value 
theorem, the late time asymptotic solution is: 
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The analytical solution for Equation B.1 is: 
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(B.5) 
Equation B.5 is the analytical solution in the Laplace domain. To invert it back to the 
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Therefore, the solution in the time domain is: 
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Appendix C. Analytical Solution Derivation for Single Layer Reservoir 
with near Wellbore Non-Darcy Effect under Transient Flow 
Applying the Laplace transform, the Equations 3.32-3.34 become: 
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Following the same procedures provided by Equations A.3 and A.4, the derivations to 
arrive the solution for Equation C.1 are: 
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Assuming the production time is sufficiently long, based on final value theorem 
(Appendix A), the late time asymptotic solution is: 
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The RHS of Equation C.4 can be solved by the method of integration by part. And the 
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Equation C.5 is the analytical solution in the Laplace domain. To invert it back to the 
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Appendix D. Analytical Solution Derivation for Single Layer Reservoir 
under Boundary Dominated Flow 
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Following the same procedures provided by Equations A.3 and A.4, the derivations to 
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The last term represents the slow propagating JT effect. Therefore, it is safe to assume 
the outer boundary is infinite far from the wellbore for JT effect: 
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Equation D.7 is the analytical solution in the Laplace domain. To invert it back to the 
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Therefore, the solution in the time domain is: 
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Appendix E. Analytical Solution Derivation for Single Layer Reservoir 
with Constant Pressure Production under Boundary Dominated Flow 
Assuming a curve C(x, s) as an integral curve for the vector field perpendicular to the 



























From the initial condition (Equation 5.28), the integral curve becomes: 
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Each of the characteristic equation (Equation E.1) can be solved by integration with the 
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Introducing Equation E.5 to last equation in Equation E.4, we arrived the final 
analytical solution for constant pressure production during BDF period: 
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Appendix F. Analytical Solution Derivation for Wellbore Fluid 
Temperature During Flow-back Period Associated with After-flow 
Assuming a curve C(r, s) as an integral curve for the vector field perpendicular to the 
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From the initial condition (Equation 6.5), the integral curve becomes: 
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Each of the characteristic equation (Equation F.1) can be solved by integration with the 
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Introducing Equation F.5 to last equation in Equation F.4, we arrived the final analytical 
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